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It might have been! How oft in mournful measure
Regret ‘doth murmur; yes, it might have been.
How fondly fancy gilds each vanished pleasure,
When through the past’s dim vista it is seen.
It mignt have been!

In every breast there lingers

A discontent that’s born of

might have

been ;”

From every life, stern fate’s remorseless fingers
Have plucked some budding fortune just foreseen.
It might have been!

Pale disappointment weeping

!'Oer the new grave of dead ambition sighs;
Remorse, awakened from long years of sleeping,
* It mizht have been” in wailing anguish cries.
To feebly doubt, not bravely do, allures us,
And failing hence the promised good to glean,
The gloomy retrospect of years assures us
That ours is not the life that might have been.
Peace, weary heart! Oh, cease thy vain repining!
Before us beams a future yet to win;
(er it the sun of God’s approval shining
+ Throws in eclipse the brilliant might hive been.
Let faith and hope supplant this weak repining :
These might-have-beens
may be the precious
stones
With which the Builder, destiny defining,
May shape in beauty our celestial thrones.
Teach us,

0 God, whatever ills betide us,

The chastening lesson to be learned from sin,

Be thy blest truth a beacon light to guide us,
That heaven
been.”

may not.be mourned

as * might have

p

soul out of the bondage of sin ?' ‘Yes, missus, I can belieb dat.” And in that hour this

poor old creature joyfully received the gospel.”
Had we space, we might multiply these
illustrations which Miss Smiley so happily
uses, We will give one more example of
the marked points of her preaching. At a

events,

widely

different,

but

with

about

equal power to set society talking.
The first event

had

its

culmination

in

the county jail last Friday in the hanging
of Geo. Driver for the deliberate murder
of his wife. The case was a clear one of
murder in the first degree,—the only mitigating circumstance urged being partial
intoxication.
The usual
turnings and
twistings known to ingenious ‘lawyers who

—

E—

.

ministry generally. Once in a while there
is a church quarrel. But thousands of

churches live in

peace.

Occasionally

a

cord is visible, and beyond my reach.

I

Events of the Week.

blot it out’! or make the record other than it

is when it is fihished ! I alter, add, erase!
No, not the shadow of a shade!

MR. BOUTWELL SWORN IN.
Massachusétts’
newly elected Senator
presented his eredentials last week and was

I might

have made the record different by different

emotions and actions as the day wenton. I
might have avoided this and done that.
But when the day is over

duly confirmed. He approached the Vice- *
President’s desk escorted by Charles Sum-

and the Terai

ner, Mr. Wilson stepping forward and
complete, I blot it out! No. No
more taking each by the hand as they approachthan I can my own being.. Imperishable is ed. The oath of office was then read by
that page.
Mr. Wilson, and Mr. Boutwell was declar1 blot out a day! T.can blot ogt the let- ed Senator. The appearance of these three
ters that compose the word, My pen can Massachusetts men in the Senate under
dash out the word itself, so that no man
such circumstances was the occasion of conshould know the word day was there. But siderable interest, and a large company
the written history of a day—I did not write ‘was present to view the sceme,
We
it. I thought, and felt, and lived, but an shouldn’t wonder if some artist's camera
invisible hand drove the pen of history. was trained on the trio as they stood there
Faithful picture, infallible, true—that hand- atthe Vice-President’s desk.
writing on the wall. I can no more blot it
"A SUNDAY ACCIDENT,
out than the terrified king of Babylon could

erase what he saw.
Blot out a departed day!

A small steamer, the Grace Irving, lately

i
Yes, you can

the numeral that represents it, but the moral history stands.
My little calendar is full of suggestions.
A glance at it shows how many days are
|gone. My erasive pen has swept over all
the year, thus far, a passing reason for the
right improvement of the remnant.
Erasing the numeral that represents it,

I

propose not to blot, but to beautify each
day. The record can bg improved. I can
live iu sweeter harmony with* Him, who,
while making each day a testimonial of his
goodness, thus most

kindly

invites

me

to

make each an improvement on its predecessor, in love and obedience, so that when

all

my days are blotted out by the destroyer,
death, the eternal day may dawn upon me.

P—

Christ is a great prophet; he brought the
holy mysteries out of his Father's bosom;
he speaks outwardly by his word, and, by
his spirit, he is an inward Ecclesiastes, who
can enter into the heart, and there express
himself in words of life and power. Unto
this, faith answers by an humble docibleness; it softens and meekens the heart; it
makes the believer sit down at Christ's feet
and hear him in the hardest lectures; if
Christ talks of a cross, the believer is ready
to take it up upon his back;

if of superra-

tional mysteries, he is ready to subscribe to
them ; he becomes as a little

child,

rulable

by every holy beam or motion; he yields
up himself to the Spirit and word to be instructed by them ; this is the apt posture;
it is called ‘*an hearing of the prophets”
(Acts 3: 22).
The believer in this posture
is suré to hear of him ; he shall be more and

more led into holy truths ; his ear is opened,
and his mind in a readiness for further instruction. The Spirit will make deeper
impressions, and seal divine truths upon his

heart; the rich mines of precepts and promises shall lie more open before his eyes.
+++

Sentences from Goethe.
—Or

—

Duxbury,

Mass., and all on board perished.

These were Mr. Ritchie, Mr. Eldridge of
Fairhaven, Capt. Lowden of New Bedford,
and a seaman shipped in Boston. The
gentlemen left Boston at 8 o'clock Sunday
morning for New

Bedford,

for

what

pur-

pose is not stated, and when off ‘Duxbury
the gale overcame the slim craft and she
went down. The calamity deprived the
communities of some active and prosperous business men,

besides

leaving

homes

and friends desolate.
THE GALLOWS.
Two executions by hanging took place
Friday, Foster for the murder of Mr. Putfor

the

murder of his wife in Boston. Both the
murderers had been well-trained in Sunday-

our Prophet.
—

purchased by the Hon. James Ritchie of
Boston and several other gentlemen, went
down in the gale a week ago Sunday off

nam in New York, and McElhaney

By,

Christ

tfperd

school, and would

doubtless have

reached

a better end but for the curse of whiskey.
A FQRTUNATE CONJUNCTION.
It seems that Mr. Henry Howard of Coventry, R. I., combines within himself the

principles requisite to both a temperance
man and a Republican. For he was nominated as the Republican candidate for governor of that State at the convention last
week,

and

a day

Temperance party
standard bearer.

or

two

afterwards

the-

also chose him as their
This will seem to be

casting temperance votes to
He must be a temperance

goed effect.
man or
he

wouldn’t have received the nomination of
that party, and the Republicans will vote
for him because he

is

their

candidate,

so

that it seems quite certain that Rhode
Island will get a temperance Governor.
It is a pity that these same parties couldn't
unite on the same candidate in some other
states.
WHERE

IS SPRING ?

We look at the falling

snow and think of

Tantalus. The cup of ¢¢ ethereal mildness ”
has seemed to be pressed to our lips frequently, but just as we would indulge in a
draught it has been buried in snow. We\
look at the Almanac.
** March 20. Spring |
begins to-day.” But it doesn’t. On the

minsiter is harshly treated by his people,—
Whoever early
experiences limitation
—N. Y. Evening Post.
sent adrift after years of service, or left in
easily attains freedom, but the man upon
a
a
old age in want and sorrow.
But the
contrary, winter takes a new hold, and if
whom, late in life, limitation presses, wins
greater number are tenderly cared for while
one listens for the songs of robins he is in.
Miss Smiley in Boston.
but a bitter freedom.
in active service, and have a support to the
BY HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH.
For every age in man there is a corre- danger of freezing his ears. Still there are
recent*¢ Faith meeting” at Dr. Pentecost’s,
end of life. There is a greater average of
The sky now and then philosophy.
The child appears “favorable omens.
Miss Sarah F. Smiley has received a she thus gave her own experience in conbugasseficoes in the ministry” than in sponding
wears
a
mild
appearance
at sunset, and ragas a realist, for it is as much convinced of
warm reception from the best churches of nection with the higher attainments of can not afford to keep a conscience
ny other profession. Out of a thousand
ged boys are playing marbles—at almost
its
own
existence
as
of
that
of
apples
and
resorted
to
but
without
avalloat
Co
Boston. The most carefully gnarded pul- Christian life : ¢ After my conversion, twenmerchants two-thirds fail, and reach the
every corner. And Spring always comes
pits have been opened to-her. The preach- ty-one years ago, 1 thought that the change tion followed at the hands of an intelligent elose of life destitute. Out of a thousand pears. The youth assailed by inward paspretty soon after that. So we shall expect
sion observes himself, and foresees that he
ing of the persuasive Quakeress in Dr. Nethat had been wrought in me would deliver
lawyers an | a thousand doctors, not a third
it directly.
:
The
unfortunate
man
met
his
doom
with
will
become
an-idealist.
Next,
man
has
evhemiah Adams’s church has caused almost me from the power of temptation.
But I
live by th.ir profession. The average of
A
CURIOUS
CASE,
conmendable
fortitude,
admitted
the
justice
ery
reason
to
become
a
skeptic;
he
does
well
as much comifient here as her preaching sinned. 1 found that other Christians had
ministers would not have more than averin doubting whether the means which he
A curious case has come to the attention
in the Tabernacle church occasioned in the same difficulties. But I thought I should of his fate, and exhibited what seemed to age success if in business. Spurgeon, Tyng,
has
chosen for his end are the best. Be- of the members of the Senate. "A New
be
genuine
penitence
at
the
last.
He
had
Brooklyn.
:
soon be able to overcome my faults\
I
Beecher, Murray, and men who command
We have heard her preach on several oc- struggled, much in my own strength, for been reared in boyhood a Scotch Presbyter- great salaries, are men of great talent and fore and’ in the midst of action every thing England politician of means actually held a
inclines him to hold his judgment in sus- consultation with a member of Congress of
ian
in
Scotland,
but
became
a
Catholic
in
casions,—in Dr. Pentecost’s church, in the fifteen years,
I began to see my own heart.
ability who would have made their mark
this
country.
When,
however,
the
minispense,
lest afterwards he should regret his high standing just befgre the late senatorial
Baptist church at Chelsea, and at Dr. As I grew in grace God showed me my
anywhere. The Stewarts, Peabodys, 'Web- choice. The gray-headed man confesses
trations
of
the
priest
were
tendered
he
reelection in Florida, A
whether the
Adams's.
What is the secret of her won- own weakness and imperfection.
[ became
sters, Choates, Vanderbilts, appear only
derful ‘influence and marvelous success? impatient. Satan beset me and made me fused them and sought spiritual counsel once in a century. The common mass; by himself a mystic, as he sees that so much vigorous course which Senator Morton had
We say marvelous success, for the largest very wretched. I repented and found fresh from two Presbyterian divines, adhering countless thousands, toil on for a bare sub. depends on chance ; the unreasonable suc- pursued in the Caldwell investigation was
His reason of askchurches of Boston are found insufficient to peace.
The love of Christ illumined my tenaciously to the last to the rugged doc- sistence. There is no class of men better ceeds, the reasonable fails, fortune. and likely to be continued.
hold the crowds of people who wish to goul. Then came the old struggle again. trines of his boyhood days. When on the paid, as a whole, than ministers. They live misfortune place themselves on a par,so it is, ing was that he had been assured from
hear her.
Some of these people are curi- First the light, and then the shadow. Ifelt scaffold,about to take the fatal leap, he took on an equality with the average of their peo- so it was ; while great old age quiets itself in Florida that he could come down there and
is, who was, “dnd who will for a certain large sum of money render his
osily seekers, but a majority of them are that this life of imperfect peace was intol- in his hand the rope attached to the fatal ple in all parts of the country. No matter him who
election to the United States Senate certain.
the best people of the city.
i erable. I said to myself, ¢ Is this all that trap beneath the platform,. and holding it how humble or how obscure a minister's be.
The power of imagination is regulated He had hesitated about going until he could
aloft said to the bystanders: ‘“Whiskey has
The secret of her success lies in her the gospel cart do for me?’
origin may be, he is admitted to the best sothrough art, especially through poetry. know whether the Senate was Jikely to look
simplicity, her sell-forgetfulness, and her
¢ I read that Daniel prayed three weeks. brought me to this; shun it as a deadly ciety in the land. The doctor, lawyer and Nothing is more frightful than imagination
with favor upon Mr. Morton's thoroughclear unfolding of spiritual mysteries and I said, ¢ I will pray three weeks that God enemy !” In that short sentence God's truth merchant toil#years for a position which is
without
taste.
ness. He was advised by the congressman
came
burning
home
to
the
public
conscience
gospel truths. People are tired and sick may grant to me a fuller disclosure of
accorded at once to a young minister. With
Whoever
reproaches
an
author
with
whom he consulted not to risk it, whereupon
as
it
has
often
done
before
in
like
‘manner,
of rambling sermons on disputed points of his love.’ I depended on prayer as a
his first sermon the doors of all mansions
obscurity should first examine himself to he declined.
:
:
and
let
us
hope
that
the
warning
words
and
theology, on science, literature and art. means of purchasing God’s favor.
The
are thrown open to him. As a mere busiANOTHER HOTEL HORROR.
a
They have been fed on husks till their in- Lord answered my prayer on the first day the still more warning example may save ness the ministry is worth looking at, in know if all is clear within. In the twisome incipient murderer from a like fate,and what it offers,—the position into which itin- light a very plain writing is illegible.
most souls crave nourishment. The ques- that I went
The St. James hotel in Montreal was
to him. All was light, peace
The obscurity of certain maxims is only
tion that thoughtful minds are asking, re- and joy. I wasdisappointed in the sudden- society from some fresh horror, The gen- troduces men ; and the fact that though the
burned last week, and the results are nearly’
lates to none of the theological differences ness of the answer. I wished to merit eral satisfaction with which this execution, pay is not large to the pastor, bread is relative. Not all that is evident to the as sad as those connected with the recent
doer can be made plain to the listener. |
and that of Osborn in the interior of the
that divide the world;—it is simply this,—Is God's grace.by praying three full weeks.
Fifth Avenue hotel tire. The fire first apgiven, and his water is sure.—St. Paul calls
High demands are in themselves more peared in the servants’ quarters on the fifth
State on the same day, were received, as
experimental religion a reality P
“1 now had a constant terror lest I. evidenced by the general tone of the press, it a ‘good work.’
valuable, even unfulfilled, than lower ones
This question Miss Smiley answers.
She
floor, and thence spread rapidly, cutting off
a PSE
shouid lose the blessing. My friends said indicates the direction of the public mind in
fulfilled.
;
teaches the religion of the Bible
she
all escape by stairways.
It was at one
We commit a great error in judging the
I Blot out a Day.
finds it fulfilled in her own personal experi- that it would not last. While I was watch- regard to punishment of extreme crimes
o'clock in the morning.
Several escaped to
ful I found myself kept, but when I was by extreme measures.
cause to he near the effect, as the string is
ence. She deals not with the prophecies
the roof and were rescued, while others
not, my peace was gone.
The second sensation referred to was no
Before the place where I daily write, to the arrow ; and yet we can not avoid it, tried to save themselves by dropping from
fulfilled in the Jews or in Babylon, or in
cause
and
effect are always
“[ was at last told to cease to try to less than that of a lecture by the notorious hangs a calendar. It is a miniature map 9) because
Jerusalem, but in the promises that she
the fourth and fifth story windows. These
|
thought
of
together,
and
even brought near
keep
myself,
but
to
give
myself
up
to
the
Victoria
Woodhul]
at
one
of
our
theaters
on
the
year.
The
months
are
in
capitals,
the
has verified in her own heart.
attempts all resulted seriously, some fatally.
a day is gone I in spirit.
* She preached her first sermon in Dr. Pen- Lord to keep. This was a new idea, and it Sunday evening last. Her subject was, days in numerals. When
Three or four lives were lost in all. If
I have never permitted myself to use the
“The Naked Truth,” That such a subject, draw my pen over the figure. I blot out
tecost’s church, Warren avenue, on Feb. brought me more light.
there is any occasion on which a conflagra-"
25th. The Warren avenue church is Bap“In the midst of these perplexities, I announced by such a woman at such a time that day. So I have often said to ‘myself, inductive method ; if another has tried it tion can be excused, it should be in a hotel
tist in name, though it is practically a met the passage, ¢ He that spared not his and place, should set people, whose curiosi- but I am startled at the words and the against me, I have known how to ward it at night.
off.
Free Baptist body, excluding no one who own Son, but delivered him up for us all, | ty overleaps their prudence, into a fever to thought, ‘A day—I blot it out!”
MR. GLADSTONE RESUMES.
'
We preferto confess our moral errors,
What is a day? A section of my own
loves Christ from the table of the Lord. how shall he not with him freely give us [%ee and hear the phenomenon, may be very
The anticipated crisis in. English affairs
The Methodists, too, may claim a close re- all things?
1 was absorbed in the con- discreditable to human nature, but certainly existence—a link in the chain of my own faults and crimes, rather than our intellect~ is bess serious than was threatened by Mr.
'
lation to it, for both the pastor dnd a large templation of these words.
I saw the is nothing more than might be expected of probation—a certain measure of the stream ual jones.
Gladstone's retirement. The matter having
This happens because conscience is hum; 4
number of its members hold to the doc- great love of Christ. T saw the fullness of gsensation-hunters., So the house was filled that flows on to immortality. It came obeybeen suitably discussed, and nobody voiunble,
and
even
takes
pleasure
in
her
shame,
trines of the ¢¢ higher Christian life.” Faith salvation, and’ found myself floating on a (at a dollar a head), many ladies (?) being ing no call of man—it departs with no powteeringfo form a new ministry, Gladstone
meetings are held in the vestry on each’ sea of love. Three days afterwards a friend present. Of course the lecture” was a er of mine to retain’it. I did not give it, but understanding is proud, and a forced announced to the House of Commons, Thuirsday, the resumption of office by his Cabinet.
Saturday afternoon, and are largely attend- asked me if I had found the rest of faith. tirade of obscene abuse of all . that a Chris and can not keep it.” It is perfectly inde- contradiction puts her in despair.
Nothing is more injurious to a new truth He took occasion in making the announceed. They are essentially the same as those Then for the first time the conviction set- tian civilization has taught society to hold pendentiof me. I blot it out! No more
ment to rebuke the opposition for refusing,
than an old error.
!
held at Dr. Cullis’s.
tled upon me that Iindeed had received the sacred. A leading paper here—the I'ri- than I can the sun.
after defeating the government, to form a
The old foundation should
Pe honored,
A day—it has a wecordjof
my eraotions and
The text of Miss Smiley’s first sermon blessing. Now itis rest, rest. I do not bune—expresses forcibly the *“ naked truth
new ministry,and
Mr. Disraeli and the Duke
was,—** ‘What ailed thee, O thou sea, that claim perfection. There is not one hour about the performance in the following, ex- my actions. Each hour is a graving tool but the right to relay it should never be re- of Richmond, in their respective houses,
j
and writs a portion of my history. The rec- linquished.
wo lee
“
| defended the action of the conservatives.
thon fleddest, thou Jordan, that thou wast that I do not feel that I come short of the tract :

|

8 |

i

K Ey|
Fl

jury,

I

Nj

p

N

*

i

ear, without

reminder

perfect will of God.

Senta

=
ent

She took the view-that the

of Israel in the wilderness of condemnation.

Re

FREEWILL

THE

But I have no sense | “It consisted of a rampant denunciation of
Christ has become my the law courts of the country, and a ramwere typical of the disciplinary experience all in all, I have had ten times as much bling accusation of a number of prominent
of the Christian, and that the victorious peace and joy in the year and a half since I divines and laymen, who were charged with
march after crossing the Jordan was typi- made the full consecration as I had in all secret indulgences in the free love doctrines
cal of the triumphant progress of the soul the twenty years of my wanderings after I of which she is the avowed apostle. Her
after entering upon higher religious expe- I was first brought to the knowledge of language was so coarse, gross, filthy and
0)
:
blasphemous,
that it shocked even those of
riences, or the so-called rest of faith. ‘The God.”
report of the spies,” she said, “was true, The ~Ttis a rather remarkable sight to see the her auditors who applauded her condemnamen of the land were giants, to whom the old orthodox churches of Boston sitting, tion of prominent men. Had she merely
men of Israel were as grasshoppers, but as it were, at the feet of a woman, and re- reiterated the article for which she was arwhat were giants in comparison to the stat- ceiving these sweet lessons of faith and ex- rested, there would have been an excuse,
ure of those men who walked in the pow- perience from her lips. but her lecture, last evening, was absoluteBoston, March 18.
er of God?” The sermon proved a very
ly so nasty that not a single phrase could be
NE (inde a
found in it which a respectable j
al
clear illlustration of the majesty of faith.
Miss Smiley made a most favorable im-|,
would
wish
to
publish.
And
yet
her
audi
Chicago Correspondence.
pression upon her hearers; the quietness
ence frequently applauded her, and laughed
of her methods, the sweetness and pure
with unrestrained freedom at her coarsest
CBI10AGO, March 18, 1873.
spirituality of her face, her womanly grace
jests.”
THE GREAT EXPOSITION.
and dignity, and her clear unfolding of
There is evidently considerable work for
Previous to the great fire the subject of
Scriptural truths disarming all prejudice.
inaugurating a series of annual Industrial Christianity yet to do in purifying social
“ That woman has a mission,”. said one
Expositions on a grand scale had been life before the dawn of the millennium.
who went to hear her with no favorable
THE STAR LECTURE COURSE.
much discussed and measures partially perpre-possessions, *¢ but then, she is a QuakApropos of lectures it may not be amiss’
fected‘looking to this end. Now, again,the
er, and she means what she says.” This subject is receiving earnest attention, and to state that the patronage bestowed on the
last remark covers the secret of Miss Smithe feeling seems to be almost universal lectures provided by the above named
ley’s influence with some of the most disamong our leading citizens that Chicago course has been of the most gratifying
criminating clergymen in Boston.
past
winter.
Crowded
must have an Exposition which shall “at character the
Dr. Parsons, on the occasion of her first
oncé rival and eventually eclipse those of houses have greeted such men as Edmund
speaking in Dr. Adams’s pulpit, read Luke St. Louis and Cincinnati. With our sym- Yates, Wendell Philiips, Prof. Morse, Geo.
2d as far as the 30th verse, which he made
metrically and substantially rebuilt city, Wm. Curtis and Henry Ward Beecher.
particularly emphatic, closing the reading including ample hotel accommodations, it
When it is understood that the managers
at that point.
The effect on the immense
is thought that the time has come when paid Beecher Three Thousand Dollars for
congregation that crowded every inch of the project may be successfully inaugurated. two lectures and sold over Six Thousand
the splendid new edifice on that Sunday
The holding of the first grand exposi- Dollars worth of tickets, it may well be supmorning was very convincing, and admi- tion is now a certainty, the movement havposed that Chicago is hungry for lectures.
rably prepared the way for the gentle speaking been indorsed by all classes having We have however heard of some eccentric
er, on the music of whose words every ear most influence, the plans perfected, comsouls who refused to take Mr. Beecher at
a few moments after was hanging.
mittees appointed and the greater part of his own valuation and consequently stayed
Some of Miss Smiley's comparisons are
the stock taken necessary to insure its suc- at home. Of course they do not believe exvery happily made, ‘I have heard,” she
cess. The *‘ Lake front,” a vacant tract clusively in the two B's—Beecher and the
said in one of her discourses, ‘* of the erring
owned by the city on the lake shore, and Bible. We still rejoicé in the expectation
son who stole into his mother’s room to
contiguous
‘to the very heart of the eity, of more intellectual treats, for Chapin is
weep beside her corpse and repent of his
has
been
selected
as the location, and in a | coming, and Geo. MacDonald, last and best
ways, not knowing that his father was
of all, is to teach and inspire us by the
there. - While he was thus praying, he few weeks the necessary buildings will be
power of his genius,—as purifying as it is
commenced
on
a
scale
commensurate
with
looked up and saw a hand stretched across
brilliant.
A. H. H.
the body. It was the hand of his father not only the present but the future wants
whom he had not dared to meet. So, sin- of the people. Chicago thus gives notice
ner, across the body of his dead Christ,does to the world ‘‘and the rest of mankind" that The Ministry as a Profession.
early next Fall she will issue tickets of
tzod stretch out his hand to you.
invitation
(unlimited) to everybody to
« A few years ago, I was visiting one
There has been much.said; of late years,
of the hospitals in Virginia, and turning to come and see her as she is. It may do us in regard to the trials and self-denials of the
go away, I was told that there was one old good and tone down our vanity some to ministry, and to the reluctance of young
man to whom I had not spoken. I went to have conservative Boston-put on her spgc- men to enter this profession because of the
him. He was a colored man, very infirm. tacles, and taking money-getting New crosses which are to be borne, and the povThe colored people who followed me told York on one arm and staid Philadelphia erty which is to be endured. A writer in
me he that ‘didn’t believe in nothin’.’ I sgid on the other, march upon us from the East, the New York Examiner some time ago
to him, ¢ Who is your best friend, brother ?’ while from the South and West watchful gave this aspect of ministeral life in a way
‘De Yankees.” ‘But have you no better St. Louis and progressive San Francisco which is striking. Referring to a venerable
friend? ¢Idun know.
I guess I have no join hands with Cincinnati and together clergyman who retired at the age of sevenfriends better than the Yankees.’ * But why proceed to compare notes. If by this ty, with a salary of $3,000 for the remainder
are the Yankees your friends?’ ‘Why ? they means we shall be able *‘to see ourselves of his life, he said :
>
as others see us,” the exposition will not
came down here and suffered and died to
‘He has enjoyed a handsome income, and
be barren of good results.
get dis poor body out of slavery I ¢ And
has lived in a style that placed him on an
_ A PAIR OF SENSATIONS.
.can not you believe also, that Jesus Christ
equality with the average of merchants,
The public mind has been considerably
left the glory of heaven, and came down to
lawyers, doctors, afl professional men of
excited
within
the
past
few
days
by
two
earth and sufferéd and died to get your poor
this city. In this matter he is a type of the
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ty wide, built of marble and covered with
heavy tapestry. On the south side of the
mosque is a large court paved with white
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. The dragoman returned in the atternoon
with the carriage and fresh horses to take

through the city.

along

the streets;

We drove

alighting

to

leisurely
make

they are accepted

of God.

STAR. MARCH

By

faith

they

may run the race, fight the good fight
lay hold on etemnal life,

This

is the

and
faith

required of us, This is the faith that brings
The court is surrounded by a a present salvation, and opens in the besquare.
colonnade supported by forty-eight mas- lieving heart a well of water springing up
sive columns. In the centeris an octagonal into everlasting life. Without this faith it
alabaster fountain most elaborately carved is impossible to please him, and how imW—Nn.
The mosques all have’ possible to be saved !
and ornamented.
fountains in their courts where the mos:
are

marble s'ahs, some of which

Homeward.
BY

us

THE MORNING

2

OR

.
+

feet

five

pur-

It was within this citadel that the slaugh—
—
ter of the Mamelukes took place. They
N AS'SEEN IN NATURE,
were slaves brought from Georgia. Abont
Without blemish and truthful is the recthe year 1250 they overthrew the govern-!
cosand
nationality
of
orc that God has made of himself, in the
is a great variety
ment. They continued to rule in some
instructive and sublime book of. nature. It
tume, though the prevailing dress cousists
shape till the year 1806 when Mehemet
of a red cloth cap with a dark blue silk |.
comes to us in all its original grandeur and
Ali was invested with the government.
In
tassel hanging@¥rom the crown, or a long
attractions, unsullied by the ingenuity of
1811
he
became
jealous
of
their
power
and
piece of cloth or shawl wound round the
man or remodeled by the work of art.
invited them to a feast in the citadel; as
head for a turban, and a long robe fitting
Free from those objections brought against
they arose to retire, to their astonishment
the records made through the medium of
close round the neck girded at the waist
hey found themselves prisoners.
They
and hanging to the heels; italso has long
man, it is a prolific source of information
exclaimed, “We are betrayed!”
At that
and instruction, beyond the power of man
sleeves extending a few inches beyond the
instant the cry of ‘Kill, Kill” fell upon
to destroy; and its authenticity can not be
ends of the fingers. Over this is worn
their ears, and the Greek soldiers concealcalled in question or its teachings denied.
when needed an other cloth garment hapnged in ambush for the purpose opened upon
With this wide-spread book constantly in
ing loose from the shoulders to the ground ;
them a deadly fire, under which all fell but
view, written in language that can be unthe sleeves are also longer than the arm,
one, who leaped his horse over a precipice
derstood, man journeys from the cradle to
but lit from the elbow so the hand may
through a breach in the wall and, though
the grave.
Surrounded with these many
be covered or exposed at pleasure.
In
his horse was killed, the rider escaped.
instructors, if he gives heed to them, they
the presence of superiors the hand is conThe place where he made this fearful leap
may enable him to understand something
The Egyptians never wear stockcealed.
is still pointed out.
of the character of the great Creator.
Their shoes are usually of red moings.
We next visited Joseph's Well, which is
A glance -at the broken aspect of the
rocco with toes pointed and turning up. within the walls of the citadel.
It is 260
Many of them wear a mustache and black feet deep. Youn may descend to the bot- earth's surface, with jts great heat antl exbushy whiskers.
In their hand they always tom by a winding staircase. The water is treme cold, the tornado blasts and earthcarrys a pipe,—usually with a stem three supplied by an aqueduct from the Nile and quake shocks, have led some. to believe
feet long.
raisett with machinery worked by bullocks. that decay and desolation have marked the
The dress of the women resembles that We now went to the brow of the hill upon progress of events as a righteous retribu-

chases and walk through the bazar. The
‘streets were crowded with people on foot,
‘riding donkeys and ih carriages. There

of the men, except
on both sides from

that the robe is open
the hips downwards.

which the citadel is built, and took a good
look at the surrounding country. The city
lies far below you. The streets are so
narrow as to be scarcely observed, and the
town seems one mass of flat roofs, domes,
minarets, groves and gardens.
To the
west are the pyramids. On the banks of
the Nile to the south is the residence of the
pasha, aproached through a long avenue of
mulberries, sycamores and acacias. The
palace and gardens are said to surpass any

tion to man,—seceing nothing but penal inflictions in these many apparent natural

evils,
Itis also eut so asto leave the bosom
partially exposed. A shawl is folded and
But on the title page of nature's book,
carried round the waist as a girdle, the
pointing us to the record within, we read,
ends hanging behind. Over the robe is
written in glowing language and soul-stirworn a short jacket or sacque embroidered
ring strains, the wisdom and benevolence of
with silk or gold. A handkerchief ‘with
its great Author.
We read it in the spire
gaudy colors is wouud round the head
of grass and towering tree; in the gently
forming a turban widely differing in shape
sloping hillock and cloud-capped peaks of
from those worn by the men. The hair
mountain ranges; in the silvery stresm
over the temples hangs in little ringlets or thing of the kind in Egypt. On the east, dancing playfully down hillsides to the rollbraids, while the rest hangs down the back near the city, are the tombs of the Kings, ing waters of the-Ganges and the mighty
in several braids. To the end of each and further away the ruins of ancient Cairo Amazon ; in the worm that crawls in the
braid gold ornaments are suspended by where the Pharaohs dwelt in the times of dust at our feet, and the noble eagle riding
black silk cords.
in his niajesty, king of the sky.
Joseph and Moses.
When
a lady goes out she throws over
Leaving the title page of nature’s volHaving seen what we desired of Cairo,
her head a piece of cloth in size and shape and bought a few curios, we prepared to ume for the more general record, we find the
resembling a sheet. It is fastened under leave by the morning train for Alexandria, same prevailing spirit manifested from the
the chin and hangs to the ground, covering only regretting that we could not visit the beginning. Viewing the earth in its heatthe entire person excepting the face. For petrified forest, six or eight miles distant. ed, shapeless condition, and through its
a married lady this covering would be of But it would detain us another day and we many changes until the climax was reachglossy black silk, and for an unmarried should miss the steamer to sail from Al-|®D man being the ultimatum, and findlady white silk, white muslin or a gay exandria, and have to remain over a week | "8 that so completely adapted is the natcolored shawl.
longer than - we wished.
So, securing ural condition of things to the occupants of
The face veil is a long strip of white ample specimens of this petrified wood we the globe,we may readily conceive that a
spirit of munificence was breathed by the
muslin hanging from a little below the were ready to leave in the morning.
eyes to near the feet. Many of the womOur experience in going to the depot, very winds of heaven that fanned the earth
en of the lower ranks wear a black. crape attending to baggage, &ec., differed but during those many periods of unknown
veil in Jike manner covering all the face little from what has already been describThis is not only true in relation to the
except the eyes and part of the forehead. ed. In leaving Cairo, while we bear tesSays

Lane

in

his

‘Modern

Egyptians:”

timony to the great kindness of the proprietor of the hotel and all connected with

“The women of Egypt deem it more inenmbent upon them to cover the upper
and back part of the head than the face;
and more requisite to conceal the face
than most other parts of the person.”
Another says he has seen women whose
entire apparel consisted of a marrow

strip

of cloth, and this they hang over the

lower

it, in truth it must

can

go

and

see

the

dancing

China.

PEE
I
Es

a

support

and

has

apart

were

Enoch.
——

dervish.”

set

that we

pA

:
‘‘we

Friday is the day for their religious services, and we were fortunate in being in
Cairo that day.
The government gives the
priests

said

whole,

but

specifications show the
resull. At last the heated

same general
mass bears upon its surface

a solid crust,

but no carpet of green, no singing of birds,

no sighing

of gentle

zephyrs

treetops, no flowers were there

among
to

the

checker

inn, when on the way to the Great” wall of the

part of the face, leaving the eyes and every
other part of the person exposed.
“It is Friday,” says our dragoman,

be

never so tormented with . fleas as during
the two nights spent there, of course always excepting the night in the Chinese

great

a

barren aspect that cast its glooray
shadow from pole to pole, for organic life
was not. But time moves on, vegetable
and animal life springs forth at the commaed of Omnipotence, and finally the advent of man crowns his glorious work.
Man comes into the world weak and de-

Two persons bearing this name are men|
tioned in the Bible: Enoch the son of Cain » | pendent, relying

on external influences for

in whose honor Cain builded a city, and the development of the germ of manhood,
named it after his son; and Enoch son of lying dormant within the helpless form.
Jared, and eighth from Adam, born A. D. » | What an exhibition of wisdom and benevo-

He was more than three hundred lence, surrounded by natural circumstances,
building for their services. The center
“years
cotemporary
with Adam, from whom well adapted to bring into full play all the
of the hall is enclosed by a low circular
railing within which the priests, if they may he might easily have learned the story o f powers of man, he finding ample resources
be so called, sit flat pon the floor with the creation, the fall of man, the terms of for the-gratification of every faculty of his
their backs to the railing. They wear long the promise and other important truths.| mind. The system of purifying and disgrey robes and
brims,

a

comical

foot or more

felt hats
in

hight.

without
In

the

gallery a band is playing on instruments
resembling the fife. The chief sits on alamb’s skin spread upon the floor; the color of his robe differs a little from the rest,
otherwise there is no difference. When
the music ceased they all arose and commenced to march around inside the enclosure with a slow, measured step.

622.

He

is reputed

father of

by

some

Astronomy.

to have been the
He is mentioned

only four times in Scripture: Gen.
Luke 3: 37, Heb. 11:

tributing water,
globe with

the

;
uneven

surface of the

its variegated scenery, all con-

4: b,| quce
to his happiness.

5, and Jude 14.

We find wisdom and benevolence in the
action of those agencies that uplifted and
| upturned, ridging up the earth’s crust in its
many forms
; for had the strata remained
in. their original horizontal positions, the
surface of the globe would have been near‘“ was not found, for God had translated ly level. Water existed in stagnant pools,
him, for before his translation he had this loading the air with miasm, fatal to life,
Each one as he came to the spot where
the chief had sat stopped and bowed, then testimony, that he pleased God.” He walk- keeping’ beyond the reach of man those
with one long step placed himself imme- ed with God. He lived in sympathy with valuable minerals and ores so necessary to
Not only in bringing
diately in front of the lambskin, wheeling God in all his works and purposes; he was civilized society.
so as to face it. Ina similar manner he reconciled {0 God in all his dispensations, within the reach of man those valuable subwheelsto the opposite side, still tacing and yielded seheerful obedience to all the stances do we see the wisdom of the Creator,
He was a| but in their formation. Go back in imthe lamb’s skin. The one behind him has ‘requirements.of his Creator.
“come up and stands on the other side; they preacher of rigteousness, and prophesied agination to those rolling periods of unbow to each other over the lamb’s skin and of the coming of Christ to execute judg-| known length, and behold those slow but
the foremost one goes on leaving the one that ment upon all; and warned the wicked mighty changes constantly going on, and
follows to get round the sheep skin by the of the terrible retribution that awaited | ask, “ Why all this displayof power and
®
same performance. Thus they continued them,
skill, time and means?” and the answer
Paul tells us, that he did and experienced | comes,
It was thep and there that coal,
to march round the room and bow over
all this by faith. By faith he walked with rock, salt, marble and other valuable mate.
the wool skin for several minutes, when
suddenly. every one of them started off GHd. By faith he was translated, ¢. e., re- rials were in process of formation, to be in
into the middle of the hall twirling like moved to heaven without dying. By faith readiness for man.”
Contemplating those
tops, with hands raised and spread out, the he had, before his translation, an evidence vast coal fields, the.great storehouse for fuel
head thrown back and the gown, standing that he pleased God. But what truths did and great reservoirs of oil, tends to enProbably he had a large our conceptions of that infinitely wise
out almost horizontally from the waist. his faith embrace?
The dragoman assuring us that it was all’ “promise that he should be translated, which and benevolent Creator of all things.
like that tothe end, we left, and for aught he most firmly believed. Much gospel was 8
S. BOLLES.
f
we know. they are spinning still. The contained in the promise that the seed o
wonder is that they do not become. dizzy the woman should * bruise the serpent's
and fall to the floor before they have tak- head.” He understood and believed this
State or Parent, Societ 7
glorious method of human redemption. He
en a dozen turns.
!
We now drove past several mosques to spoke of the final catastrophe of the world,
An article in the Star of Feb. 12th, over
the top of the hill, and alighting entered the final retribution, and must have believ- | the signature of *¢ Oceident,” seems to de~
the gates of the citadel.
Crossing the ed in the plan of salvation to have under- | mand a candid reading and a careful recourt we put oft our shoes and entered the stood the doctrine he proclaimed. In his|view. It is true, many State and Y. M.
Mosque of Méhemet Ali, the finest struct- translation he experienced such a'change as | societies have failed to accomplish. all they
ure of the kind in: Egypt. The floor is those shall experience who shall be alive at| ardently hoped and prayed for, But does
covered with a thick carpet. The roof the coming of Christ. We shall not all| the secret of their failure lie in the tact
is, supported by four pillars, arches con- sleep (die), bit we shall all be changed, | that they have assumed to act independentnecting them , with the corners of the in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, ly of the Parent Society, or are there other
His history is comprehended in a few
words. Enough is said to exhibit him a S
one of no. ordinary piety. ** And Enoch
walked with God three hundred years, and
was not, for God took him.” Paul says he

building. . In the center is a magnificent

at the last trump,

deme, and’ on each side four half domes,
all beautifully frescoed and adorned in

sound, and the dead shall be

the

most

elaborate

and

florid

style,

Along the southern side is a gallery built of
alabaster, and from the center of the dome
‘is suspendéd a highly ‘ornamented chande. lier with four circles of lamps, In the
south-east corner is the tomb, of Mehemet

“Ali, grandfather of the present pasha. The
‘sarcophagus is eighteen feet long by
Be
:

twen-

for the trumpet shall | causes?
raised

incor-|

which

I think there
have

are other -causes

embarrassed

and

almost con-

ruptible, * and we shall be changed.” . Our | trolled many of the efforts, a few of which
viie
bodies shall be fashioned like unto his | Iwill mention: 1. It has been very difficult
%
glorious body.
at all times tp obtain suitable men to labor
Such

was

the

departure

of Enoch,

such would have been the transit

and|as

missionaries:

of all to|men that would

and

agents,

succeed

We

—

are justified, when the demand is so great;
nevertheless, such is human nature.
2.

Most men

that can

put down in his record of this Conference, “deliberate excitation of
their emotions by
It was put thus: ** The Elders of General apprehensions of divine wrath, and by seryProvision Antipedo Baptist Ch. of Cht.” ices suited to hardened and abandoned men,
Tingley had a collegiate education and was is as unlike as possible the scene where
noted for condensing what he said into the Jesus took little children up in his arms and
blessed them, We
never tell what perfewest words possible. And here feeling ilous reactions have can
come after these*‘frightobliged--to give a long denominational ful forcings” of the tender nature of a child.
Surely the message of God's great love in
name,he abbreviated the last names, *Ch.,”
the ge of his Son is the great lesson they
for church, and ** Chu.,” for Christ.
need, and the awakening of a child's trust
Elder Buzzell records that in these Conin the fatherhood of God.
ferences any one might present such sub_ A teacher well equipped remembers that
reason and conscience unfold themselves
jects for consideration as were deemed nec‘essary for the glory of God;—examining gradually,
‘A child's trust may then be followed by a
Scriptural subjects, especially those hard to
youth's doubt, New ground has to be trodbe understood; and especially what related den. Children may
have been asked exto preaching the gospel intelligently, and citedly, as they were once, ‘Those of you
who love Jesus hold up your hands,” and,
all speak the same thing.
No matter what the meetings were in naturally enough, the mass would lift them
those days, either for worship, when re- up. * But ere long the mind comes into full- .
er play. Questions and
ties arise.
ceiving reports from the churches, or Eld- Companionships erhaps difficul
have weakened
ers’ Conferences, such was the spirituality their character.
ess has been arrested
and devotion that heavenly rain fell upon if not blighted. Sunday-schools should be
ready for these emergencies. Men and
them.
Elder Buzzell, iv the life of Randall,
women should be found who can guide,
page 185, says this first Conference was counse and
l
instruct, Teaching should now
“profitable and a time of refreshing.” And become as definite as may he, and the great
Sister Lougee gives me an account of an foundation bases of truth be laid in their
incident of interest, she vecollects, which minds, Then of all seasons is the worst to
she thinks was at this first Conference.
In meet their young mistakes with rebuke or
scorn. We should try to gather up the
those days ministers would travel far to
dropped stitches in the garment of
Christhe general meetings.
“Dr. James Jacktian character, and weave it into a beautiful
son of Eaton, N. H., named in this article whole, Ido not think too much importance
as a minister, was accompanied by his can be given to the senior classes of a

he secured in the

work are either men who have worn themselves out in faithful work for the Master
and desire a change; or they are men
who have been unable, from various causes,

to sustain

themselves

(they think),

and agents

have

as pastors and must,

a place as

in order

missionaries

to live.

Thank

the

Lord for a few exceptions.

God’s Wisdom and Goodness.

lems wash before prayers.

26, 1873.

have

in the work; but

3. Too many of these agents are not de-

nominational

men, and hence their work is

not such as tends to enlist denominational
sympathy and co-operation. We have a case
now in mind where an ngent allowed himself to discourage the bestowment of funds
to sustain theological schools among F.

Baptists.
4. Many of our pastors have made a mistake, They fear to present the Yor,
cause, lest they may overtax their brethren,

and

their

consequence.
might

own

salary

fall short

asa

But it is a fact that pastors
would,

that churches

paying most for missionary
pay their pastors best.

learn if they

purposes, also

Now

these

are

some

of

the

causes,

though certainly not all; but I will leave
the rest for the present.
He
“ Occident ” makes a point thus:
supposes a case.
An agent receives one
thousand
dollars’ salary,
and he
raises
fifteen hundred dollars.
He asks, would
it not be better to turn the whole £1,500,
over to the H. M. tregsury, and have the
agent stationed it some important point?

mother, a very pious woman.
While the
Conference was in session, and she was with

others in a room near, and probably the
door open, and the ministers speaking of
the things of the heavenly kingdom, her
soul felt the heavenly flame and she was
moved to speak. The Spirit always leads
aright. There was no intrusion, no confusion. There can not be when God ditects. She advanced to the door and ** lift-

Now, if dollars only are to be considered,
there may be pertinency here; but who is
most likely to know the ground and necessities,

the

man

on

the

ground,

or

some

ony
who is a thousand miles away? What
are the facts? They are these: Our own ed up her voice” as one did once in the
agent has traveled thousands of miles and presence of Christ. Luke 11:27. She spoke
done
a large amount of labor, and in no of the way of life and exhorted them to
case has there been a failure. Again, hun- be faithful. The scene was glorious on
dreds of dollars have been raised and ex- account of the divine presence. On some
pended during the last year for missiona- of the countgnances of the ministers was
ry and church extension purposes, which a smile of joy. Some wept, and the responses from Randall and others, ** Amey,
has not been included in the sum total.
Glory to God,” were frequent. It seemThe writer here ‘‘ remembers a case in
point.” I think the language is adapted ed God's house and heaven's .gate. Oh,
to mislead a casual reader, It is stated that there is a power in a living Christianity
the - Parent Society came out just five hun- that is worth coveting and laboring for.
dred dollars less than nothing. Now cer- Let it be possessed and then,
tainly this is not very, encouraging to those
“ Let the testimony ring
Through the whole creation.”
churches which contributed to the Parent
Society. The ageit referred to did mission
work in Wis, Towa, Missouri, and InThat Seripture.
diana, besides Ill. Now, by referring to the
Treasurer's report, I see that Ill. is credit-

In the Star of Feb.

5th a solution

school—those which, so

to

speak,

accom-

pany them in their first outgoings into the world. As thought expands and conscience”
develops, the young soul should still be under the nurture and admonition of Christian

friends.— London Sunday School Teacher.

AsLEEP IN THE COLD.
One cold morning
in January, my little girl, Anna, who is

not quite four years old,
the breakfast-room and
lap, said: **O papa, I
yonder in the tub!”
“How do you know it
“Lucy told me so.”

came running into
jumping into my
saw some ice out
is ice P”

“Well, Anna, how did the ice get there ?”

“Why, papa, you see, the water went to
sleep in the cold and it turned to ice I”
And so whenever I hear a man carping at
the pastor or the superintendent, complaining of the little good done, and that, after

all, too much stress is laid on the .instruction and conversion of children, and too
many methods adopted to interest the, I
-suspect he has ‘gone to sleep in the cyld.”
Whenever I see a man refusing to aid” the
people of God in their efforts to Christianize
the heathen

in

our

own,

tions of the

sanctuary;

or

in

a

foreign

land ; and do not find the fruitful graces of
the Holy Spirit showing themselves in the
life of any one who sits under the ministraworldly-minded

whenever

Sunday-school

sav, he *‘went to sleep

of

I see

a

teacher,

in the cold, and turn-

I

ed to ice,” and I feel like Je ying, may “the

ed by him $779.80. Again, I am not
aware that it is expected that a missionary
station will raise its own money, and then

Luke 16:9 was

Feb. 26th, the solution was partly given,
where the writer under the signature *“ W.”

School World.

a purse for

says

ONE PRAYER MORE.
In our little praying circles we have always one person whom
we try to pray for both when we are together and when we are in our closets. God
has been very good to us, and heard our

the Society, just for the sake of

being reported a mission station. Missionary money isto help those who can not
"help themselves to the extent demanded.
Again. If our failure in accomplishing

J. S. DINSMORE.

34.

BY J. FULLONTON.

if he will only

FIRST F. BAPTIST ELDERS’ CONFERENCE.
A religious Council is an assembly of
ecclesiastical persons to consult, decide or

advise in ecclesiastical matters.” The first
ever held was at Jerusalem in the days of
the Apostles. Acts, 15 chapter. Some had

that circumcision was

and

cousecrate

But what of the everlasting

say

about them,

They remind me of the Priest

Barnabas, aud finally

er than all the doctors.

a

somewhat indirect yet postive manner showed that circumcision was not requisite, and
James proposed that this decision be sent in

In the somewhat early

history of the church was the Council of
Nice in 325, the Council of Constantinople
in 321.
Something like a Council was felt neces-

sary in the early history of the Freewill
Baptist denomination, especlaily after it had

This was in 1799.

Ata

Yearly meeting held in Woolwich, Me.,
commeneing. Sept. 7, it was decided to hold
oie, It was ealled an Elders’ Conference,

and designed for all the ministers in the
Convention.
It wasappointed in Parsonsfield, Me., Sept. 20 of that year.
The number of ordained ministers at that

time was but 14.

Six others were ordained

within bix weeks after, and some if not all
of those were at this Conference.
Now for this first Elders’ Conference.
The day of the week was Friday, and the
place appointed for the meeting was at

Elder

John Buzzell's

humble

dwelling.

From Mrs. Mary B. Lougee, of Parsonsfield, a daughter of Elder John Buzzell,
who, although young then, remembers that
Conference very distinctly, some of the
particulars now given are obtained. The
names of the ministers then in the Conven-

tion were Benjamin Randall, Pelatiah Tingley, Aaron Buzzell, James Jackson, James
McClor son, Francis Tufts, Thomas Wilbur,

Samuel Weeks, Zachariah Leach, Micajah
Otis, Simon Pottle, Joseph Boody, John
Blaisdell, Gershom Lord, Daniel Lord,John

Buzzell and two or three others.
portion of these were present.

Quite a

The fullest account of this Conference is in
a paper in my possession, in the hand writing of Elder. John Buzzell: “Opened with
praise and prayey.
Elder John Buzzell
chosen Moderator,and Elder Pelatiah Ting-

ly, Clerk.”

the

also read the saying.of
will

find

should

in 1. Cor.

and

whose prayers

were

answered.

we will
another
isn’t-the
read of

What

you think, William? Could we pray
earnestly for somebody else P”
“J think,” said William,

do

more

solemnly,

“we

had better try one prayer more. Let us
pray now.”
So we tried once more to pray for Edwin.
We prayed for faith to pray more earnestly
for him.
As we rose, one said:

*‘God surely heard

us then.” ‘‘Yes,” said another with beaming eyes, “I know he heard, and he will
answer in his own good time. - We won't
give up praying for Edwin yet.”
There's nothing-that will revive our faith
like “one prayer more.”

for

I have
Too MANY Points. The making of too
many points in teaching a lesson is often

If any”

one

equivalent to making no point at all.

views of the sub-

The thoughtful, studious teacher will often

R. W.

Jackson, Mich,

In

regard to this the Baptist Teacher says:

ject, they will excuse my silence.

find himself embarrassed by the great variety and richness of truth contained in the
lesson. To attempt to develop it all within
the limits usually allotted to it, would only

S. S. Aepartment,

result in a failure to
aright.

The Teacher's Equipment. *
a

but

“Don’t be impatient,” said John; “God

That saying you

13:1, 2,3.

times;

is trying us. He wants to see if
hold on. Gighg up and taking
isn’t the way<4he widow prayed; it
way Jacob prayed, or any that we

one who was great-

express different

persons many

wanted our especial prayers to be for some-

but little

veneration

these

body else.”

and the Levite in the case of the man who
fell among thieves. They looked, but passed by on the other side.
1 have read. Dr. Clarke and- many other
that I ought

him !—Sunday

Tenry said to-night, “It seems as if God
didn’t hear our prayers for Edwin. I'm almost discouraged about him. He appears
further from being a Christian than when
we commenced:
What if we should drop
him awhile and pray for another. We can
pray for him, too, but I feel as though I

habitations?

and Dr. Clarke

to have;

existed 19 years.

rayers for

is the truest test of fitness for heaven.

all

a letter to Antioch.

for heav-

Dr. Clarke

Both Barnes

melt

rn,

them to God, it

them

in

Sun of Righteousness

world’s deceitful treasure,
heaven can never be ac-

doctors, and
I have

These

of

of property

indispensable. A Council was called to decide. There was some ‘* disputing,”
but
the earnest Peter got a hearing, then Paul,
James.

in that

quired by such means. The case of the
young man’ in the gospel is not a case in
point. He had kept the commandments,
and appears to have lacked but one thing.
“W.” asks, why is it called unrighteous
mammon ? Because it was gained by deceitful, false means as well as standing
opposed to the true riches in verse 11,
But the passage says, ‘that they (the
friends of the mammon of unrighteousness)
may receive you into everlasting habitations.”
Dr. Clarke says ‘* shall be received.” Upon the whole, according to *“W.,”
a person may continue to get riches, and

May the Lord increase our zeal, and
grant us union in this glorious work.

taught at Antioch

consecration

Wealth is this
and a fitness for

ers, for wait of such help, have been lost.

Early Sketches.—No

and

en;” and guotes Barnes
as authority for that idea.

does the failure which has attended their
efforts prove? We have examples of their
failure in various places; some of these
places have been saved through the instrumentality of local Societies, and many oth-

Ill.

‘‘ the

for,

to God is the truest test of. fitness

as much as we desired, proves that we are
wrong in attempting missionary work except through the Parent Society, then what

Burns,

that

asked

Re

\

a]

No mind can be well equipped on a basis

of unnaturalness.

‘We should not try to teach like A.or B.,but

develop

unything

:

Pursuing the exhaustive method, Just as

the teacher begins to warm up in his work,
and the subject to open up to his view, the
tap of the Superintendent's bell smites on

his ear and heart, and there he is obliged to

leave the lesson lying all in heaps, with nothing
brought to
perfection. Don’t say
everything that can be said. Don’t under-

like ourselves. Every one should pay his
nature the self-respect of being true to him- take to teach everything that ean be learnself. This is the basis of all successful ed from the lesson, Select your startingteaching. This is the reson why some class- point, your line of march, votir goal; and,
es where the teacher has no very superior: ‘with your eye steadily fixed on it, press to it.
mental endowments have yet been sometimes most successful. Every mind has-its
Ap THE SABBATH ScHOOL.
Do someown crucible; and teaching and illustration thing to keep up an interest in the Sabbath
should all come through that. Knowledge School, and to increase it. Let all, teachers
that does not first pass through our own and scholars, and church members, too,
head and heart, as it is indigestible for vs take this course, and the school will prosper.
is unprofitable for our scholars. A little
What is wanted is work-—strong, personal,
made our own is better than an amalgamaunited effort. Det the scholars, all of them,
tion of printed notes which we may have on get their lessons, and be present every Sabslips of paper in our Bibles. No teacher bath-to recite them. Let each try to percan be well equipped who is afraid to trust suade others——as many as can be persuaded
to the inner self. This applies to manner ~=f0 come into the school, and thus increase
as well as matter. Affected tones tell their its numbers.
own tale. They do not touch the heart. A
Let the teachers prepare themselves by a
quiet naturalness will achieve victories study of the lesson they are to hear, and do
which no copying faculty can ever achieve. all they can to illustrate and enforce it, and

I place this ey

as without

it all

other

at-

tainments lose their basis of power.
Then a well-equipped man uses right
weapons.
A delicate key will sometimes accomplish

the feat of opening a" door that resists a

by this punctuality and faithfulness manifest

an interest in the school.
, Also, let every member
consider the Sabbath School
instrumentality, and do: all
resence and co-eperation,

of the church
as an important
he can by his
to contribute to

crowbar. So it is with a child’s heart. It ts prosperity, and there can be no doubt as
is absurd to try to force it—as if the truth to the result.
were difficult to reach it. ‘I'he kingdom of
Friends of Christ, just try-these means,
heaven lies close about us in our childhood. and you will have no reason to complain in
We all hold fast to the necessity in each .regard to a poor Sabbath School.
case of spiritual conversion; but conversion
then is a very different thing from converLive in the
sion in after years, when
habit hhs made PHeAvENLY Live oN EARTH.
men hard, or vice his
made them proti- sight of God. This is what heaven will be
ate, or neglect has made them indifferent, —the eternal presence of God: Do nothing
8 it such a difficult thing to lead childhood you would not like God to see; say nothing
to love and trust Christ, and to be led to the you would not like hinx to hear; write noth-

But the new connection them had no
to the world, But the pious can not -es-|and they prefer to labor where they can en- name. Some called the people the *‘ FreeFather through him? 1 think not. Of one ing you would not like hin to read, and
cape death. They have no promise of that. | joy home, with wife and children, rather willers,” some ‘General Provisioners,” thing I am sure, that to frighten them into read nothing of which you would not like
But by faith they haVe the evidence that|tban to be travelifg. Ido not say they and a few what Elder Tingley, the elerk, tears and swoons, to ‘“‘awaken” them by a, God to say, *‘,Show it to me.”
i

that

better

land, if sin had not entered in- | they are men who

succeed

well as pastors,

~~
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:
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Cloud shadows lie
Upon the soft grass underneath my+feet..
od’s great infinity

Wraps me around in blissful rest complete ;
.
Like angel’s breath
1 feel the air from heaven, which seems 80 near,

carnest prayer, the

«+
No thought of pain or de ath,
No want or woe, can grieve my spirit here.

God's hand holds mine,
I lean on him in loving faith secure,
And read in every line
Of nature’s book, ** His mercies shall endure.”
I look above

In thankfulness for all the

good I’ve seen,

And trust the Father’s love

‘Who led my féet within these pastures green,
The day
And

will end,

light fade slowly till the west is

Stone, D.'D.

1 can conceive of a man

As in sunshine, when I feel no pain?

then drops it and

Let me hold fast Thy hand
In death’s dark valley, as in pastures green,
So I at last may stand,
In that dear country which my faith hath seen,
— Selected.

game at every

.

his

Not

around it, still swinging,

glibly, but beeause it lacks heart.
"ing

without

any

vigorous

lifeless.

A few

be to a .church like a few
nights with the thermometer

sight.

Things

get

frozen

pulse

frosty
out of

Possibly

7

Another reason why the fire will not
burn may be that hearts, like stoves, get
choked up with worldliness. Then there
can be no spiritual draft to set the fire
burning. One
goes to meeting cold and
eomes away colder. A church in this state
has little power. Like a chimney which
is stopped up, it-must be cleaned out.
. Again, it may be necessary only to open
the
; that is, open the heart to the confolling influences of the Spirit. There will

be no lack of heart then.
pect
shut
ned
the
soon
will

get warm,

and

the

We can not ex:

whole

méeting

of the church, may be be like green “io

If it burns

at

all, it makes a

|

great noise,

but
gives very
little heat,
Noisy piet
which has nothing but noise, is very well
esemplibed by the Pharisce. How lon
would a prayer meeting of Pharisees last
That one in the teunle ‘prayed eloquently,
his periods were well
rounded, his phrases
sonorous. * But it makes one shiver to hear

him.

Such fuel ¢an not add much to the

heat; likelie¥ it will extinguish the fire alfogether;
the next you will hear is,
the

prayver®

meeting

is

dead,

without

a

mourner;
:
i
Sometimes stoves, through some defect.
or wrong\ direction of the air, puff the
smoke into the room, and you get red eyes.
The draft is the wrong way. So, often,
the draft of a prayer meeting is the wrong
way—exclusively through the intellect, or
exalusively through the emotions—and the
eyes of faith get bleared and can not see.
If we would have the draft in the right direction, we must bring both intellect and

* emotions under. the sway of the Spirit.
The time of a meeting can not be occupied
profitably by telling merely what one feels,

as our earnest Methodist brethren do, nor
what one thinks, like a stiff orthodox, but

merely what one feels and thinks. The draft

is right and the fire will burn when
mind and feeling, with various play,

him

think

that

Result

down

sending

850.—#8ilver Cloud. Mazurka, Mueller, 40c.—Silver
Shay

excellent Home

$4.25, will

Magazine for one year,and

a large, new and
graving,

just

very

beautiful

executed,

steel En-

entitled,

The regular price of the Star is $2.50; of
the Magazine, $2.50; of the Eligraving,

3. New subscribers,
receive the Star for

We will

or,

sending
one

$3.60, will

year, The

Chris-

tian at Work,—one of the most vital and
practical monthly religious sheets published,—for one year, and two very choice

exquisite

Chromos, each ,about

and

12 inches

square,entitled ‘‘Good Morning,” and *Car-

lo in Mischief.”
At the regular prices,
what we thus offer for $3.60 would cost
about $12.00;

4. New

or,

his

master

preached

hands,)

Pasher,

and sufficiently etrcng
large ears.

CONTAINS

Geraldine,

Song

and

Cho.,

Fiske.—~He

Kissed

Easter

Carol,

Dressler.—Kittie’s

Polka,

Back
:

$3.00, will

me

Ca-

=

adwess

J. L. PETERS,
Music Publisher,
ee]

VOICES”
TOR
SCHOOLS.

INSTRUCTION

lead,

selling

inches,

entitled

‘*¢ Little

Students,

This Chromo, which

well

quali-

Musical

MET

Writers

has just been designed and executed at a

become as popular

heavy expense, will be sent mounted and
ready for framing.
It opens to us the
very heart of what is pure, beautiful and
suggestive in domestic life, and its merits
grow upon one by study.
i
We shall not probably be able to hold
out these inducements for more than a limited period. Hence the need of sending the
orders and the money promptly.

“The

present

subscriber,

renewing

his

his

HOD

for the

papers

FOR

very book!”—*

THE

The Sacred Melodies
has been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type throughout
It has a large number of selected and choice Tunes
as well as many of our best Hymms. It is compact
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and
is well adapted to use in social meetings. Price
per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per
doz., $3.84, Price per single book, when. bound in
thick pasteboard covers, 30 cents; per doz., $2.88.
Postage (extra) on a single copy,
4 cts.; on a doz,

similar book.”— Attracts and allures the pupil’—

win pure

!

:
sale everywhere.

SPARKLING, Oliver Ditson & Co, MUSICAL
BOSTON.

RUBIES”
TREASURE!”
FOR
C. H. Ditson & Co.
ALL
SAB. SOH'LS.|7T11sp’war,~y.,
TRY IT!

48-ets.

i

SUNSHINE!

both
con-

our life brings with it its duty.

This duty

is not always something to be done; it may
be something to be boine, it may include
neither

doing .nor

be a duty.

But

suffering,

there

is no

for rest may

moment

left

vacant of its claims upon us.

And
voice:

is thus

foes, lurk at every corner,

a favorable moment of attack.

waiting

urgent,

because of the

hour irretrievably lost.

relation of

Crowd this neglect-

ed duty into the next

hour, and you crowd

out

appointed

of that

task

its

own

out of life.

task,

and

A lost hour is lost

beyond recall.
Time not only lapses, unimproved, but it works changes.
vy a dete, and the mind often loses

the clearness of its perception in reference

conquerors, through Him who loved us
and gave himself for us.” Myriads,cheered
by this assurance, have struggled bravely

on, until, arrived at their journey’s end,
they say, in the triumphant words of Paul,
“I have fought a good ‘fight, I have fin-

ished my course, I have kept the faith;
henceforth there is laid up for me a crown
of

righteousness,

which

the

Lord,

the

speedy eclipse.

tian armor, for the glorious promise is
ours, ‘‘He that overcometh shall inherit all

a

a conviction

as a guiding ray,

duty,

and

the

mind

often

suffers

SYRUP of T
This favorite-New England LUNG

site to the spiritufl interest of: the occato do it," if its monitions be unheeded, loses
sion.
;
Or the atmosphere of a church may be volume and emphasis and digs,away into
such that draft is not possible and the ‘fire silence. Conscience disobeyed 15 conscience
can not burn. Coming into such a church stifled. %
Delay duty, and the mind often loses imis like going out into a damp foggy mornulse to its performance, which comes with
ing, If the sun of divine love does not
This is a
arise and, with its light and heat, clear the its perception and conviction,
Itis
air, the fire will go ouf, souls will die, grand, precious help to every task.
and the church becomes a kind of spiritual the stirring up of the whole soul to achieve,
morgue.
The atmosphere of a church t is the rising of all the sensibilities to aid
must be clear,’ crisp, positive; else a pray- the executive. It is the forward sweep of
er meeting where the fire will burn will the soul on the crested tide of it enkindled
not be possible—else hizh-toned piety in ardor, People are sometimes censured tor
| acting from impulse, and perhaps comé-!
it will be a miracle.

but little over two years.
It

"8.

who is the unspeakable gift,
"Loan

It is recommended by the

cures

COUGHS,

COLDS,

for it.

CROUP,

It is pleasant to take and warranted to cure.
Send for circulars

with testimonials.

Sold by all Druggists.

FISHERVILLE,

he

x

u list of your mercies; and let
Keep

pardon and lite stand at the head.
4, Keep a list of your joys ; and let the
joy unspeakable and full of glory be the
first,
5. Keep a list of your /opes ; and let the
hope of glory bé foremost.

has

subject

EORGE

MACLEAN, Publisher,

3 SCHOOL

ST.,

BOSTON,

N. H.

6mdl

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Selah Hibbard Barrett!
It savors not at all of offensive egotism; it is ani.
mated throughout by a manly
and Christian spirit;
there is not a word or a hint whose moral tone is
doubtful; and it testifies most clearly and strongly
to the fact that the average levels and experiences of
life furnish the theaters where Christian faith and a
noble and unselfish life may embody themselves and
make the world their debtor. Such are the lessons
that will be taught by this plain and simple life-story.
The author will send a copy of the work. Postpaid,
to any nerson who forwards him $1, at Rut'and, Ohio.
4th

J
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New Year,
Fireside Angel,

a5
a5

Mrs.

Day

Starlight
Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,

eries,.
125
125

125
1.25

Series.
I,

.

Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,

150
150
10¢
«17

Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,

100
433
455
99

Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,

125
»%0
»00

we were Young,

Child Life,

55

risa

00

Any of which will be sent
on receipt of the price.
Parties designingto get

{&

156
125

Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over Midian,

When

braries, or to

by mail, free of postage
in
new

replemish old

Sabbath

ones, can

School

send

Lis

us

their

orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books of other
publiskers, and will be furnished to Sabbath
in Libraries,at wholesale

schools

prices.

L. R. BURLINGAME,

Doerv, N. H,

TREATISE.
1

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had

-

Banking Association,

f

t

Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,

on application, for 256 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
4 cents each for two
ders are solicited

More

or more

New

copies.

Or

Books

For the Sabbath Schoo).
Pric
$

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer

The Judge’s Son,
Hester’s Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones,
:
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuock,
Alice Benson’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour, Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
Ruthie 8haw ; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy, LR.
BURLINAMGE
Dover,

$

N.HK

Life of Wm. Burr.

& 00.,”

Street and

.

Bri

A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
of press. The price has been reduced from 1.00 to
7h cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of

|" Bankers and Brokers, 70 Broadway, N. Y.
Member of Stock Exchange and Gold Board.

N. B.—Pamphlet on “Wall
tiong,” free on application.

7
75

Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,

MASS,

Agency in

Series.

:

Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannig,
Boy’s Heaven

To Speculate Successfully.

REFERENCES.—Mechanics

J5

Child’s

The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,

HOW

York.

A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,
Rainy Day at Home,

TROY, N.Y.

any Banking House or Commercial

Series.

Day

Rainy

CAUTION.
Beware of parties claiming to
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose
Foundry is noT, and NEVER has been located in
TROY, N. Y., said claims are intended to deceive the
public. «
’
.
565

H. FOOTE

150
150

=
Light from the Cross,
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

bells, annually, than any other foun
in the country, for Churches, Academies, Plantations, &o.,
made of genuine Bell Metal (Copper and in) RoMountings, the best in use.” All Bells war.
ranted satisfactory. Large Illustrated Catalogues
sent free on application to
JONES & CO., '

RANDAL

150
150
150

May Bell,
Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie,

Troy Bell Foundry

:

150
156

Shining Hours, |
Master and Pupil,

TROY BELLS.
Old Established

$150

Andy Luttrell,

the price, the largest and handsomest book
Agents, the peoples
by subscription.
such a book, and will urge you to hing
Write for terms, &c., (ree.
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C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor,
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-

REMEDY

on a vitally important

Series.

Prize

ery

BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF
Continue to manufacture those BELLS (which have
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DIS= | mide TROY celebrated throughout the world, and
which have been made at this establishment during
EASES OF THE THROAT AND LUNGS, | the past twenty years) and are now making more

1. Keep a list of your ffiends; and let |
God be first in the list, however long it may
1
:
;
be.
2. Keep a list of the gifts you get; and
let Christ,

R.

——_—_—

1. Itis

America’s most popular writer on health.

1t is, for
ever sold
eager for
to them.

°

best physicians, and does all that 18 claimed

Keep a Last.

first.

|4

gamed a reputation which Djaces it in the front rank
of curative agents, though it has been in the market

loses things.”

eonscience,
‘This
is
binding,” * You ought

field.

It is by

MA

pub-

Sunday School Books just

Catalogue of New

lished by the Freewill Baptist Prindng Establish
These Books are now ready fo sa le and dement.
livery.

Rof territory
LEWES’ last and
’

DEG

CHURCHES

TO

Superintendents of "S. =.

DIGESTION;

OUR

the

of duty ; the clear, responsive

testimony
of the
right,"
*‘ This is

AGENTS!

:
(there is a rush for it)on
greatest work.

OF
AND

zx:

MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET
or,
It is by odds the most taking and saleable book
DE

ship of our great Captain, we are sure of
victory at the last. In every encounter,
we, shall be ‘‘conquerors and more than

righteous judge, shall give me at that
day.” Take courage, gird on the Chuis-

not followed

we shall seek to fill all orders with

despatch.
We should weary of this contest, if it
were not unlike all others in one respect.
In earthly combats, it is. often doubtful
which side will win; but in this good fight

to it; that revealing flash that lights up relations, obligations, responsibilities, if 1t be
Delay

But

each duty comes to us with this of faith, if we comply with the conditions
** That thou doest, do quickly.” It and go valiantly forth under the leader-

time to it. This element of time is always
in motion, apd always producing changes.
Neglect thot duty of an hour, and it is an

some

kindred

Address, . L.R. BURLINGAME,
DOVER, N. H.

TO PASTORS

THE NEW
funeral sermon ‘0 a numerous audience, in Apr. 1, and sending the name of one new
the course of which he mentioned the fol- subscriber with the money, shall be entiSUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,
lowing anecdote: Many persons present
BY P. P. BLISS,
tled
to
any
one
of
the
smaller
engravings
were acquainted with the deceased, and
For 1873, Now Ready.
power to observe his mentioned in the paragraph marked 1
will distract his attention, and
draw off have had it in their
Close to the Bible!
Close to the heart!
They can bear Sending $1.75 additional, he shall be en-and extinguish his interest? All that you character and conduct.
Close to the musical and religious needs of the
gained is speedily lost; and he is not so witness that 1 speak the truth, when I
Sunday School.
easily moved by the next man who_comes assert that for a number of years past he titled to the Home Magazine for one year,
to him on the same eirand, I could al- has proved himself a perfectly sober, hon- and a copy of the large engraving, as
most beseech you, if one effort is all you est, industrious and religious man, faith- specified in paragraph marked 2.—Sending
propose, to let him alone.
I am afraid fully performing, as far as lay in his powCONTAINS GREAT VARIETY! DEEP FEELING!
er, the duties of his station in life, and $1.10 additional, he shall be entitled to
INTENSE MELODIES!
you will do more harm than good.
Responsive Scripture readings, with’ many songs.
If his interest continue aiter you leave serving God with constancy and zeal; and the Christianat Work for one year, and
Illustrating!
Enforcing!
Inviting!
him, how many questions will arise in his yet this very man, this virtuous and pious the two chromos specified in paragraph 3,—
~ A novelty for every Christian worker. Hymns and
mind in regard to truth and duty, how man, was once a robber on the highway.
that never * wear out,” for the family worship
many perplexities embarrass him which he More than thirty years ago, he stopped me titled to the chromo mentioned in para- tunes
prayer meeting. A few pages of practice and pieces
In each case the and
can not clear up; you are not there, you do on the highroad, and demanded my mon- graph 4.—TAKE NOTICE.
suitable for Saturday afternoon and concert occanot conf® again to help him, and he must er. Not at all intimidated, I argued with name of one new subscriber must be sent sions.
PRICE SINGLE, 35 CENTS.
PER DOZEN, $3.60.
give up his attempt to find the way of life. him. I asked what could .induce him to along with the renewal. And this offer
A single specimen copy of
You lead him, perhaps, to form some pur- lor sue so ubiquitousa course of life. “I extends only to Apr. 1, 1873. The preave been a coachman, sir,”
SNd he, “‘but
pose, and to make you some promise that
SUNSHINE
i
able miums mentioned in this paragraph are
he will begin in some definite way to obey am now out of a place, and"
yment offered to all these new subscribers as they Sent by mail on receipt of 30 cents by the Publishers.
the voice of the Lord.
He means so to do. to get a character, can get no e
to this are to others.
But he is alone, and is left alone with his and am therefore obliged to resort
JOHN CHURCH & CO.,
intention and pledge, and the world crowds means of gaining a subsistence.” I de1y45
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Should any persons, ordering the Chrosired
him
to
call
upon
me,
he
promised
ne
Jin upon him, his cares throng him, influwould,
and
kept
his
word.
1
talked
further
mos
mentioned
in
connection
with
the
Chrisences hostile to the truth and the Holy
Ghost are at work upon him and gain with him, and offered to take him into my tian at Work. wish them mounted and ready
power over him ; he feels weak, no human service. He consented; and ever since for framing, they will need to send 40 cts.
voice to cheer and remind him; he falls that period he has served me faithfully, and in addition to the sums specified above.
Witt good homes, in good society, may be
back into the old net of life, or into a low- not me only, but he has fajthfully served
found in the NATIONAL COLONY by industrious,
In making payments and ordering the temperate
er deep, and the precious beginning issues his God, And instead of having finished
people. No others need apply. For the
his life in a public, ignominious manner, premiums, care should be taken to specify COLONY JOURNAL, with full particulars, send
in nothing of blessing for him.
stamp to
with
a
depraved
and
hardeped
mind,
as
he
just what is wanted, and to write the names
So I charge you, when you have begun
MILLER, HUMISTON & CO.,
any work of this sort, don’t leave it; car- probably would soon have done, he has and orders plainly, so that there need be no
Toledo, Ohio.
4610
ry it on, follow up’ your man; come again died in peace, rejoicing in’ hope, and pre- mistakes, misdirection, or losses by the
and again; make him your care until he pared, we trust, for the society of just men
Qf) rer dart Areits wanted! All classes of working peomails.
is safe in the kingdom. It is this follow- made perfect, —New York Observer.
at
$5 to $20 le, of eltlior sex, young or old, make more money
work for us iwthelr spare moments orall the time than atanything
Of course, no percentage is;allowed and
ing up that does the work. When you
& Co., Portland, Maine
elue. Particulars free, AddressG, Stinson
have begun an investment of this sort,
no credit given when premiums are order1y4l
The Good Fight.
investing heart and hope and longing and
ed.
:
;
ede en
praes and labor in any case, add to your
GREAT OFFER.— HORACE WATERS,
We need say nothing in the way of com- 148 A Broadway,
dispose ot ONE HUNDRED
How often in the epistles of Paul he
New Yorkwill
nvestment, watch your investment,
unORGANS of ix Arst-clase
MELODEONS and
PIANOS,
mending
these
offers.
The
statement
of
til the rich reward is yours.—Rev. 4. L. compares the Christian life to a warfare.
bow
Extremely
at
-makers, including Waters’s.
Every child of God knows by experience them suffices. That the remittances and e
r will take part cash, and balance in small monthly
Stone, D. D,
i
all modPIANOS,
first-class
octave
7
New
AN
orl
that it is indeed a warfare—a hand to orders should come in promptly and abun- ern
improvements, for $25 cash. Now ready a new kind
beautitul style and perfect
hand fight; not with flesh and blood, but dantly, is what may be expected as a mat- of PARLOR ORGA N, the most Catalogues
malled...Sheet
tone ever made, Illustrated
with spiritual enemies.
:
Music
v
- sc.aool
Delay Not.
Music, Instruction Books. and sunda
ter
of
course.
That
our
readers
will
1v22
j
Books
There is need, as the apostle urges, of
a
putting on tie whole armor of God, for promptly take pains to show these offers
J you will
Each day, ‘each hour, each moment of anger, pride, selfishness, and a legion of to their friends, may be safely assumed.
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acter of this MODEL

any other variety of corn.
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BOYER & CO,
Parkesburg, Chester County, Pa.
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i
599 Broadway, N. Y.
Apasic dent, post-paid, on Receipt of the Markéd price.

TOHEERFUL

two very

Our corn has all been selected with the greatest
care the small end of every ear broken off, the bal.
ance shelled by hand.
.
WE WARRANT EVERY GRAIN OF IT TO GROW.
The increase yield per acre over the old varieties
will pay for the seed 20 times over, besides every
farmer
that plants this year will have a large demand
for seed at good prices, SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND
TESTIMONIALS.
Price $2.50 "N
$5 a bushel; five bushels $20.

PRICE, $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS, OR $3 PER YEAR.
:

one or

1

grow and produce a profitable crop

per cent. better than

Kinkel.—

the first it has taken NEW

beautiful Chromo, 13

4th, That it will

Numbers Supplied. January, February, and
March Numbers sent for 75 cents.

Address,

produce

1

on ground where other corn will not grow to maturity.
5th, It ripens earlier and is not liable to be caught
by frost.
6th, To be cut green and used for feeding, it is fifty

Good-bye at the Gate, Stewart.—Hear me Say my
Little Prayer, Pratt. Just as
I am. For Communion
or Lent,
Wagner.—Let the World Chant and Sing
Easter Carol, Smart.—Put on your Best Array.
Bohemian Girl, Pacher.—The Village Festival,
price, Kinkel.—The toast. Brindisi, Tonel.

to

1

3rd, The stalks bear more foliage and are better for
;
feeding.

THE

receive a copy of the Star for one year, and

or, Home Sunshine.”

of Kindness.

(4

the remark- CLARKE'S

-

subscribers, sending

40c.—Sweet

FOLLOWING SELECTIONS OF NEW
, MUSIC:
, Saviour, Thou art ever Near. Song and Cho., Danks.
—Pretty
Evaline Adair.
8g: and . Cho., Hays.—

¢¢ The

$5.00 ;—making a total of $10.00.

Kinkel,

FOR MARCH, PRICE 30c.,

Three Graces,” or,Faith, Hope, and Charity.

furnish the whole for $4.25;

Mazurka,

Peters’ MUSICAL Monthly
unter Galop.

or,

receive the Star for one year, Arthur's very

Any
and

Caprice

oughts.
Reverie, Tonel, 40c.~*The "render Chord."
I March, Kinkel, 85c.. *The Tender Chord. Polka,
Ducat, 40c.—The Village
Festival, Kinkel, 40.—There
i8 but one.Imperial City. (4 hands,) Dressler, 35¢.~—
Prince Imperial Galop.
(4 hands,) Pasher, 85¢c—
ringintei Galop. (hands,
Pasher, 85¢,—~Wild

[., A servant of the Rev. Rowland Hill sud- own subscription for another year before
denly died,

INSTRUMENTAL.

Africaine,
Belisario, Betly,
and Czar and Zimme:
man, Kinke,. each Sc. Ballo en Maschera, Pacher,
35¢ —*Carrie’s Galop, Kinkel, 85c.—~*Christmas Gifts
March, Kinkel, 35, ~*Gracie’s Waltz, Kinkel, 85¢—
*Lottie’s Waltz, Kinkel, 86c.—*Paradise Mazurka.
Mueller, 30c.—*3allie’s Waltz, Kinkel 850.—*Signal
Galop Carlo Detta, 35¢c.—*Signal Waltz, La Hache,

Look at what

y

2. New subscribers,

unto thee.’ ”

to

set

:

3

"HOW THIS VARIETY oF CORN WAS ORIGINATED
This celebrated variety has been brought to its
present perfection by planting largest, most prolific
and earliest kinds for a series of years and annually
selecting the earliest ripening, largest and most prolific ears for seed,
120 TO 150 BUSHELS OF SHELLED CORN
GROWN PER ACRE.
In order to show that it is NO HUMBUG, we have
put up 500,000 small SAMPLE PACKAGES, which we
will send FREE to all who send stamp to pay postage.
WHAT WE CLAIM FOR THE CHESTER COUNTY MAMMOTH CORN:
The important points of superiority claimed for this
corn over other varieties, and which
are fully suetained by the voluntary statements of farmers whe
raised from seed got of us last year, are these:
18t, This corn will yield from twice to three times
as many bushels tothe acre on the same soil and with
the same culture.
a
2nd, The stalks grow more vigorous and healthy,

HEALTH = WEALTH

the fire to burn when our religion is
up within us where it can not be faninto
a flame. Bring it in contact with
spiritual currents. Your heart will
begin to glow, and the one next you

will blaze,
Then again the fuel, or the spiritualit

crashing

*Do not Turn me

SUNSHINE

that is one reason why some churches seem
so much like mountains of ice—ponderous,
but frozen.

working

be

Glory of God,” and ** Fairy Stories;

“What is a miracle P”
“It isa great wonder,
‘Jesus answered and said unto him, verily, verily, I say

deep or very real, and so dismiss the subject::from
his mind ? Your single effort
calls up his attention to the matter of his
salvation and awakens his interest. But
you do not follow it up; how many
things

such would

up.

ax

Beautiful Dream

a new

receive the Star for one year, and a copy
of any one of the fine, good-sized steel Engravings which they may select from the
following list: ¢¢ The Heavens declare the

:

art a teacher come from God; for no man
can do these miracles that thou doest, except God be with him.’ ”

at

not reason that your concern was not very

A meet-

sharp
down

seldom

he ought to "be concerned for himself.
But you do not repeat the visit. Will he

run on

spiritual

his

ects him ; and that makes

would be like a symmetrical statue; beauti-

ful to see, but

bird

do

And Mailed, post-paid, on Receipt of the Marked Price.
Pieces marked * have Illustrated Title-Pages.

1. New subscribers, sending $2.50, will

“What does ‘verily’ si ify
the
ground.” That’s the type of successful
“It means ‘indeed.’ ‘Except a man .be
Christian work. If you should uidertake
to nurse a sick man up to health, you born again.’ ”
‘What is that?
would not accomplish
your hope by sit“It means,” he promptly replied, “a
ting an hour at bis bedside, watching him
‘Except a man be born
one night, or giving him one big dose of great change.
again he can not see the kingdom of
the remedy prescribed.
You must spend God
rn»
3
many an hour with him, watch many a
*‘And
what
is
that
kingdom
?”
long night, administer the healing
potion
He paused, and with an expression of
many times over, and then you might recover your friend. - This is very like what seriousness and devotion which [ never
ou have to do to recover a sin-sick soul. shall forget, placing his haud upon his
ne visit, one interview,
one appeal, bosom, he said, *‘It is something here ;” and
then raising his eyes, he added, “and
doesn’t secure the object.
You make your approach to some un- something up yonder.”—Lamps, Pilchers
converted friend, and plead with him to and Trumpets.
ive his heart to Christ. Your visit af-

so that

not

souls are

toward the heart till it comes

but little stir on

because it does

a

all. He may choprtill he is gray and never produce a log for the mill. He must
make his stand by one trunk and smite
away, and make the chips fly, and walk

the surface at first. The fire may burn
while men muse.
But it will not doto muse always. The
fire must rush and roar part of the time if
it would not go out. When you want heat
in your furnace you open the drafts and
throw on fresh coal.
Often there is occasion for pastors to ask: ‘‘ Why will not
that fire burn ?"—meaning the prayer meeting. Sometimes one might as well'seek
to thaw his frozen fingers at an: iceberg
as to-warm his soul spiritually in the prayer
meeting.

But

shotat

if his work be to fell trees, it doesn’t

he may tell how he feels. We can not have
a meeting go at a 2:40 rate of speed all the
time. It must go slow some. We must
stop to catch breath. The train must stand
still while the engine takes wood and water. Great bodies move slowly till they
et under way. Great thoughts and emotions burn deep, that make

one

follows :

St

to another.

must

offer

as both generous and choice.

exerting
his personal induence, and is not
likely to have another, why, let him do his
best, even if there be no hope of a repetition. But if he can and may follow up his
“Let us hear you,” and I turned his atappeal, he must not content himself with
tention to the third chapter of the @&ospel
one effort.
Christian work is like a great deal of of John, which he seemed readily to find,
our secular work in its laws and methods. and said, “Now read.” He did so with a
If you send a lumberman into the forest to clear, unembarrassed voice :
‘“ ‘There was a man of the Pharisees
fell trees, you do not expect he will strike
his ax into one trunk, and then into an- named Nicodemus, a raler of the Jews;
other and another, till he has gone through the same came to Jesus by night and said
the whole wood, delivering but one stroke unto him, Rabbi.’ ”
“What does that mean ?”
upon a tree. That would
do if he were
‘It means master. ‘We know that thou
“blazing a trail” through the forest; but

by.half-done

experience,

shot,

would be enough.

pastry, has often impatiently asked, Why
won't the fire burn? Many answers are
possible: fuel may be needed ; or the stove
may be choked with ashes; or the dampers
be closed ; or the wood may be green or
wet; or the chimney may be badly constructed or clogged; or the atmosphere
may be muggy and unfavorable for a draft;
or the wind may be the wrong way. Every
housewife knows reasons enough why a fire
may not burn, and she usually knows the
remedy, and applies it.if possible.
I bave heard
the prayer meeting called the thermometer of a church. I should
think it might also be described as the
fire-place of a church—a place where it
goes from the chilling air of the worldto
t warm—just asa man at work about
is door in the winter will now and then go
in to warm his hands and feet at the stove.
It does not follow that the fire is not
burning because you can not hear its roar.
Often more heat is generating when it
burns quietly but surely. Soit does not
follow that a prayer meeting is dull, and
the fire of Christian love burning low, because Bro. B. does not stand waiting for
finish

on

list, which we are sure

A sermon may be obtained from intercourse with the very humblest mind. And
there is a good illustration .of this in
Dr. Liefchild’s interview with a poor lad he
met among the mountains of Ireland—one
eleven or twelve years of age—poorly clad,
no covering for his head, no shoes or
stockings, but with a mild, cheerful - countenance, and with a New Testament in his
hand, keeping the gate of entrance to one
of the richest and most magnificent views,
“Can you read ?” said the Doctor.
“To be sure I can.”
“And do you understand what you
read ?”
“A little.”

won so summarily.
If a word is all a man
can speak, if he have one opportunity for

The churches are in greater need, to-day,
of glowing prayer meetiig8 than of eloquent sermons, and we have a glowing
meeting when we take glowing souls to it,
instead of trying to start the glow after we
get there. A contributor drops these suggestions about making the prayer-meeting
fire burn :

Bro. A. to

passes

planning, we have decided to

Street-Preaching.

and delivers the next blow upon the next
man. If he were like a skillful sportsman
who brings down his bird and bags his

Prayer Meeting Caloric.

housewife, vexed

the

fire. He produces no deep impression upon any heart because he strikes but once,

As in the happy day, when all is bright;

a

is

Now he very nearly throws away all his
outlay of zeal and strength. He scatters|

Lord, help thy child"
"
'T'o be as hopeful in the heavy night
’
‘When skies aré ark and wild,

—

who

while putting forth these personal
>efforts
and yet never accomplishing much. He
takes up one case and deals a stroke and

Can 1 still trust His love
wait until the morning breaks again?
In darkness look above

Many

removed,

gray

When He at last shall send
Cold winds and heavy dews upon my way,
And

obstacles are

ty in the World for Field Culture.

J. L. PETERS,599 Broadway, N.Y,

~
So—_——
sibilities, and adds its own gertle persuaWe have offered rich premiums before
sion
to action. But if we refuse to yield
to it, it goes its way for a time, and. this now (o our subscribers, and they have been
gracious influence is withdrawn.
ey
Delay a duty, and the door of oppor- varied and valuable as well as attractive,
tunity is shut against us. The happy con- At the end of no little thought, inquiry and

the air is purified and the fire burns. @pen
all the drafts and
put on abundant
fuel in
the secret closet, and then go to the prayer junction of time, place and circumstance
meeting with your soul under the sway of comes perhaps never again. When we
God's
Spirit, and you will not have occa- would be faithful to the obligation postponsion to ask: ‘Why will not that fire ed, we waitin vain for a ripe occasion.
only acceptable obedience is an inburn P’—Advance.
J
nt “obedience.” The only
safe way of
dealing with duty is to perform it at once.
‘“ What thou doest, do quickly!"—4. L.
Followingup Effort.
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Selections.

times deserve it, but there is more danger
6. Keep a list of your enemies; and,
of resisting a good impulse than of acting however many there may be, put down the
hastily from a bad one. An impulse resist- | *‘0ld man” and the ‘‘old serpent” first.
ed dies out, and the feet move heavily that
7. Keep a list of your stuns; and let the
would have gone winged.
wt
sin of unbelief be set down as the first and
Delay a duty, and we lose the help of the worst of nll.—The Prompler.
!
Divine Spirit. That. Spirit moves upon us
in the clearness of our
perception, the lorce

23332 THeEERE2

Nothing is so religious as religion ; nothing so well befits a prayer meeting. A
prayer esting 15 no place to bring axes
nd, to publish systems. of divinity, to
deliver lectures to the Almighty, to do a
multitude of things which men do.
Just the thing needed to set and keep
the fire burning vigorously is a deep sense
of the Spirit's importance and a deep exJorjence of it in every soul. When the
oly Ghost comes down upon a church
and into individual hearts in responses to

=
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declines to welcome a true, able, godly
preacher because his coming and his service
are likely to impose responsibility, bring
conflict, nnd make hard work abound, the
religious results are almost sure to bg small

and
GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor,
A
id
a
BFA

compumeations

designed

for

publication

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &c.,
dressed tothe Publisher.

New

should

be

ad-
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in which several choice premiums
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ask
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subscribers

attention

longed
Ef

them.

are

the

Siar.

They

have

subscribers.

They

whd will

seek

the

smooth and easy way can hardly hope for
‘the triumphs which brave souls win through
risk and struggle and toil.
4, And no successes that really deserve

the name can be gained

without

vi-

STAR. MARCH,

forced to answer evasively or honestly con-

into unforeseen channels, he will
likely to repeat it in the present.

planation; and even the_pastor now and
then found it needful to consult some standard treatise on Systematic Theology before

be quite
Me has

not led his faithful band along through
eighteen hundred years to suffer its betrayal
at last,
hv
:
There are doubtless many ol our

readers

who let these things trouble them. They
see the failure of many who stood in high
places.
They hear it proclaimed from

State to State that the efforts of the clergy

Mr.

istry and the head of the church, there is no

Rome,

failto convert the people. But it is the
same God with us who piled full of Bibles
the very house from which was to be sent
the literature that would disprove their
doctrine ; the same

Van Meter to

ants

God

that

open

has

-free

enabled

schools

and that has given his zealous

pulpits

and

love is all abbut us.

listeners

there.

He keeps his

in

sery-

His

church.

fess his ignorance when

asked

for

Our

ministers

and

of model

others

an

ex-

Christians, is

minister that is almost an earthly

paradise,

“we may be sure that distance is lending enchantment

to the

view, and

that close in-

spection and actual experience would .put a
deal of plain ordinary prose in place of the
glowing poetry which our imagination has
supplied. A minister may make up his
mind that he will never preach to any congregation that has no need of conversion,
and a church is only cheating itself when
it goes off in search of a pastor in. whom
+ its critical and

jealous

eye

can

detect

no

flaws.
If we will insist on moral completeness, we may be sure -that it lies on
the other side of the grave.
2. A change is not sure to bring improve-

ment.

A new thing is not

thing.
maxim,
into the
ble and

It is sometimes worse. The old
about jumping from the frying-pan
fire, may be homely, but it is foreicarries a great truth. Changes are

sometimes

always a better

needful, promising, and

service-

able. Duty and_interest alike call for and
justify them. But it is not safe to assume
that a change'ef pastorates and pastors will
dispose of the difficulties which .we are
meeting,

scatter

the

darkness,

make

the

raugh way plain and the hard path easy,
end friction, cure stupor, silence complaint
and repining, and assure prosperity. A
change certainly will not do these things in
itself. Such results come through patient,
* earnest, prayerful, self-denying co-operation
and fidelity, if they come

often worth the while
things are not

at

all.

And itis

to ask whether these

as practicable, as

easy, and

as likelyto appear with the present relations
as-with others that will probably follow the

break-up.

2

church.

The

truths

of

Revelation,

as

interpreted by the great Protestant body,
might not be uttered there. That minister
was mobbed from the gates of the city who
attempted it. There could be no schools,
except such as aimed only at the support of
the Papacy.
The king of Italy was a
stranger in his own capital.
Armies had

marched against the Vatican, and they had
failed, or had

only temporarily succeeded.

That great center

of influence

Papal control, and no
free expression

there,

was

thought
unless

under

could find
it

accorded

with the Catholic idea.

rm

» So much power the Pope exerciséd;, and
he probably might have kept it if he had
been content.

But

he

reached

for

more,

and in reaching fell. He would be distinguished as no other person except Christ
had been. The distinction was voted Hm.
Henceforth, like Moses, he would speak

from God.

He had mocked

the

Creator

by assuming functions that were his alone.
The Christian world was amazed. What
might not be the result of such folly!
It is before us. The Pope is a helpless
imbecile. His strongest disciples, being
at the same time the disciples of a higher
faith, have forsaken

him.

Rome is

again

the capital of Italy. Many of the Catholic convents have been thrown open to
the day, their inmates liberated, and light
and liberty allowed to enter. Protestant
Bible-houses are opened directly opposite
the Vatican, free schools are in operation,
and Methodist and Baptist churches, besides several others of the Protestant faith,

are fixed institutions. The Tiber alread
flows to the sound of free and happier voices; Rome lifts up her neck from the
yoke; Italy rejoices, and the world is
blessed.
Verily, God is getting most
glory in the end.
»
In
Every one who reads is aware of Vol-

3. Both the pastor and the people need
to accept the idea that the ministry and the
clrurch are: intended as working agencies,
and examples of faitliful and unselfish serv- taire’s boastful prophecy and its complete
ice. Each is expected to give as well as failure. Tom Paine’s is a familiar name,
7 take,—to give rather than take, even as. wearing some luster that was won in
Christ gave himself a ransom for many. patriotic service, but set in a baleful light
so far as his moral influence was eoncernIt does not answer for a minister to be
ed.
There is the host of other examples
chiefly intent on finding a field that is pleasant, fruitful, easy, and outwardly remunerative. And it does not answer for a church
to be especially earnest to find a minister
who will carry it along in the arms of his

own strength, gratify its taste by his elo-

. quenes and culture, quicken its heedless
stupor by hus masterly magnetism, lift it to
prominence and popularity by his own rare

abilities, and make its treasury overflow by
raisinz its pew rents and drawing wealthy

and generous men into the congregation.
To seek chiefly what is agreeable, and fokgers the love of ease, and makes hard and
taxing work appear unnecessary, is to put

in peril what is most vital in religion, and

strip both the pulpit and the church of the
highest

and best elements of their poiver,

‘When a minigter refuses to go to a parish
becanse Satan has his seat there, or a church

The agencies that civilize

are active.
busy.

and Christianize

Schools flourish.

The press. is

Out of a population of halfa million,

there are 15,000 professed Christians,embrac-

ed within 60 churches,—more than half being
converts from the

native

population.

The

slave trade is held in check by the whole
power of the Liberian Government.
Missionary work is being organized and carried
forward by these colored Christians, and

they gain ready accessto the people
in race, color

themselves.

and

sympathy,

are

who,
so

like

About 20,000 emigrants

are

already there. Whole churches, with their
_pastors, go over from America and settle in
the same vicinity, so that their church life

scarcely

suffers interruption.

coming month

of May it is proposed to send

out a company of 400 if the
obtained.

During the

Among these are

means
two

can
or

be

three

pastors and most of the members of their
churches. This African republic is certainly advancing rapidly in all the elements of
prosperity, and promises to become a most
effective agency in Christianizing the continent which so much needs the light of a
purer faith and the strongest divine impulse
to a higher life.
This Society has its sphere and its claims
upon Christian sympathy. It is still at
work. It shows a cheering reeord. It
has sent out 3,000 emigrants since the close

of'the war. ' Its management is both economical and efficient, and the funds sent to
its treasury are not wont to be diverted from
their true purpose. Its work is large, considerate,
philanthropic,
religious,
its
fruits are already ample and grateful, and
its opportunities, plans ahd prospects were
perhaps never fuller of promise than to-day.
It has always had strong and true friends;
there seems no good reason why ‘the number should not‘henceforth increase.

S. 8S. Lessons and Notes.
We surrender

to usage.

Fora year and

a half we have now and then debated the

prescribed course did

so under an inward protest that would persist in making itself heard,
But all human plans and work are imper-

pithy, valuable, and adapted to render

real

service {o those who master and use them
wisely. They are not meant to take the
place of study on the part of teachers, but
rather to stimulate, direct and reward it.
We therefore ask for them careful attention,

and have little doubt that they will be found
of large practical worth by all who use
them truly. We shall give them an honest
trial, and be ready to welcome anything additional or better that may hereafter offer
itself.

teachers like so many conundrums, and the

recall the discomfiture of these false proph-

guessing which they called for had no zest
in it; the superintendent was sometimes

ets, and be assured?

For

God

has

some

fo

>

Raised
The

act

by

$5,000

Salaries.

which

Congressmen

apiece

and

coolly

have
gone

ceiving and is destined to receive a very
marked and significant condemnation by
the people, though not half as severe as it
deserves. It was a palpable swindle, which
for coolness and barefacedness is unparalleled in the history of national legislation
in this country. We felt a little relief when
the Mobilier scandal promised to come to
an end, though the actors In that disgraceful affair escaped with a penalty altogether
too light and insignificant. And yet how
much worse in character was that than this?

As wrong as the act of taking Mobilier

stock under the circumstances, or in view
of the character of the stock itself, may be,

there is no evidence that any one contaminated with it received il in intent as a
bribe, or that the vote of any member in

The object was

money, and, so fir as the proof goes, nothing but money.
And what, more or less,
in the latter case ?
The men who advocated and voted for
the measure had caught sight of the pile of
gold that Secretary Boutwell had kept stored up in the national vaults, and they cov-

eted and then clutched it. Constitutionally,
you will-say. Yes, constitutionally as to the
letter, but flagrantly in violation of its
spirit.
\

much less retrospectively, as-has been done
in this case; and so the constitution, in its
simplicity and

easy

trust

in man,

if they had

nobody's

money

pockets but their own! So much
retrospective aspect of the act.

And

now

for the prospective.

in

their

for

the

T sce no

occasion for raising the salaries at all.

Ben

Butler says that he can earn more than
85,000 a year as his profession.
Very well,
let him earn it. Is any one weak enough
to suppose that his absence from Congress
would bring any appreciable detriment to
the public? If would be a shameless and
unwarrantable reflection on the intelligence
and honesty of his constituency to suppose

that there are not among them a score of
men whose annual income does not exceed
£5,000, who could fll his place in Congress
far

so

the

as

interests and welfare of the

country are concerned. But it is said by
Banks and others, that 85,000 is inadequate
suitably to sustain a member of Congress

What position? 1 ask.

in his position.

left a

4. Spreading the knowledge of religious
systems by publications, with statistics
of
thcks fiat, growth and progress.
d.vSystems and methods of religious instruction for the young. Apparhtus and
appliances for teaching in the family ; Sabbath school furniture and apparatus, &c.
Thisis a somewhat novel feature in a
great Exhibition like this, but it is one em-

inently fitting and full of promise.

ought to be a
from Christian
viding for this
begun too soon

There

hearty and ready response
bodies, and the work of prodepartment can hardly be
or pushed too vigorously.

)

— A Goon WORD ¥roM THE POPE.
We have had so much occasion to complain
of Pius IX. for the plans and words and
deeds

that

have been full of folly and mis-

chief, that we are glad to recognize a good
thing or a worthy saying from that quarter.
And he has given us a chance which we
hasten to improve. A party of Americans
called on him lately at the Vatican, where
he shuts himself up and plays at being prisoner and martyr, The visitors were pro-

fuse ‘in words

of reverence, sympathy and

praise. The Pope was properly appreciative and apparently thankful.
He blessed
the visitors and complimented their country.
But he did something more and better.
Discreetly but very plainly he points out the

leading national vice and

peril, and deals

with it in a manner not wholly unworthy of
the great apostle whose successor he claims
to be. This is what he said:
America is. a nation devoted to a vast
commerce and traffic of évery description.
for

after all it behooves all

Is

So far so good;

in

Christian man, we would not object to Victor Emanuel's making the old ' man's realm

to Jook to those things which are necessary
it the position of a bloated aristocrat in to satisfy the wants of life; honorable trade
one of the monarchical governments of the, in that which Providence has bestowed upon
old world, or an honest, simple, puritanical us is allowed to all, and it is right that the
If the former, fathers of families“should be particularly
republican of the new?
anxious to bring up and maintain their
then such men ure not needed at Washing- children according to the exigencies of their
ton, they never made the country what it several stations in life, There is not the
is, and they never can preserve or make it least wrong in all that; but- it does not behoove us to entertain an excessive love for
greater.
It has been suggested that, without an riches ; it behooves us not to be too much
attached to them; it behooves us not to enincrease of compensation, such as will com- chain our hearts too strongly to the treaspare with private incomes, the ablest and ures of the world, This fatal” worship of
best men will not accept office, and we Jrosperity which is purely material is conby Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ had
shall have to put up with second or third dened
also
his
little
purse; he had even an adminclass men who can financially afford to hold
istrator, Judas ; but you know what was the
office. Has there been any suffering of end of this latter in consequence of his impublic interests on that account as vet? Is moderate love of money.
For one to pos- not the scramble for office too eager and sess money, then; for one honestly to seek
too persistent? Is it not true that even increasing what he has for the purpose of
being
able to better the condition of his
some of our best men are betrayed into family, there ‘is nothing more natural and
measures by way of securing office rather just; but this is on one condition, namely,
Count off not to fix the heart on the goods of this
questionable than otherwise?
on the end of your fingers the number of world, and not to make of them a sort of
:
Congressional declinations on account of worship.
That was well done. Preaching of that
supposed inadequacy of compensation, and
see if there be not at least a handful left. sort is timely, forcible, apostolic. There is
no heresy there. His claim to be infallible
Make the offices lucrative, and you add to
would work less mischief if he would althe number of brihes, because it could be
ways talk in that way. Aud if by becoming
afforded.
less a Pope he is becoming more a simple
But it is thought that a liberal compensainvest

tion will lessen the tenuptation to

Mobilier

questionable

other

and

schemes

Has human nature, all

for money making.

it come

Has

itself?

.at once, reversed

to

pass that, the more a man gets, the less he
Nay, this whole cry for increased
wants?
salaries is inspired by a love of gain, or a

desire for unrepublican equipage and modes
of living. One of the very Congressmen
who wailed the loudest over the meager
compensation, it is said, has a housein

Washington furnished at the tune of two
hundred thousand dollars, and I believe a
‘wife to match by wayof expensiveness, for
she selected it herself in Europe, during a
five years’ sojourn there.
- James Brooks has said that Congress, in
what little action it took at the last session
the avarice of Congressmen, was

check

to

of the

It is a gross insult to

nation.

this whole people, to suppose public virtue

home to face their constituents on it, is re-

fact was affected by it.

as

cils

——

clutched

very hour their period of service ends, and
£0 home to their constituents just as coolly

virtually an encouragement to town paupers to aspire to high places in the coun-

question of supplying Notes, &c., in the
The constitution expressly prohibits the
that might be cited, old but familiar in- Star, on the International Series of Sunday
increase or diminution of the Presidents
stances of how divinely God has rebuked School Lessons. Sometimes we have been
salary during his term of office. Here we
the foolishness of man.
rather more than half convinced that such have the principle recognized. It is silent
It might be well for Christians now and Notes were needed enough to require the
in respect to the salaries of the members
then to recall these cases. For in this devotion of the requisite space to them. of Congress, so faras any change during
present tine there are as boastful efforts Then the conviction has grown weak again the term of service is concerned, The reaand as foolish prophecies as any of those. under the influence of doubt and objection. son for the distinction is obvious.
The
The most vital of Christian principles are But we cease to hesitate, and decide to sup- ‘President can not change his salary. That
threatened with subversion. Hosts of infi- ply what is asked for.
belongs to Congress. It was thought that
dels arise daily and preach pure blasphemy.
The Lessons themselves have not fully Congress,through special favor or hostility,
Christianity is pronounced a myth. The satisfied us. Last year the selections seemed might increase or diminish the President's
idea that God
attends to..the prayers capable of large improvement.
The ques- salary during the period of service, unwiseof mortals is called a delusion. And who- tions furnished in the regularly issued Les- ly if not unjustly; but it was argued that
ever, in this ‘‘enlightened age,” still clings son Papers were often open to severe criti- no Congress would be likely to become so
to the old Bible faith is liable to be called cism. The children found them dry and lost to a
se of honor and decency as to
a fool.
.
% repulsive; they frequently plagued the increase thei own compensation at all,

Why not then, in case of wavering faith,

blank which now, as it appears, ought
have been filled with a stern decree,

Swindle ! That isn’t the term for it. At
the opening of the Congress which has Just
expired, every man virtually entered into
he could feel sure of his ground. If the | a compact with the people of the
United
questions had been designed for the critical States, to serve them to
the best of their
and public examination of the graduating ability, in the legislative
capacity, during
class ‘at, a Theological Seminary, some of nine mouths out of the
two following years,
them would not have been very wide of the for the sum of $10,00
0.
Nothing else was
mark. As it was, they made more or less implied, nothing else
thought of, by either
of the exercises of the. S. 8S. class tedious,
party. On any such condition as is sugprovoking, and of doubtful value.
-It is not gested by this late act, probably not
one
strange that more or less schools threw half of them would
have been allowed to
them out in disgust or despair, and went serve in Congress
at all. And yet, without
back to older methods and juicier portions the pretext
of any extra service or work of
of the sacred Word, nor that some of those supere
rogation, they clutch $15,000 at the
that held on to the

who

for as offering a field of labor for a

———————————

26, 1873.

method in his working.
If he has in the
past turned the current of wicked endeavor

tal and personal religion. By this alone we
conquer. Money, talent, social standing,"
careful plans, skillful expedients, sociability, enthusiasm,—these are good things and
may be made serviceable. But in the real
work which pastors-and churches are set to
do by Him who is the inspirer of the min- |
such thing as getting on and winning triumphs without the divine life in the soul.

SE

We must know Christ by faith, by sympaAnd the last thing to be fearf
er, is fect, and half our best lessons come through
thy, by the power of an inward regenera- the pointless thrusts of mere human weap- mistake and partial failure, Eminent Doc“Their folly shall be manifest unto tors of Divinity don’t know
are disposed to undertake special service tion and the might ot a consecrated will, or ous.
everything, and
all men.”
the
voice
of
the
pulpit
will
be
like
sounding
even a National Committee, representinga
as ageuts to procure subscribers, are inbrass and tinkling cymbals, and the pews
large circle of sects, is not infallible.
The
vited to write us at this office, and we
like so many graves for dead souls. There
‘model Sunday School is still far to seek, and
Colonizing Liberia.
will endeavor to make such arrangements
may be everything else, but if there besa
no method of studying the Bible bas yet
———
with them as shall encourage them to take lack of the faith thwteqiickens like God's’
In the days when the anti-slavery struggle been found that can safely defy thorough
breath, and of the love that fructifies like was fierce,the American Colonization Socie- criticism. The uniform lesson is assuredly
hold of this work.
We hope to hear from
the warmth which the summer carries in its fy was often pretty severely
a 2ood number of them at once.
dealt with by far better than half a dozen different porbosom, church life will be so poor a thing the Abolitionists.
Mr. Garrison singled it tions. of Scripture dealt with in the same
that both pastor and people will ery out out carly as the target for many of his Par- school, according to the accidental preferThings to Remember.
over their inward leanness, or sink into an thian it not his poisoned arrows.
ence of the several teachers or the capricious
It was
——
apathy so deep as not even to bewail their doubtless more or less misjudged. But
choice of the pupils.
And auything which
we
This is the season when pastors seek new sad condition.
were noi able to approve some features in wholesomely serves to unify a nd, make effectfields of labor, and churches seek new pasWe could wish that pastoral changes
We thought it tended to divert ive our Sunday school work deserves entors.
The bonds that are to be broken are might occur this season only where the its policy.
attention from more important agencies and couragement and co-operation,
peculiar.
In some cases they are very ten- reasons for them are obvious and urgent,
The International Series of Lessons for
ends, to weaken the demand for emancipader, so that the pain connected with sud- and even then be hallowed by trust, and
the present year seem fo us a decided imtion,
to
soothe
the
consciences
of
more
of
dering them is sharp,and. abiding, and hard sympathy, and kindness, and tender fareprovement upon anything heretofore offered
to bear. Sometimes the farewells are spok- wells. And if, in connection with both the less slave-holders, and draw oft pubiic at- us
from similar quarters.
And, so far as
tention from the first and most pressing
en coolly, and now and then even with
older and the niéiver relations of this sort, duty to which our national sin was prompt: the plans for future years have been unfoldresentment and spite in the tones. The new there were to be a practical remembrance of
ed, we sce not a little in them with which
relations which are entered into in some these few simple things mentioned, we be- ing us.
That is all past now. “We have no slaves to sympathize. Gradually, our own schools
cases promise at first more than they acto- lieve the satisfactions of our pastors would
to-day. But we have a great number of are coming to adopt them. . They have been
ally yield, and in others they result in a gain immensely, and the churches rise into
free colored people. How their progress in glorified so much that they are in danger of
blessing far beyond what was looked for. strength and gladness, and turn many a
whatever is calculated to make them intel begetting disappointment; but, accepted
There are a few things that deserve to be threatened defeat into a real victory.
ligent, prosperous, virtuous and useful is to with only a reasonable hope and used in a
.. remembered in all these experiences that
| be secured, becomes a practical and vital truly wise way, we think they will prove
pertain to pastoral life. If they were alquestion. The general answer to this ques- valuable, and aid in reaching the real ends
Man's Folly Praising God.
owed to have their proper weight, there
tion must always be the same; the specific sought through Sunday School instruction
would be much less discomfort. and far
:
">
Not the wisest nor the best-laid plans answers may well vary. Most of these peo- and effort.
more success in the fields of Christian lathan
importance
moral
less
attach
We
naturally
will
ple
and
properly
choose
to
always praise God most. We are apt to
bor. Let us mention a few.
lessons
these
on
Notes
the
to
others
many
America.
stay
in
Itis
all
the
hore
they
I. Nothing very nearly perfect is, to be look for his greatest glory to come from
well-directed spiritual efforts, whose spe- have known. Here their friends abide. that are now supplied in the columns of
expected.
Ministers are human ; churches
cial
aim is to awake Christian love in hu- Here their great deliverance-from bondage many of our religious newspapers. Some
have elements of weukness.
The best
man
hearts aud a more helpful sympathy was wrought out. Itis tbe land of their of them are good, happy, suggestive; othpreacher is a frail mortal; the most thorsighs and ers are wordy, inappropriate and confusing,
among
the children of men. And in fact sufferings and wrongs, their
oughly trained church will exhibit many
struggles,
their
aspirations
and
prayers, rather interfering with the careful study of
this
is
the
ordinary
source
of
such
blessand grievous defects in some .of its memtheir
conflicts
and
their
triumph:
The the Bible itself than promoting it. We have
bers. There is not a pulpit toward which ings. But they often come from the very
country needs their industry. The devel- desired only fitting comments; those of a
efforts
that
were
meant
to
disparage
them.
all the pews constantly look with a grateful
opment of a high type of character here different sort would be grudged the space
or even a complacent smile; there is no The very strongest of human attempts are
will affect public opinion widely and strong- they fill. We had taken some steps to promade
to
thwart
some
moral
and
Christian
set of pews steadily crowded with saintly
ly. They will thus urge a powerful plea cure such Notes for each issue of the Star,—
aim.
But
often
in
such
cases
there
seems
occupants.
If some preacher who has passtheir publication being intended to comed away is recalled now as a man without to be exercised a divine ingenuity to make for equality of civil rights that can net fall
mence with the opening of the year. But
on heedless ears.
human
folly
result
in
God’s
glory.
blemish or spot, or some church,
served
But it is one of the prerogatives of liberty the plans failed at that time. Since then,
Look
at
one
remarkable
instance.
The
many years since, is. thought of as really
He to choose one’s sphere of life and follow the after some thought and consultation, we
lacking nothing that need be desired, it is | Pope had set his heart on infallibility,
choice. . And more or less of these colored have arranged for a weekly supply of such
chiefly because the bygone discomforts are would be made equal ia that respect to the
people choose Liberia. Africa is the old Nopes, beginning with those devoted to the
omniscient
God.
He
had
been
tolerably
forgotten in the presence of those which
lesson for the first Sunday in April,—the
He ruled his mill- ancestral home. Its climate is adapted to
are pewer and greater. Or ii’ some man, prosperous as a Pope.
commencement of the second quarter in the
them.
They
do
there
not
have
to
fight
whose fame has reached us from afar, is ion and more immediate subjects like a
down or wear out the intense and unreason- year. The first installment will appear in the
veritable
king.
Rome
was
wholly
under
|
.
coveted for our pulpit as a perfect gift of
Her historic palaces and ruins able prejudice of race. Homesteads are Star of next week. They will be furnished
God, or some church in another state, his sway.
given to all worthy emigrant families. Al by one who is both competent and interest
whose reported deeds make us think of it of high antiquity were held by the Catholic
ed. We believe they will be found fresh,
the avenues of distinction are open to them.
B.

as made up wholly

A

to

to

interest for all our present

N.

RN

for new

doubtful.

MORNING

AO

and’ patriotism are run so low that men of
honor, character and ability are wanting,
who, in an emergency, would consent to
serve their country at a personal sacrifice
in Congress, since they have

proved

their

readiness to serve it thus in the field.
I am not arguing for meager and paltry
ample

salaries, but for just and

compensa-

tion, such as will preclude the necessity of
pecuniary sacrifice, and enable the recipient
to maintain a style of living on a fair average
with the well-to-do people of the country.
It is well to remind the men of this age,
that the time was when brains in this conntry went before splendid equipage and gilded trappings, and when honesty and fidelity to public trusts went farther than great
dinners and expensive receptions. It ought

even narrower than it is,
- alls

~——A DEATH THAT BEREAVES.
Bishop
Mcllvaine, so long standing at the head of
an Episcopal diocese in Ohio, has just died
at Florence, Italy, aged 76. He was a true
Bishop, manifestly one of Christ's own appointees, and he magnified his office hy
copying his Muster. His preference for
the Episcopal church was probably strong,
but he was not a man who bragged over
the

outward. succession, or flaunted his ec-

clesiastical dignities, or played the pharisee, or worshiped the Prayer-book, or found
sanctity in a surplice, or exalted the letterabove the spirit, or coquetted with Romanism in a sly way, or put the ritual in place
of the godliness that has its home in the
heart.
genial,

Catholic-spirited,
simple,
fervid,
accessible even to the humblest,

prizing worth wherever it appeared, loved
in his parish and honored throughout the
nation, ready to aid all good causes, anxious to bless the world but fixing his highest hopes firmly in heaven,—his life blessed like a benediction and his death smites

‘likea great calamity.

To him

his release -

is a greay triumph, and we joy with
its attainment.

him in

——LAw TrivMeuaNT.
Even they “who
disapprove capital punishment are generally grateful over the vindication of 'the
majesty of the law and the censiderate
firmness of Gov. Dix, whietr"are illustrated

by the hanging of Foster.

Every expedi-

ent was tried to secure an acquittal, a disagreement of the jury, a new trial, a com-

mutation of the sentence, a*stay of proceedto be known that grand old Puritanism, if | ings, or in some other way to push aside
there be nothing else left to it, in this land the prescribed penalty for a clearly proved
It all failed; and thé wretched
of its highest achievements and proudest crime.
man
went
from the scaffold to the bar of
honors, but to perish, will not perish without a struggle,—certainly not without a the Infinite Judge. The public conscience
and voice demanded this result in the name
protest.—J. F.
of justice and good order, and they were
heeded, as they usually are. The prisonCurrent Topics.
ers in the Murderers’ Row at the Tombs in
'

Vi

—

New York grow pale at

—

the

spectacle, and

——OUR NATIONAL CENTENARY. The holding of a grand Exhibition of the Art and
Industry of the nations at Philadelphia, on
the completion of the first century of our

law seems to-day a more majestic thing.
We trust this may prove something ‘more
than a spasm of moral indignation.

national

——MOVEMENT AT THE SOCIAL BASE. The
rural laborers in England are at last stirring
with anew purpose and disclosing a power
for which they have had little credit given

existence, is a

matter

of general

interest. The preliminary action of Congress already taken, seems to be all that
could be asked for. It now remains for the
“people to express their interest, their wishes,
their purpose, and their readiness to plan
and work. But there is one feature provided for that ought to enlist the Christian men
and women of the country in a prompt and
heartysway. In the general plan, as it has
beén suggested, Group 95, in the classifica-

tion of objects and

‘Religious

subjects, comprehends

Organizations

and

Systems,”

and is divided into the following classes :
1. Origin} nature, growth, and extent of
various religious systems and sects. Statistical and historical facts. «
2. Religious

their objects.

"orders

and

:

societies,

them,

They represent one of the lowest

and most disheartening aspects of English
life. Ignorant,unambitious, filthy, vicious,
half paid, they have long maintained a disperate struggle for a bare earthly existence.
But they are awaking. They have found a
mouthpiece and a rallying point in a man
by the name of Arch, and helpers in a
few noblemen of the radical or republican
type. They have struck for larger pay,
have formed unions, have become aware of
their depression, have canght a'vision

df a

better lot ard are thinking of it as some-

and | thing to be attained,and are even beginning

to ask for the ballot and a representation in
3. Societies and organizations for the Parliament. The movement was sudden
propagation of systems of religion by mis- and unexpected, but it is daily gainning
sionary effort.
:
*strepgth and steadiness, commanding the
™\

0

Nt

The spiritual condition of the church we

Denominational News and Nees.
R.1. and Mass.
sion at the

Provi-

church,

St.

Greenwich

ses-

days’

two

a

This body concluded

day evening, March

attendance nearly thirty’ Free
isters,

from

several

were in

There

12.

other

Baptist

min-

denominations,

the H. M., and

a good sprinkling of laymen and several
ladies. Among the Free Baptist ministers
present from a distance were Rev. Drs.
Day, Graham and Bacheler.
the
meeting was organized by
The
Mariner

as

Moderator,

the writer as Clerk, and Bros. Woodrow,
Church and Perkins as a Business Committee. The morning and evening sessions of the Institute were preceded by a
half hour devoted to prayer and conference.
These seasons were interesting and profit:
pe
able.
The number of themes presented by
previous appointment was eighteen, and
they were as follows :—
1. What are the teachings of the Scriptures in regard to the Millennium ? by S. D.
Church.
2. The relative realiability of the tests
employed to confirm spiritual truth as compared with those used to confirm scientific
truth, by C. S. Perkins.
3. To what extent may and should the
church obviate the necessity for the various professedly reformatory and benevolent organizations outside of 1t? by James
Boyd.

are the Scripture

4. What

divorce ? Are we

of it collected

W.

Rev. W. M.

to

what

from it, by 8. G. Woodrow.

doctrine “of the Atonement,

if

those
He

much

not connected

writes

that

they

the men

by

Jenkins,

who

has

that

recently

Average congregation 50, with 21 church
members. The church is free from debt.
The 8. S. is small, averaging sowe 20. One of our working pastors in Ill. writes
that it is time we sent a missionary to
the Pacific coast, that ‘‘we are not denominational enough, and must be more aggressive if we would succeed and be a poiwer in the land.”

cal.

Indeed, the alternation

between

Rev. B. L.

the

labors

of Hillsdale, wis

Revivals, &c.
MoxeY CREEK, MINN. God has revived
his work in Money Creek, and a precious

close. The Committee of arrangements
seemed to have assigned the various themes work of ingathering for Christ has been
“ with: such care as to develop the strong realized. Wanderers have been reclaimed,
points of each writer or speaker, and thus saints = quickened, and some twenty or
by making each one appear to the best pos- twenty-five have found the Saviour through
sible advantage, to deepen the general im- his pardoning grace.
A. G. B.

pression,

The

Criticisms ana discussions

pl

elected a Japanese

named

with

of Baltimore

‘has

to'deacon’s

of Baltimore

has been

convictedby the committee of trial of the Meth-

and

added no little interest to the

Among

other things, Dr. Bach-

eler spoke stirring words

in

behalf

of the

Foreign Mission, Dr. Day presented the
claims of the Morning Star, and. President Graham concluded the exercises, on
Wednesday evening, with a warm, earnest

discourse.
Resolutions were adopted in the interest
of prohibition, and making worthy mention of Rev. R. Allen and J. L. Roberts,
- who have died during the past year,expresging sympathy for Revs. J. A. McKenzie
and S. Phillips, who are confined to their
homes by sickness, and extending thanks
to the Greenwich St. church and its pastor
for their hospitality and efforts.
Al things considered, a meeting of. this
character

has

rarely,

if - ever,

been

sur-

passed in excellence by any ever held in
. the Free Baptist denomination,
prospects “of the
and
The condition

I{ARRISBURG, O. A work of grace is
progressing in this place, Gallia County,
under the labors of Rev. 1. Z. Haning. Five
have already given evidence of conversion,
and been baptized, among whom is a young

physician of the place.

CeNTRAL C1TY, IowA.

8. H. BARRETT.

I have just closed

a four weeks series of meetings with the F.
Baptist church at this place, and I am happy

Twenty-five have already united

with the F.B. church and some with the
Methodists. The greatest harmony pre- the meeting among all Chris
vailed during
tian orders.
AR

0. E.

ALDRICH,

&¢.,

lock-jaw,

palsy,

scalds,

burns,

upon

the

ment is worth one hundred
sweenied

horses

and

dollars

mules, or

for

for

spavined

or

screw-worm

in

J. B. Rose

pleasant to take.
may rest.

to the general conference of the church probably
:
will be made.

A

bill

has been

introduced

in the Indiana

legislature giving ministers fees of from $5 to $10
for preaching funeral sermons, and more if the
estate exceeds $100,000, the same to be a lien: on

the estate of the deceased.
Mrs. Isabella Beecher Hooker of Hartford,
sister of Henry Ward Beecher, has become

A new feature in the recent ordination services
at the Congregational church of Southington,
Conn., was the appearance of a layman in the
pulpit, to deliver the chargé to the people, the
person in this case being Deacon Samuel Holmes,

opal church of Ohio since 1862. In
degree of D. C. L. was conferred on him
thf
bf the University of Oxford, and in 1858 that of

by the University

of Cambridge.

The

any

9.00
1.00
5.00
7.00

J 8

one

similarly

BUSINESS

assurance

for a reliable

of making

from

man

$2,000

to

10tf

One Dollar.

5.00
2.00

. 3.60
5.0
47.12
Sh
2.26

Seedsmen

and Florists,

STREET, BOSTON.

50 Good Canvassers Wanted
to get 10,000 subscribers to ‘ THE ENQUIRER,” an 8page family weekly, with a choice of one of seven
steel engravings, all framed in fine black walnut and
gilt.

Its ¢irculation has increased 8000 in tem months.

Premiums delivered before. money is called for,
which the people like. Copy of the paper and full
particulars, free. Address H. A. MCKENNEY &
4612
CO., Publishers, Portland, Maine.

$214 72
Treas.

BETTER “BONDS! !
;

«

An investment
in the lands of the National Colony
will pax. 10@ per cent. better than any Bonds or
Stocks

upon

the

market.

A

small

NOW will secure a good farm,
dress

MILLER,
4t10

For particulars

ad.

NO.

2

T'¢9Y

NEW
SUNDAY
SCHOOT
SONG BOOK,

Royal

Diadem,
Ld

By Rev. ROB'T LOWRY and W HOWARD DOANE,
WILL

Early

BE

READY

in April.

ROYAL

DIADEM
Hymns and Tunes of a very

Liver

Oil

and

Lime.—The

Bronchitis,

Asthmas,

Colds,

Coughs,

of disease, when

We have purposely avoided in

ROYAL

his

“FAMILY

would occupy valuable space needed for Songs, and
for the additional reason that more complete and
valuable works on each of those topics are published

FPHYSECIAN,”

9

8. S. FITCH

& SON,
1y18

ROYAL

DIADEM

Sunday

School Songs for Every Variety
Sunday School Service!

ROYAL

DIADEM

will contain 160 pages, size of “ PURE GOLD,” and

“Delapierre’s White Soap
is the Best and Cheapest for all Family uses.
It'is perfectly pure, fragrant ard very dura-

Aa

$ avis
tar aa
effectual
and speedy

Pain-K

8.,

:

your Grocer dow't keep it, send
Orders promptly filled.

effectual

Gazette.

remedy

we know of for

b%.

er.’—[ Amherst, N.

«Our own experience is, a bottle of Pain-Killer is
the best Physician a traveler can have.”—[ Hamilton
Spectator.
PAIN-KILLER

is ased

nally and Externally.
TAKEN INTERNALLY-—It relieves

WHEN

Providence, R.I.,

Proprietors.

Proposed

|-

Trains leave Dover

PER

OTSEGO

hold

Q. M. will

its

1873.

for Portlan

next

ORDER,

session

H, BELDEN,

& MAIN,

YORK:

3.08

10.45

5.54; and on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at ....,P. M..

a plan

-

Dearborn, of

Darling, of Rumney.

Near Agency City, Iowa, Dee. 5, by Rev. E. Tibbetts, Mr. Robert J. P.Lowrie and Miss Lillie C. Patterson. Dec. 25, Mr, Edward A
Chambers and
Miss Allie Redmon,

Jan.

6, Mr. Wm.

8.

in one month, our

LIVINGSTONE
is having,
MAS3ES

in Africa,

PROVES it above all
WANT.
It goes hike

50.

others the boek the
WILDFIRE, Over 600

MORE AGENTS WANTED.

for circulars and see
success

of our

PROOF of statements and great

agents.

Pocket

$10, mailed free. HUBBARD
733 Sansom St.. Phila.

Rev. J.J.T.
B. Higgins,
Mr.
In Canterbury, Feb. 15, by (Ro%.
Higslog nt

H.

CHICAGO,

OTICE,—Be not deceived by misrepresentations
made to palm off high-priced inferior works, but send

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
9.80 10.50 A. M., and 6.10 P. M,

Richard

and

Successors: to Wm. B. Bradbury.

11tf

pages, only $2

|,

MARRIED

Q. M.,

NEW

28 Years

M.

P.M.

A.M,

& CHICAGO Q.

the McHenry

«

and Boston,

5.08, 5.17; P. M. and on Mondays,

and Fridays at .... »

was projected for the union of the above named bodjes, and notice is hereby given that a meeting of the
delegates of said Q. al’s will be held m the Free
Baptist church, in Chicago, on Weduesday, April 16,
at 2 o'clock, P. M., for the ubove named purpose.

Otsdawa church, May 21.

RAILROAD,

In Tamworth, Feb. 27, by Rev. J. Runnells, Mr,
Dew Mitchell and Miss Susan H. Burleigh, both of

‘union of the MCHENRY

)
M’s.
At the 1asl'session of

MAINE

ARRANGEMENT,

5,50 8.00 A. M. 12.03

Notices and Appointments.
Notice.

BIGLOW

If

to the Depot.
18t7

Trajnsleave Doverfor Lawrence

‘the Stomach, Rheumatic or Neutalgic Pains in any

4t13

AND

SPRING

the

part ot the system and in Bowel
Complaints itis a
sovereign remedy.
is equally efiiEXTERNALLY-It
USED
‘WHEN
cacious and is the best limment in the world.. It is
eminently a Household Medicine.
Send to the nearest Druggist and get a bottle.
Price: 25 and 50 cts. per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON,

York.)

i

Orders filled in rotation, as received.

The immense sale, 10,000
BOSTON

Inter-

both

Depot, 226 Pearl Street, New

3]

of

Aches, Pains, flesh wounds, &c¢.”—[8t. John News,
>
“\y
J
family should have so

most

4
iM
3

separately at a very small cost.

is pre-eminently a Book of

pages, free by mail, to any one.
This book is to
make any oue their own doctor.
Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

Send your direction to Dr.
Broadway, New York.

DIADEM

all Responsive Readings, Secular Music, ete., as they

will be sold at the same price.
Ba One Copy, in Paper Cover, sent on receipt of 25
Cents, as soon as ready.

is the

}

invested

HUMISTON & CO.,
Toledo, Ohio.

ITEM
OUR

sum

“A medicine no family should be without.”—[Mon:
treal Transcript.
“We can confidently recommend the Pain-Killer.”
—{Toronto Baptist.
“It

SA
554
Sty
Be

afflicted.

LEGGETT, Jersey City, N.J.

57 TREMONT

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

THE

to

DEE & DOYLE,

5.0

Me, per

the

4413

Cough, Scrofulous Humors, and all Conymploms, it has no superior, if equal. Let

a Uni-

an alarming extent, under the control of ordained ignorance.”
Phe family of the late Dr. Lowell Mason has
presented his valuable library of books relating
to sacred music to the Theological Department
of Yale College. Only one thing more is needed, and that is a competent. professor of music
to teach the students to appreciate the gift.

.D.

Cod

of

cure

sends

most acute Pain instantly, affording relief and comfort to the
patient suffering from Cramp and Pain in

appeal

100.00
1.00
3.75
2.50
10.00
5.00

an agent i8 thus at hand which will alleviate all complaints of the Chest, Lungs or Throat.
:
Manufactured only by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, No.
166 Court Street, Boston. Sold by all druggists.

GOOD WORDS

conference by the presiding bishop..

An

of

;
W Bean,

no one neglect the early symptoms

Children need not ery and mothers
10t5

charge,

who
CaHer
rec-

superior character, written expressly for the work.

Whooping
sumptive

certain to assimilate the food, regulate the bowels,
It con‘cure wind-colic and produce natural sleep.
tains neither minerals, morphine nor alcohol, and is

of

will contain entirely new

Wilbor’s

the

New

y Wants.” It sells at

We will send ¥F REE by mail, on receipt of One
Dollar, 25 Packets of choice Flower Seeds and our
Catalogue, containing upwards of 1000 varieties,
with full directions for culture, to any address in the
United States. Catalogues free on application,

great popularity of this safe and efficacious preparation is alone attributable to its intrinsic worth. In

& Co., New York.

! 55th

For

$32.
Tr eas.

CURTIS,

Lyeowl3

Castoria is more than a substitute for CastoOil. It is the only safe article in existence which is

York.

Twenty agents to sell our

is offered to every energetic man of woman who
wants to make from $40 to $75 a week. We want
such agents, local and traveling, in every city and
town in New England. For particulars, call on or
address, W., F.
STETSON & CO., Boston, Mass.
Office, over Quincy Market.
12611

Best and Oldest Family Medicine. —SANFORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartic
and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation;
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ask
your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

sheep. Stock-owners—this liniment is worth your
attention. No family should be without Centaur
Lipimept.

Treas.

Blackheads and Flésh-worms, use PERRY’S Improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, whe great
skin medicine. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond st., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
everywhere.
33613

cates, the recipe, &c., gratis, to any one ‘requesting
it. One bottle of the yellow wrapper Centaur Lini-

f

A Paying Business

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

We will send a circular containing certifi-

received.

SONS,
New

or San Francisco.

And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is RELIABLE and HARMLESS. ‘Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond street, New York.

been

running tumors, &c., have

gout,

BON

to J. B. FORD & CO., New York; Boston; Chicago;

Special Notices.
For MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

chronic-

limbs,

frozen

including

cures,

rheumatism,

of Potatoes,

Sgency for the exclusive sale of works by HENRY
ARD BEECHER, WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT, HARRIET BEECHER STOWE,
&c. Write for particulars

J

The recipe is published around

free

with

Mission.

human frame,

ERAGE

$3,000 a year, can be secured, in connection with am

$84.63

CURTIS,

C. 0. LIBBY,

each bottle. It is selling as no article ever before
sold, and it sells because it does just what it pretends
to do. Those who now suffer from rheumatism, pain
or swelling deserve to suffer if they will not use
Centaur Liniment. More than 1000 certificates of remarkable

6.00
4.00
1.00
3.70
1.66
10,20
Si
8.75
.
6,75

M D Shaw, Lee Center, Ill, per G H Ball.
8 8, Roger Williams, R L, per M H Learens,
West Stephentown, N Y, bal, per I B Coleman,
Western R I Q M, per G C Brown,

The

to say that the Master was with us, Be- of Moutelair, N. J. His address on the ogeasion
tween 80 and 40 were brought from dark- is said to haye been very earnest and appropri’
ness to light, from the power of Satan to ate.
shop MacIlvaine died recently at Florence,
God, and professors greatly encouraged and
. He has been a bishop of the Protestant
raised to a higher standard of Christiun
1858,

character.

neuralgia,

varieties

productive.
Early, solid and
packet. Hive packets for $1.

FIRST-CLASS

28,00
13.67

8 B, Treaton; Wis, per L Mayhew,

odist Episcopal church of the South, apd his
expulsion was announced latelyat the annual

MAPLE GrOVE, O. A good degree of versalist,and preached in the Universalist church
at Bridgeport on Sunday,
is]
interest has been manifested in the Maple
The late Bishop Bastburn’s memory is to be
The Grove neighborhood, Geauga Co., O., re- honored by a tablet to be placed in the Church
same time;=rich and suggestive.
pleasant interchange of thought seemed to sulting in the conversion of some ten or of the Ascension, in New York, of which he
strengthen the bonds of Christian love and twelve “ind reclaiming of as many more. was the first rector.
:
Bro. A. R. Crafts has been preaching there
5 fellowship.
Rev. 8. B. Gregory, in the employ of the
The brethren from beyond the limits of for a few months past. A church will prob- Northern Baptist Home Mission Society, at New
Orleans, as instructor of colored ministers, says:
the Yearly Meeting and these from other ably be organized within a few weeks.
« The Freedmen churches of the South, ave, to
"denominations took part freely in the dis0. BLAKE.

occasion.

lan-

list of

4ddrect MRs, M, CLARA

Wellsburg, Pa, per. W Parker,
;
Mrs Lydia Hill, Waterville, Me, per G
Dr 8
Keith, Mechanicsville, Iowa,
Doughty’s Falls, Me, per E Hobbs,
Dea N
Litchfield, Pine St, Lewiston,
Burgess,
Rev E Allen, Ea Dixmont. Me,

to

Xllustrated
Seed
Catalogue,
200
cents.
TH pages with Colored Chr
A New Tomato, the “ ARLINGTON.”

ipe

W Green, Prophetstown, 111,

A

This is strong

caked-breasts,

ear-ache,

It is no humbug.

which followed the presentation of many
of the themes were free, easy and, at the

cussions

eR

PAIN-KILLER.

sith
Huston

Call for it

pounds by mail, post-paid, for $3.50.

hb

Adam Brown, Esq, Wolfboro, N H, for support.
ten boys
in India,
D Hannaford, New Hampton, N H, per 8 Curtis,
A friend, Carvers Harbor, Me,
Stephen Tolman, Shelburne Falls, Mass,
Tripoli, Iowa. per W Cook,
D
Bayless, Toledo, O,

every respect,

hh

FOR

colored

orders.
‘The Rev. Dr.

in

Foreign

¥

I ERMONT:
of EXCRLper pound; 4

DEAFNESS AND CATARRH.,
A lady,
had suffered for years from Deafness and
tarrh, was cured by a simple Indian Remedy.
sympathy and gratitude prompt her to ‘send the

Sts, Providence,

SILAS

VE

sight. Everybody wants it. The best book of the
year for new agents. Send for circular.
2t13
W.J.
HOLLAND & CO. Sprirgfield, Mags.

:
.

Potatoes!

EARLY

DB. K. BLISS &
23 Park Place.
[4113]

Seciety.

Concord, N. H.

“harmless and the wounded are healed without a scar.

before last.

Kodawa

CHEAPEST

crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites are rendered

General.

Conference

seft

maps

Ten Days Earlier than Earl
mously
Productive and
= LENT
FLAVOR.
$1

Wanted

by all

and of strains, spavin, galls, &c., upon animals in
one year than have all other pretended remedies
since the world began. It is a counter-irritant, an
all-healing pain reliever. Cripples throw away their

RELIGIOUS - MISCELLANY.
Methodist

BEST AND

SILAS

Education

Liniment.

rheumatism,

swellings,

salt-rhéum,

letter, giving
:

well-known

of

sprains,

E. TiBBrTS, Clerk.

The

be THE

A

cures

VAN BUREN, Iowa, Q. M.—Held its last ses-

the

it, to

It is conceded

-

Co,

Washington st ch, per W B Foss,
Main St ch, Lewiston, Me, per W H Bowen,

There is no pain which the Centaur Liniment will
not relieve, no swelling it will not subdue, and no

sion with Ripley church, Feb. 28 and March 1, 2.
The session was one of harmony and good feeling. Owing to unfavorable weather the delegation was small, yet the reports from the churches
were encouraging.
Next session” with the Hillsborough church,
commencing Friday, at 3, P. M., June 13.

Grins,

(no matter how stiff and dry)

Centaur

A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.

L. A.

z

New

ibove, yi

1

Mission.

Concord, N. H.

JE

THOS. P. viel hemos SAuSOus Sud
ves)ul

those who produce the Largest Quantity from
one pound. Tesorintive Circulars of the

md

Waterbury River ch, Vt, per T A Stevens,
Qu.epville ch,R I, per J D Hubbard,
Crys a Lage and Brooklyn ch, Minn, per H N Herrick.
7
Waterville & Sydney ch, Me, per J Blaisdell,
Rev O Shipman, West Topsham, Vt,
Wm Wheeler, Eaton, PQ,
Martha 8 Dyer, Newton, Io, (.83 for freedmen),
Dayton,
N
Y, per W U Edwards,
3
Mrs AP Hodgdon, Tuftonboro, N H,
Natick ch, Mass, per J McClintock,
NrsRS Hyde, Chickapee, Mass, (for freedmen),
Phillips ch, Me, per J) Waterman,

application

length, strength
and quality guaranteed.
at the nearest thread store.

wish to be correctly reported in the next Register

Rev.

single

Eureka Machine twist is reliable

RISINGER, Clerk.

clergyman of Boston, died week

Home

oh satis
i

“

Da i vent

$500 will be dwarded
as PREMIUMS

a
Eo)
m0=

3

cough that

11

COMPTON'S
SURPRISE.
S826
Bushels 10 the Acre. A'little later
than Early Rose. Equal in quality. $3
wn per pound, by mail, post-paid,

w

=

MAIL.

J8 THpp: Corner Pond & Winter
i
Rev A Libby, Lewiston, Me.
I. G Vanhorn, Troy, Penn. (2)

for sale by dealers generally, at $1.00 a bottle.

the church in Otisfield, Feb, 5, 6. There was a
large attendance, yet only about one-half of the
churches were reported.
Corresponding Delegates from Bowdoin and Cumberland Q. Meetings were present, which did much to make the
occasion one of interest.
Chose Rev. J. M. Pease
Cor. Delegate to Bowdoin Q. M., and Rev. J. M.
Purkis to Cumberland.
Next session with the chureh in’ Milton, June
4, 5, at which the annfial reports from the
churches must be made.
All the churches that

were

used

B Young—(

over

us|

‘EXPRESS,

"| guage, but it is true. Where the parts are not gone,
its effects are marvelous. It has produced more.

OTISFIELD Q. M.—Held its Feb, session

Ohio,

A. H. CHasE,
Cor. Sec.

the-

until

Northern

his

recently ordained in Wheatland, Mich.,
and is to labor with that church the ensuing year.

ology, metaphysics, history, criticism and
the Jike, though often sudden, was such as
to afford a pleasant variety and to sustain
the interest, to almost fever heat,

Prescott,

in

A

HAIR DRESSING IN THE WORLD,

tist); Laying on of hands, by Stiles and McKee;
Hand of fellowship and Charge, by McKee: Benediction, by the Candidate.
License of Bro. J.
Millhollen was renewed.

by

have

Young—8

C L Ruggell, Champlin, Min.
ec!
M R McKee, Millhousen, Ind.
KE Tibbetts, Agency City, lowa.
jo %. Prescott, Susquehanna depot, Susq

' Prepared by JOSEPH BURNETT & CO., Boston, and

Prayer, by M. R, McKee; Sermon, by W.
Tucker; Prayer, by Rev. D. P, Stiles .(C, Bap-

will please report themselves
their statistics correctly.

A

and glossy for several days.
who

jp

ay

=

BB

C Bteele—~H M
Town-M Viall

WOO!

-

=

D P Haynes, 41 Pacific, Lawrence, Mass,
J M Bowerman, Raisin Cen, Mich.
Kdwin Niles, Diamond Bluff, Wis. (2)
J C Barslett, Orchard, Iowa,
Eben S Thompson, Stoneham, Mass.
Mrs E M Lamb, Lincolnville Cen, Me,
F E Briggs, Bristol, N H.
0 Rays. ‘armington, Me.
Sterling Titus, Kast Concord, NY.

Tryit!

Cocoaine.
hair

yilsey—

enn.

in two or three days with a Fifty
Honey of Horehound and Tar.
Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.
Drops cure in 1 minute.

the

ent—J
Smith—J W

H

Walkorot LT trem

Rev
“
**
“

in public, or singing, they produce beneficial results.

RIPLEY, IND., % M.—Held its last term with
Zion church, Keb, 21—23. In consequence of bad
traveling, churches were not fully represented.
The conference was small in numbers, but a zeal
was manifest for our work.
The preaching and
social meetings were excellent in spirit and we
trust will result in much good.
A request from
the Zion church for the ordination of D. A.
Tucker to the ministry was granted. The exercises were as‘follows: =
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to the grave in a few months, can

C. A. MOOERS, Prin. Seminary.
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For Coughs, Irritation of the Throat caused by cold,
or Unusual Exertion of the vocal organs, in speaking

It is the earnest wish of all that the

8

at

Two

olin~

ph einer,
3
Maer
os ate
Scranton—I

For Throat Diseases and Affections of the
chest, ‘ Brown’s Bronchial Troches ” are of value.

relation, which has been so pleasant, might be
continued, and they learn with regret his intention of leaving. Especially would I make mention of the pleasant acquaintance and relation
between Bro. H. and myself in connection with
the management of the Seminary.
Though, at
his own request, he has held no official position,
yet he has taken a deep interest in the welfare of
the school and aided it by his influence and means.
The students, who have gathered here, have received deep and lasting impressions from him,
and the good seed thus sown will bear abundant
fruit in coming time.
“
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Baptist church in this place, to take effect the 1st
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A LIFE SAVED FOR FIFTY CENTS.
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WATERBURY CENTER, VT. REV, M. C. HENDERSON has resigned the pastorate of the Free

of the S. Barton, Vt., church:

where in former ' years
greatly blessed.

pared by Walter

.

tral City, Feb. 28.” The services were as follows :
Reading the Scriptures, by Rev. Mr. Albrook
(Meth); Sermon, by Rev. S. F. Smith; Prayer,
by Rev. O. E. Aldrich; Charge, by Rev. N. W.
Bixby; Right hand of fellowship, by Rev. R.
Norton. The exercises were interspersed by appropriate singing, and closed with the benediction by Bro. Palmer.
N. W. BIXBY,

taken the pastorate of our church in Bath,
Mich., writes encouragingly of our prospects there. They have built a house of
worship and are now about building a parsonage. Bro. J. will have te sacrifice
much the present year, but if he succeeds
in establishing this church on a living basis,
he will neyer regret the sacrifice.
:
. The following encouraging words come
from Rev. E. Tuttle, Lebanon, Me. :
Enclosed please find $37.50, being the
amount apportionedto ‘the 2nd Lebanon.
church .for 1872, It is rather late I know,
but the best we could do under the ‘circumstances. - We hope
the Society will ‘not be
so much offended
at our tardiness as to
leave us out in the cold in the next apportionment.
v
Bro. Randall sends the following report

to his old field of labor

18. True success, how attained in pastoral work, by D. C. Wheeler.
All but two of these were in the form of
essays or papers. They were carefully prepared and covered a wide range of topics
from the most abstruse to the most practi-

tel

ministry at the session of the Q. M. held at Cen-’

David Boyd.
9. The relation and duty of the church
to the children under its immediate influence, hy J. Mariner.
10. When is public prayer justly exposThere is no doubt but, as a denomination,
ed fo criticism ? by D. R. Whittemore,
we
are suffering from not having a misance
s
of free sitting in
11. The import
sionary in Neb. and another in California.
our churches, by M. N. Davison.
12. Sunday school Literature. How may If the churches would pay their apportionment we could sustain one in each of these
it be improved ? by A. L. Houghton.
13. Is the account of Eden in Genesis states and two or three more in the South,
to be understood as an Allegory or history ? and help the needy churches more then we
now do.. Will not the brethren help the
*
by J. N. Rich,
14. Prof. Tyndall's prayer test, by J. M. H. M. Society, so that our beloved denomination may be extended over our whole
:
Brewster.
15. To what extent should the death of country ?
Rev. G. P. Lindeman goes to Paw Paw,
great and noted men be made subject matMich., and Rev. G, R. Holt, of the Theter of pulpit discourse ? by M. Phillips.
16, Justification by faith, by W. N. ological class, is to succeed him in Cambridge and Rome.
Patt:
Rev. E. S. Root of Porter, Mich., returns
17. Justifiable reasons for leaving the

ministry, by 8. B. Young.

i

a

ors.

C Bai-

laisdell=J

FACTORY OPERATIVES, after the exhaustion of
their long day of labor in overheated and poorly
ventilated rooms, need a stimulant that is nourishing
as well as warming. Neithor tea nor coffee, with all
their agreeable properties, is so eminently suited to
meet this need as is Cocoa or Chocolate. That pre-

Brother Asahel Palmer, of Musonville, Iowa,
was publicly ordained to the work of the gospel

were full of zeal and self-sacrifice.

son.

8. The

good cause,

could be raised up, if, we had

Burlingame.

may be hoped

surprised

ne

Ordination.

Grove March 21, that they have a comfortable chapel for worship, there is no
church in the neighborhood, and the people are anxious to have one. He says:
There are several other points in this
section where
Freewill Baptist churhes

5. The relation of present scientific discaveries and accepted theories to the truths
of Christianity, by W. F. Davis.
6. The Divinity of Christ, by J. A, Stet7. The Old Catholic Movement and

be

are going to organize a church at Maple

others those divorced on other grounds ? by
M.

from

with our churches.

grounds of

in marrying

justified

shall

0., sends $20.00 for the

-r

J.

choice of Rev.

we

the next annual Report does not show that
this Y. M. is one of the most benevolent
in the denomination.
Our working brother Blake of Mantua,

1872.

:

in GOLD,
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Bailey=C Butterfield~J W Bar-

In short it is a Pain-Killer.

crease the appetite.

5

' Secured

SINKING

ble Coal and Iron i
Pag J
RTE Of Very Valna
Prine} al Jad Totetest pa able in GOLD COIN,

flake—N Brooks—W

To deal effectually with dyspepsia, liver complaint,
acidity of the stomach, lassitude, vertigo, depression
of spirits, disturbed sleep and nervous debility, partake of Atwood’s QUININE TONIC BITTERS. They
fortify and brace up the debilitated system, and in-

effort will be made‘ to do so

here.
:
The ministers in the Waupun, Wis., Q.
M. are men full of zeal for the mission

up

work,
and
hence
the
Lord
blesses
them
and the schurches.
The receipts
from” time to time in the Star
show
the interest the friends in Wis. have for

dence, Rov. J. Mariner, pastor, on Wednes-

it.

We learn that the new house of worship of the
Pond 3t. church in Providence is not yet com-

REV. A. G. BRANN and wife would gratefully
acknowledge the receipt of $112 as the result of
a donation visit from their friends in Money
Creek and vicinity, on the evening of Dec. 13,

built

M Atwood
—E

at-

America. Its action is like magic, when externally
applied’ to bad sores, burns, scalds, and sprains.
For the sick headache and toothache, don't fail to try

Bro. Dunjee will visit the
the coming summer,
churches in the vicinity and ask for aid, and it is
likely that but few will be found who will be
willing to miss the blessing of giving.

of Christ

to

Pain-Killer,

and bathing with it freely.

We are grateful for the aid from the H.
M. Society the past year, and earnestly desire that it may be continued the ensuing
year, hoping thereby to sustain our: meet-

ings and see the cause

Institute.

Ministers’

not

FIRST MORTGAGE

Letters Received.

asthma, it cures in one night, by taking it internally,

.F. B. church in W. Gardiner, Me., and entered
upon his labors with encouraging prospects.”

Bro. Clark of Bethel, Me., writes:

members

115 Per ‘Cent. Gold: Interest.

vl

prio

¢

the

As an intérnal remedy, has no equal. In cases of
cholera, summer complaints, dyspepsia, dysentery,

REV. O. F. RUSSELL has accepted a call to the

pleted, but that an

recalcitrant

Perry Davis’

Ministers and Churches.

be able soon to
services without becoming his echo or apol- debt, so that we hope itself.to Owing to sickdebt
the
redeem
ing
furnish
fact,
ogist. Itis a significant
ness in.our village our congregation has
a dispos- | 1iot
another proof that the people are
Hiden so large as usual.
The average att instead of tendance the past month was 85; preached
i
—tt}
accepting the dicta of politicians. All of 12 sermons and attended 20 social meetYagi s
which is something that need make no true ings.

patriot despair of the Republic,

dy Wa D>

+

to the church.

the

¥. Ww. STRAIGHT, {

Rev, O. F., Russell, Box B, Gardiner, Me,

. crowds of listeners.

fifty additions

The.whole will make

soon,

think is better than it." has been for some
months. We have let our vestry for more
than enough to pay the interest on our

eminent

man’s

great

a

in ‘his report :

informed

given b

a

Com. of

Poss Office Addresses.

tempt again to bind ‘their motions on unessential points upon the consciences of others.
Pere Hyacinthe
has established himself in
Geneva (the home of Calvin),
and is preaching
a kind of semi-Protestant Romanism fo great

were baptized, and more are to be immersed

Rey.J. Rand of Franklin, N. H., says

rebuke to Senator Sumner. It shows that
the old Bay State has convictions as well
as sympathy, that she will follow no leader
who she thinks i going astray, and that

premises,

will be

DAVIS

iia a

even though that word carried an implied

counseled

ing meetings at Pond St. church for four
weeks, and the Lord has blessed us in the
conversion of forty persons; another’ has
‘been reclaimed. On Sunday, March 9, 32

Home Mission Chit-Chat.

the

A.J.

101

Wh Ee
.

PEE
A EAD

flags,

.

church that the causes of difficulty were of too
trivial a character.to demand any notice, and

‘We have been hold-

ProvipeENCE, R. I.

in

OY

of the institute, the time of which
the clerk, Rev. G. H. Howard.
ward.

of the pastor, vindicated his character

his course

Ve

os

year ago in opposition to the removalof the

and

SE

at

vote, to unsay the emphatic word uttered a

she can recognize

is des-

its influence

tined, under God, to become extensive.
J. M. B.

‘nation

L. B

:

people.

a

and checkers, finally called a council to consider
the case, The council advised against the resig-

backsliders are turning to him. The Maine
Mission has proved'a great blessing to this

hearted and earnest pastor, is a recognized

A878,"

a

_The church at Norwich, Vermont, which made
its minister miserable because he approved of
guch
worldly” amusements as blindman’s buff

Mapleton i$ enjoying a season of refreshing
Sinners and
from the presence ofthe Lord.

of age, yet the noble band of brethren and
sisters which compose it, led by its large
power for good, and

The first church in

‘PrESQUE IsLE, ME.

little

mo

afforded

church

those in attendance.
gratification to
is Jess than three years
interest
this
Though

——STANDING BY THE RECORD. After receiving petitions, hearing arguments, and
giving itself to earnest debate day after day,
the Mass. Legislature refuses, by a decided
names of battles from the regimental

St.

26,
EE

YR

companion.

BROS.,

worth

Publishers,
1y47

BISHOP SOULE’S
LINIMENT
Is a positive

care

for Sciatica, Rheumatism, Neu -

ralgia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame
Back, Sprains, &ec. ‘From 2 to 6 lage bottles will
cure cases given up by physicians.
The only cer-

rain
cure
for Sciatica.
Large bottles, $1.50;
small bottles, 75 cts. Sold by all Druggists.
1lyeow10

yn

Greenwich

STAD. M AR
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MORNING
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ODT

AE AINA

RIE eh

Smith and

Miss Caroline Reeve, all of Wapello Co |, Towa,

Com.

with the
Clerk.

Ministerial Institute.
Assignment of subjects for the Ministerial Insti:
tute connected with the Michigan Y. M, for 1873:

Ministerial Education,—FPres. DM, Graham; ¥reedom of the Will ~tev. S. Bathrick; Systematic Benard ; Intermediate State
W, Straight; Election and
ofthe Dead, ~Rev. F.

neficence,~Rev. J. H. Ma

Fore-ordination,—Rev, 8. A.Currier; Is the Sabbath
a perpetoal Instituiion,—Rev. J. W. Hallock; Baptism, its Relation to the Lord’s Juppel,—iev. C.W.
Norton ; Question Box,—Rev.C, B. Mills; Infant Purity’ and Salvation,—Rev. A. J. Davis; True and
False Theories of Atenement,—Rev. G. H. Howard;
Christ the

Bivle

Medium

Creatiop,—Rev,

of

View of Woman’s

derman;

Prayer, Its

T. Mcklroy;

Mission,—rev.

Effect on

God and

secration,—Prof. R.
Prof.J. 8. Manning;

South,—
Promote

Them,~Prof. G. R. Holt; Church Building, —¥rof. K.
P. Augir; The Sabbath
Church,—Pref. Wm. M.

varieties o
G1
us,
publ

5

000

all minitters belonging to this institute

to whom

as-

deceased was distinguished for the soundness ® signments have uot been made, will be present and
offer skeletons of sermons; and that all who have
nd clearness of his evangelical views and, for
assignments will be punctual at the commencement
the expository character of his preaching.

Choice

;

Flower and
berose 80.

Benj free a

AGENTS

I was the first to introduce to the public; the Hubbard Squash, American Turban Squash,

improved, and contain
Group 0 \Flowers,
rotablo
or

receipt 0of tw

he

ress, he
kind be oe

WASHBURN & CO., Boston, Mass,
0»

;

WANTED.—SAMPLES

SENT

9

free by mail, with terms, to clear from $5
to $10 per day.
Two entirely new articles, saleable

as flour.

10

School, Its Relation to the
Jenking; What Use, if any,

is the, Old Testament tothe Lite of a, Qhristian,—
:
Prof/H. A. Barker.
1t is hoped by the committee of asgignment, that

a

2613

Man,—Rev.

Dann; Our Mission
Revivals, Means to

a Kitch

27th Edition
now ready, enlarged
ew Colored
Dealt of
| it ing g a Tagn ificent

G. 2, Lin-

KE. J. Hawes; Sermon Writing,—Rev.R. Woodworth;
Demands of our Y. M.,—~Rev. D L. Rice ; Infant Con-

Ai

To

|

Address,

WORKING
teed.

N. H. WHITE,

Newark, New Jersey.

CLAS

MALE or FEMALE
$00 a week guaran-

Respectable employment at home, day. or even.

ing; no capital required; full instructions
able package of goods sent free by mail.
with 6 dent return stamp, M. YOUNG &
Greenwich St , N.Y. City,
a

and valuAddress
CO., 173
24610

New and Valuable Vegetables.
This season I have anew and exceedingly valuae squash, new varieties of corn, three fine melons,
and other choice new vegetables for my customers.
My business is to supply, what every good farmer
is anxious to get, the very best of vegetable seed. I
grow a hundred and fAfty kinds on my four seed
farms, right under my own eye, making new vegeta
bles a Speciaiy, besides importing their choicest variefies

from

x

European

growers,

A fine selection of

flower seed, home-grown and imported, will also be
found in my Catalogue, which will be sent fro to all
applicants. As stated in my Catalogues, all my seed
is sold under three warrants, 1st: That all mon
sent shall reach mé. 24: That all seed ordered shall pas |
the purchaser. 3d: That my seeds shall be fresh and
true to name.

dtigow

OE

N

Marblehead

Mammoth Cabbage, Mexican Sweet Corn, Phinney’s
Water-melon, and many other

JAMES

J. H, GREGORY,

Marblehead, Mass,

a ES

attention even of the highest classes, and
" may even assume {he proportions of a revolution.
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cated by such a teacher, and in such a course
of study.
The learning of Gamaliel was so
eminent, and his character so revered, that

v

he is one of the

Meteors.

~«Butthe path they trace we may not know *'
Nor the region whence they came.

tion among all the people ; * and#ve should
infer from the part he took in the trial of the
Apostles, as recorded

As swift and as strange as they.

of

Trom God,

The veil from their eyes hath cast,
To show that the thorny path they’ve trod
Is to end in peace at last.
So swift, so strange must the passage be
To the world of perfect bliss,
From the sin, and doubt, and misery,
And the fleeting joy of this.
We faint,~we wander in deepest night,
And our very life-blood chills;
Then a hush,—a sudden flood of light,—
And, lo! the Eternal Hills,
Rumney, March, 1873.

-

He knew that I should nade it;
But now the throuble comes to me,
Dear Miss, I can not rade it!”

Bible,” said Henry.
‘“ They considered

Liké dewdtops on a gentian,
As wistfully she viewed her prize
Of wonderful distention.

so

And all the light was shadow.
“ The winds blew westward night and day
.

‘ At last I took me to the priest;
Said he, ‘* Ah! Barney’s daughter,
By all the language of thy face,
Has sailed across the water!
l

“¢ And, Pat, my boy,if I were you,
And wanted Barney’s daughter,
+ As soon as harvesting were through
T’d follow o’er the water!’
¢ So now, my love, my heart is full
Of. gratitude and pleasure,
To think upon the blessed priest,
And you, my dearest treasure.

To Barney’s faithful daughter!
— Woman’s Journal,

Che Family Gircle.
Missionary.
RAMSEY.

CHAPTER V.

aa
—
—A

the

chil-

dren came to him, ‘what do you think the
most interesting object that Paul saw when
he looked from the house-top on Mount
Zion, over Jerusalem and its surroundings ?”
“ The temple,” replied Henry.
‘I wish
I could have seen that glorious temple.”
“The mountains round about the city,”
on

which

it

stands.”
‘Why, you ean see mountains anywhere,”
exclaimed Henry.
a
“You want to see the temple, but you
can not, for it has beeh destroyed ; but these
mountain$ remain, and ean not be removed.
We might see them, and know they are the
same that Abraham and David looked upon,

and.we might walk on the Mount of Olives,
in the very paths where Jesus and his disciples walked.” Laura stopped, blushing because she had made so long a speech.
“ And you would know,” said the father,
smiling, ** that the strength of these hills
impressed the heart of David, as it impresses

that trust in

the Lord shall be as Mount Zion, which ‘can
forever;’

and

you might remember that Paul probably
had a similar sentiment when he looked
upon them,

The

the

school-room,

where

he

met and argued with the most subtile thinkers of the age, he gained that wonderful
logical acuteness which distinguishes his
writings. His was a strong nature, never
given to imitation, yet the character of such
a teacher could not fail to impress him, and
we find the candor and honesty of Gamaliel
and his keen enthusiasm for the Jewish law
reproduced in his pupil. His training in
the Greek language and literature was not
in Athens we

find him able

hear-

her book anil theréwere her sen-

were here, I'm perfectly sure, She only
meant that you must let dainties alone till
you were well. And if you are not well
now, who is, I'd like to know?»
She

looked

in the glass.

flected there, a little

She saw, re-

figure, dressed

in. the

neatest of plaids and the cleanest #8 ruffled
aprons, blue eyes, brown curly hiir, and
cheeks as pink as a peach blossom. * Yes,
I am

“Nobody

well,”

she

thought,

would say yes, if she were

‘‘and

mother

here;” and she

pit her hand out to take, the sugar.

26, 1873.

—

Whilst driving out near an: encampment
of gypsies, I went in amongst them. After
buying some of the skewers they were making, I learned one of their number was ill.
I begged to be allowed to see him. «The
father asked :

.

pis

*Did you want to talk about.
him P”
“No.”
“What, then?”

religion

to

“About Christ.”
“Oh ! then you may go—ouly if you talk
religion, I'll set the dég on to you.”
In the caravan I found a lad alone and in
bed, evidently at the far end of the last
stage of consumption.
His eyes were closed, and he looked as ome already dead.
Very slowly in his ear I repeated the Scvipture, *‘God’so loved the wogld that he gave
his only-begotton Son, that - whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have

The

Broken
I

Tureen.
———

“There's no use in trying to do anything
more with that girl,” said Mrs. Harris, emphatically. “I've given her a pretty fair
trial, and to-day I caught her in a lie,
when anybody tells me a lie, that's the

and
last

I want to do with ’em.”
:
“What did she tell the lie about?’

said

Uncle James, looking up from his newspaper.
‘Oh, she broke a tureen and threw it
aver the fence into the vacant lot.

Christ) eleven hours after I left. His father said he had been very ‘‘peaceable,”
and had a ‘tidy death.”
There was no
ible or Testament in the encampment. I
left them one of each.
The; poor man
wished me ‘‘good luck,” and gave me a lit-

tle bundle of skewers the dear ‘* boy Jem-

my” had made.
:
Fellow-believer ! may God forbid that
any one within your/feach or mine should
ever have occasion to say, with regard to

everlasting realities, the awful words,
When I these
““
X
"_
tugs

asked for it, she said she didn’t know any- My

thing about it. Afterwards Jemmy came
in from playing 'ball in the lot and happened to mention that he saw Jane throwing

something over.

Then I sent him

out to

see if the girl had deceived me, and he
found the cover of the very tureen that I was
looking for.”
‘“The reason that I asked vou the question

is

this,”

replied

Uncle

want to find out the motive
Jane evidently concealed the
shield herself from blame.”
“Well, does that make the
better P* said Mrs. Harris.
‘Nothing can excuse a Jie;
show you that Jane's lie was
yielding to temptation. She

James.

‘I

for the lie.
breakage to
matter

any

but I want to
the effect of
broke the

dish, #hd to make things easy, that is, to

save

explanation

and

dissatisfaction,

‘she

was tempted to tell a lie. She yielded to
the temptation.”
ln
:
‘And what of that?” said Mrs. Harris.
‘‘Just this,” said Uncle James: “Jane

ever told me.”—The Christian.

How

used in Saxony is a hard, calcarious
which is first broken into blocks,

nearly square, by blows with ahammer.
These are thrown by the one hundred or two
hundred, into a small sort of a mill, which
is formed of a flat, stationary slab of stone,
with a number of eccentric furrows upon
the face. A block of oak, or other hard
size, is placed
resting upon

wood, of the same diametric
over the stones and partially

has done what we all do every day, and | them.
while we must hate wrong and most bitterly in ourselves, we must not give anybody

up till we are ready for God to give us up.”

The small block of wood is kept
revolving while the wiitér flows upon the
In

slab.

stone

about

minutes

fifteen

the

stones are turned into spheres, and then,

“Why Uncle James, what do you mean ? being fit for sale, are henceforth called
marbles. One establishment, containing
I don’t tell lies.”
only
three of these mills, will turn out ful“We will leave the special sin out of the
question for the present, and put it in the ly sixty thousand marbles in each week.
class of sins that are committed through Agates are made into marbles at Oberstein,
cowardice and selfishness; through a de- by first chipping the pieces neatly round
sire to smooth over and make things easy for with a hammer, handled by a skillful workthe present, at the expense of the future. man, and then wearing down the edges
This cowardly temporizing is the gist and upon the surface of a large grindstone.
meaning of Jane’s lie, for the girl wouldn't
Love Wins Love.
tell a falsehood if she didn’t expeet to gain

something from it.

LAWS OF THE KINGDOM.
*

Lothrop

.

& Co.
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THE WAY To LIFE.
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Now the point is this:

Bol

indirect.

the

which begins with

the seventeenth

and

with

Old.

He

finds

the

general

for it was no small honor to have been edu-

sons

Here the

statement;

and

or illustrationof
s this

he finds

in the

five examples

discourse of the

Saviour,—~the new exposition of the sixth commandment, the seventh commandment, oaths,

the law of retaliation, and

the fresh answer

given to the question, Who

is my neighbor? ln

the second part, he discusses the Law of Secrecy
in Religion... The general principle here is, that
service is to be rendered before God, not before
men; and be finds three applications made
of
this principley=to almsgiving, to prayer, and to
fasting.
© This statement of his plan and method shows
how systematic, philosophical and
careful in
analysis is the author's mind as a student and
expounder of the Scriptures.
He is no mere sur-

face or desultory thinker.

He

beholds truth in

is full of vigor.

Everywhere

elevation of his teaching would

strike
Heis

any susceptible and appreciative
never one-sided or extravagant.

He is fervid, but thoughtful. It is impossible to
read him without being struck with the fact that
with a masterly

mind, and the

ly in the fresh and forcible thoughts which it directly supplies, but quite as much in the aid it

and

]
Dr. Guthrie,

find the highest profit in his

its subject, * Man’s

Great Duty,”

and

Christian’s Death.”
The vol-.
It was originally issued in re-

dedicated to them.
Its twenty-one discourses
are all characteristic.
They show thé spirit of
the man.
They exhibit his unique style of sermonizing.
They glow in evéry paragraph with

lis eminent

fervor.

His

picturesqueness

is

something wonderful.
His pages sparkle with
brilliant imagery.
lllustrations seem to come
trooping to his mind aud pen.
The facts gath—ered in all the fields of his study and reading

and observation

seem to offer themselves to his

bands and lend their

power to his thoughts.

is ever thoughtful, methodical
ed, and yet

he seems

heat, pungent,

always

pressing,

He

and self-containaglow

with white

persuasive,

pathetic.

He is like Whitefield in heart-force,
with a far
keener and more versatile intellect, and, unlike
that wonderful preacher, his. sermons seem to
lose very little of the power which marked their
delivery by being transferred to paper.
It was a

and the book will be laid aside when the
last
leafis turned with an inward thanksgiving that
the author has so truly magnified her office
as
a teacher of choice lessons to the world of readers,
Morang is a reprint,and is worthy of the
honor
thus accorded to it. Tt is thoroughly Scottish
,
while so dealing with human character and
life
#3 10 be unquestionably cosmopolitan.
Inciden-

tally it gives

us a large amount of special infor-

mation, and in such a way that what is peculiar
in the life of the people among the Highlands
stands eut with great distinctness, and the deep,
solid, earnest, resolute piety of that region will
have as much that attracts the devout heart as
the quaint dialect has to please or challenge t

taste, There is not a little that rouses admiration, and no lack of what will start sympathetic
interesting product.

NATURE & POPULAR

IN FAR

cial position, mingled

the last

sponse to the expressed wish of his flock, and is

of full and active

life; the religious
experiences show
nothing
morbid and they must have a helpful
ministry ;

SCIENCE i

CATHAY.

By W. H.

private libraries.
Mr. Medhurst’s volume has a somewhat taking
title, and may or may not promise more than it
performs. It is a plain account of those features
in Chinese life and those qualities in Chinese
character about which most intelligent persons
naturally inquire, and in respect to which not a
little misconception has existed. He resided in
that country for a number of-iyears, held an offi-

writings,
There is something like an orderly
eourse of religious thought followed in the arrangement of topics, as the first sermon has for
deals with “ The
ume is a reprint.

the mental sparkle

worth a place on the shelves of both public and

and ex-

coming out as it does directly on the announcement of his death, will be very welcome to a
great number of readers who have learned to re-

vere the man

presence

during the past year it is very suggestive: asa
work of reference which may be consulted and
drawn on confidently and freely, it is richly

Both the author and the publishers will receive
by

nature;

the

volume. Asan indication of what scientific students and investigators have attempted and done

tions the spirit and
principles which he has
brought to the passages which constitute his special theme of study in the volume before us.

hilarated readers.
The volume of Discourses

human

proves

be much more obvious as one looks through this

and expound-

ers of the Scriptures, as they carry to other por

thanks of many quickened

always

Much if not most of what appears here has seen
the light before in the form of brief paragraphs
in the scientific department of Scribner’s Monthly; but the variety and value of this record will

is both rare and grateful. The book is a real
one, and the benefits of it will be found, not on-

the grateful

hint of dullness;

attention, while in arranging and indexing it 80
as to make it available to the average reader, hg
has shown appreciation and skill of a rure sort.

mind and heart

will indirectly furnish to students

there is no

Medhurst, H. B. M. Consul, Shanghae,
Same
Publishers, &e. 1873. 12mo. pp. 204,
Of Dr. Draper’s thorough competency to prepare a volume setting forth the results of seientific investigation there is no room for doubt. Of
his method in this volume it is enough to say
that he has been especially happy in selecting
from the immense mass of material that claimed

The tone of bis intellect is very high,

at once
reader.

taught;

THE FOREIGNER

His mental self-poise seems equally constant and
moral

are

FOR 1872, Edited by John C. Draper, M. D.
New York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co. 1873.
12mo. pp. 333.
Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.

appear

and the

Tale of the

YRAR-BOOK OF

the evidences of strength and culture.
He is
never commonplace.
He is never extravagant.
complete.

.
Neigh.
New

Brothers. 1873. 16mo.

tears. It is an excellent and

#its varied relations instend of looking only at
its mere fragmentary and isolated forms. And
hence he is unusally fresh and suggestive.”
The
latent and deeper and richer meaning of a passage comes out under his treatment of it. - And

his style

A

tity of true

to

be, not destruction, but fulfillment, according to

Chriss

wn,

the young people exhibited are genuine
ly human, and each carries a pretty liberal
quan

the

principle

o

and supérvised with conscientiousness, pains.

author finds what he calls the Laws of the New
Kingdom as Christ set them forth. In the first
part, he discusses the relation of the New Law
tothe

ALONE;

taking and skill. In the first of these books
whose titles are given above, we have somethi
ng
that possesses qualities of its own, and they
are
positive, eminent and taking, ‘The highest
les-

verse of the

eighteenth verse of the sixth chapter.

of conve.

Good books are they whieh come out with the
imprint of this House. Their Juvenile volumes
,
bumerous as they are, are evidently selected

the teach-

ends

grounds

Same Publishers. 1873, Jey ands pra vtiand,

ings contained in that portion of the discourse
fifth chapter of Matthew,

BREAD

MORANG:

to a pre

its scope

the

Unlike the other and pre.

York : Robert-Carter &

latter portion of the

embraces within

on

Pp. 384.

Sermon on the Mount, so that the three books
will cover that significant production entire.

This work

to us

bors. By
Jennie M. emis Helos
** Only
ed; or, Grandma’s Message,”

and annonces his. intention to follow this with
with

both

acceptable

NOT

‘ous volume on the *‘ Beatitudes of the Kingd
om,”

another, dealing

be

pleasure instead of a peril,

y

Thomas Guth-

He alludes

a prolonged life, seems

ceding members of the series, the type
here is
" large enough and the page open enough to render
reading a

rie, D. D., author of * Gospel A Ezekiel,”
ete,
Same Publishers, &ec. 1873. 12mo. pp.
336.
We do not remember to have seen any
of the
products of Mr. Dykes’s pen before the appear
ance of this volume.
We know nothing of him
beyond
what this book tells us, and
all its

statements are

-

oh.
This diamond edition of his Poems will

nience and economy,

:

Sermons by

~

verse, deserve

vious.

By J. Oswald

stimulus which he offers to both

The chief place of the manufacture of
marbles—those little pieces of stone which
contribute so largely to the enjoyment of
boys—is at Oberstein, on the Nahe, in
Germany, where there are large agate
mills and quarries, the refuse of which is
carefully turned to paying account by being made into small balls, employed by
experts to knuckle with, and are mostly
sent to the American market. The substance
stone,

THE

one is in contact

Marbles Are Made.

5

Literary Review,

Ever Told Me.”

lad had died (or, rather, had fallen asleep in

4

‘
a

with both the officials and

the common people, seems to have kept a candid
spirit, and desires to be fair toward all parties,

and to tell the plain

truth in a plain way.

The

volume has no great literary merit; when it affects a philosophical treatment of certain questions it is least satisfactory, and it is adapted to
serve only a’ temporary purpose within a limited
sphere.
But this purpose may
be important
enough and this sphere wide enough to Justify
and demand the preparation and the re-issue of
this modest and moderately good account of a
people fast coming into intimate relations with
the rest of the world.
n—

THE AULD SCOTCH MITHER, and Other Poems,
in the dialect of Burns.
By J. E. Rankin.
1l1lustrated by Herrick and others. Boston: D.

Lothrop & Co. 1873. 12mo.

pp. 125.

FINISHED OR NOT. By the author of *‘ Fabrics.”
Same P ublishers. 1873. 12mo. pp. 860.
Most careful readers of the higher specimens
of the better class of newspapers have seen occasional poems by Dr. Rankin circulating about,
distinguished ulike for the flexible accuracy with"
which they have reproduced the old Scotch dialect
that Burns made at once popular and famous.and
for the genuinely Christian domesticity which suturates them through and through. Some of them

‘“ Mother, the birdies all love father,” said great-and wide bereavement that fell upon the
a little boy of five summers, as he stood Christian church when Dr. Guthrie was forced
Tiny’s Temptation.
with his mother watching. the robins en- by infirmity to abandon the pulpit as a regular
joying
their morning meal of cherries sphere of effort ; it was a double loss that was sufto brave, strong, strictly true action and
have been widely eopied and strongly ¢omplifered when his pen dropped forever from bis
Tiny was a very little girl, and her pet word, and such action or such word threat- from the old tree that overhung the house.
fingers at the touch of death.
mented, and they richly deserved the distinction.
But his memory
** Does anybody else love father, Charlie?” is very fragrant, and such words as
name seemed exactly to suit her, though it ens to interfere with our comfort or our repthese before These, with not a few others that had never be“Oh, yes! I love him, and you love him; us will long help to bear his influence down to a fore come to the public eye, are here collected
had not been bestowed on account of her utation, how many are there of us who
future that can not be indifferent to his kindling into a tasteful and well illustrated volume, and
size, but was simply a pretty diminutive for stand firm and fearless, trusting in God and but we know more than the birds.”
are now sent forth on their pleasant and peculiar
“What do you think is the reason the words.
Christina. She had just recovered from an eareless of consequences ?
errand. Itisa unique literary offering which
birdies
love
your
father?”
illness, and her mother had told her that she
“Of course nobody in good society tells a
they make up, redolent of ‘the glens und hights,
Charlie did not seem to hear the question. BITS OF TALK ABOUT HOME MATTERS. By H. the brigs and
must eat nothing that was sweet, for some lie about a broken dish, for nobody has that
lochs, the forest and heather, the
H., author of “ Verses” and ** Bits of Travel.’’
He
was
absorbed
in
deep
thought.
“Mothcastles of the bygone time
time.
She was fond of sweet things, and temptation.
But until the men and women
and the pleasant
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. 1873. 16mo.
homes of the present which are pecuiiar te Scotpp. 239. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
it was quite a privation, but she knew that in the high places stand firm under all press- er,” at last he said, *¢all the creatures love
her mother’s judgment was better than ure, they have no right to demand that thé" father. My dog is almost as lad to see THE PORTICAL WORKS OF BRET HARTER. Com- land. Nota few of the pieces have in them the
plete edition. Same publishers, &e. 1873. 18mo. sweetness of a musical rhythm and the sensibilihers, and she faithfully obeyed.
men and women uuder them shall endure him as he is me. Pussy, you know, always
ty of a brave and tender soul. None are really
pp. 836.
$
comes
to
him,
and
seems
to
know
exactly
Coming home from school one day, while their peculiar temptations without faltering.
Whoever has read Helen Hurt’s previous feeble or commonplace, and some of them posthe rule was in force, Tiny met cousin Tom. It would be a preity tough job for any one what he is saying. Even the old cow fol- books will need no
sess a merit, both in substance and form, that
urging to make the ascquaintHe was a sort of all-the-year-round Santa of us if God [should say : ‘There’s a man lows him all round the meadow, and the ance of thie. Her use of the pun
would be noticeable among the products of those
is wondrously
Claus, and always had a supply of what our that I've tried thoroughly, and I ‘find that other day I saw her licking his hand, just as skillful, as the action of the brain behind the pen whose songs have made melody for a continent.
Finished or Not is every way worthy of the
friends across the water call * lollipops,” he’s ehaky when it comes to straight up and a dog would. What ciin'be the reason, moth- is exceptionally active, rapid, vigorous, free and
author, who has heretofore given ample proof of
effective. There is a charming spontaneity about
)
for the children. He lifted Tiny clear up in down bard work and suffering for qgrath’ er?
her that mere calculating art could never effect- exceptional ability in dealing in-an entertaining
“ Think, Charlie’; try and find out a rea- ually
his arms, gave her a kiss, and then said, I've got along with him as long as [ ean,
and popular way with some of the deeper probimitate, and an inherent aptitu fe for say** Now just guess what I've got for you, my and I am going to give him up. I must son yourself."
lems of life. We have her thoughts on great
ing timely things that compare with, mere stud‘1 think it is because futher loves them, ied literary etiquette as real diamonds
et.”
themes embodied in the form of a story, and
have men that stand firm.’
compare
she
? Tiny could not guess, and cousin Tom,
Ah! Mrs. Harris, we must begin with mother. You know he will often get up to with poor paste jewels. She is always bright, sets forth the qualities that she would exalt in a
diving into

great

an inner

lump

pocket, brought out a

of mapls

white paper.

= /

sugar,

wrapped

in

.

* Why don’t you taste it? ” said he.
*‘ Mother says I must not eat sweet things
just now,” said Tiny, *¢ but II! take it home,

and ask her if I may not make “ception of
this. And oh, thank you, cousin Tom!"
replied the little maiden, skipping off.
Arrived at home, Tiny found that her

mother was out; so she had to wait,

She

put the lump of sugar upon the table, and
began to study her geography . lesson.
Every little while she jumped, up to take a

peep at the dainty; and all at once, something which she could not see, but which
she distinctly heard, said,

Tiny!

* Take a little,

It will never do you a bit of harm,

and your

taste, Tiny.

mother

won’t

care.

Just

one

It's so long since you had

“1 will now try to tell you something of maple sugar.”
“1 won't,” said Tiny, ‘so there!” she
the schools in Judea, so that you may imagine his life as a scholar, He tells us, in exclaimed with a shake of her curls and a
Acts 22:8, that he was brought up at the stamp of her foot.” And back she went to
-feet of Gamaliel, and taught according to her lessons,
:
if
the perfect manner of the law of the fathers,
Geography was fortunately hard that day
He refers to this fact with evident pleasure, —ever 80 many boundaries to describe ‘and
‘

-

society is full of such smoothing over; our
homes are full of it; our most sacred places
are not free from it. When we are called

Now, good ship * Erin,” speed thee well
Aeross the stormy water,
« For Ireland’s son his troth would tell

A.

They

carefully.

rounded him nurtured and strengthened his
love for his people, and for their institutions,
and prepared him to be the violerit opposer
of whatever he belicved was contrary to
the ¢ Law and the Prophets.’ ”

For isn’t Patrick coming?

not be removed, but abideth

and

‘ers, and to use them as an argument against
idolatry.
All the circumstances which sur-

But Kate’s the happiest of girls,

- yours, when he said, ‘ They

they studied it, not one

to quote their own poets to his Greek

‘The mottled leaves come down in whirls,
The autumn winds are humming,

said Mr. Smith, as

in

lost to him, for

“ Mavourneen, when the light leaves fall
In heaps of red and yellow,
P11 clasp thee to my heart again,
Far, far across the billow! ”

hills

that

the Law of the Lord

it earnestly

discussions

“¢ Now sit thee down, and I will write
Thy love a loving letter,
That she may know her mournful wight
But Joveth her the better.

the

no lack

Jewish scholar studied nothing except the
Scriptures. In a school like Gamaliel’s,
which was the highest in the nation, the
Greek and Latin languages and literature
were admitted.
‘“As we become acquainted with the
character of the great Apostle, we remark
the effect of the course of training to which
he was subjected. The daily study of the
Scriptures gave him that facility in quoting
and applying them which astonished Festus,
and almost converted Agrippa. In those

“I could not take my sickle down
To reap the browning meadow,
For all the birds sang mournfully,

Across the withered clover;
The ocean billows seemed to say,
¢ Come over, Pat, come over!’

opened

tences to be filled in. The very first one
ran as follows: ‘Sugar is——and——in
warm countries; it has——uses.”
:
‘* He don’t mean maple sugar,” said Tiny
to herself, glancing at hers. Louder than
ever came the whisper,* Only one taste,
Tiny. Your mother would let you if she

Home,

been

“1 do not wish you to understand that the

It mattered not to go to bed,
I was so often waking.

“and

have

learned Jewish historian, Josephus, tells us
that the one thing most prized among his
countrymen was a complete. acquaintance
with their laws, and the ability to interpret
them.

‘“ Mavourneen, Kate,’ the letter read,
‘ My heart was full to breaking;

Laura,

important

studied

The little Irish maiden
Beamed on me gratefully, and smiled ;
Poor girl! so heavy laden!

said

Writing is

day only, but every day of the week.

“ Pll read it to you, Katie, child.”

+ Tell me,”

written on rolls of parchment.

schools, where we study nothing but the

The tears stood thick in Katie's eyes,

G.

/

of excitement to stimulate his intellectual
activity, while he sat at the feet of the great
Doctor, and was taught according to the
perfect manner of the Law of the fathers.
This was the highest object in a young man’s
education, and in this respect we could wish
our schools were more like theirs.”
“Their schools were like our Sabbath

“ He sint it far across the sea,

V.

less re-

schools of that age were much like ours.
They had no books except those which were

like Paul’s, there could

Letter.

“ An’ if ye plaze,” she blushed and said,
“ My Pat has sint a letter,
To cheer me thro’ the absencé, mum,
And hilp me bear it better.

MRS.

aan)

‘* Be careful, Tiny, dear,” said a little low
copy-of-the Law and the Prophets regarded +
whisper in her other ear, and it was a whishimself as having a great library.”
per that bad a soft, sweet echo in her heart. everlasting life.” I repeated it five times
““ What could they do in schools, without
‘‘ Didn't you say ‘Our Father’ this morn- without any apparent response ; he did not
books?" inquired Laura,
seem to hear even with the outward ear.
ing?”
*‘ The instruction was mostly oral. . The
* Lead us not inio femptation, but deliver On hearing it the sixth time, he opened his
teacher sat on a platform, and the disci ples,
us from evil,” said Tiny aloud, looking rey- eyes and smiled. To my surprise he whisor scholars, reclined on mats or cushions
erently upward. Resolutely’ she went to pered :
around him, literally sitting at his feet. The
“And I never thavked him; but nobody
her books once more, this time turning her’
acred Writings were the principal textever
told me!
1I’turn him many thanks—
back upon the tempter and the temptation.
(] "Books for Jewish scholars. Some passage
And just then she heard her mother’s wel- only a poor gypsy chap! Isee!
Isee! I
of Scripture was chosen for the daily lesson,
thank him kindly !"
:
hall.
the
in
voice
come
which the teacher examined with the greatHe closed his eyes with an expression of
The sugar had been enjoyed without any
est care ; various interpretations were given, ]
apprehension on account of its being for- intense satisfaction. As I knelt beside him,
and the opinions of learned men were quotbidden, and Tiny was having her customary I thanked God. The lips moved again. I
ed and discussed. The scholars were enevening talk with mamma,
TI had a hard caught! ‘“That's it.” There were more
couraged to ask questions, and to enter into
time
to-day,”
she
said,
* but Jesus helped words, but I could not hear them.
arguments, and contradictory opinions were
On going the next day, I found the dear
me out of it; and I conquered.” —Child at
freely expressed. To an enthusiastic mind,

The flash of an angel’s hand ;

—

no

a slow process, and these books were very
expensive, so that a man who possessed a’

If, swift as a meteor’s flight, is seen

BY

3

head at last, and then came grammar, Tiny

that chapter, that

‘“ You must not suppose that the Jewish

But well for them, while with sorrow keen
They grope in a shadowy land,

And they know a spirit, straight

in

his candor and wisdom were
markable than hisdearning.

Oh, swift and strange as a meteor’s gleam,
Or flash of a falling star,
'
:
Does a doubt creep in two hearts between,
Their beautiful trust to mar.
And, strong and dark, through their dream
bliss
Tt sweeps with a rushing tide,
Until they are standing one on this
And one on the other side. Tess
ah

Great

among

5:34, where it is said, ‘ he was had in reputa-

Startling the calm of the peaceful sky,
They pass on their unknown way,—
And life hath many a mystery

The

alone

title of Rabban.
He was called the Beauty
of the Law; and it is a saying among the
~~ Jews, that ‘since Rabban Gamaliel died,
the glory of the Law has ceased.’
‘This great Doctor is mentioned, Acts

‘We gaze on the meteor’s sudden glow,
And the blaze of dazzling flame,

Patrick’s

seven, who

Jewish doctors, have been honored with the

BY AUGUSTA C. BLODGETT.
——i—
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capitals to locate, but it got itself into Tiny's

ourselves.

When we are even decent sery-

ants to our Master,we may begin to demand
somethng of our servants. Until then patience becomes us. One of the parables of
our Lord bears directly upon this subject. A
certain man forgave his: gervant ten thousand talents, and that same servant took his
fellow-servant by the throat and demanded
the payment of a hundred pence; and because the debtor could not pay, he was

cast

into prison. Then the generous Jord was
wroth—not with the servant who couldn’t

pay the hundred

pence,

but with the un-

grateful one whe, having been forgiven
such a heavy debt, yet refused forgiveness
to his brother. The word forgiveness here

give pussy something to eat; and he pulls
carrots for the cow, and pats her, and talks

to her;
never

and
sounds

somehow

I think

his voice

so pleasant as when he talks

to the creatures.”
:
‘* I think his voice sounds pleasant when
he is talking to his little boy.”
~'
Charlie smiled.

*¢ Father

said, * and I love him dearly.
birds, too, I am sure.

loves

me,”

He whistles to them

every morning when they are ‘eating
ries, and

they are

cher-

not a bit afraid of him,

though he is almost near enough

them.

he

He loves the

to catch

Mother, T wish everything loved me

as well as they do father,”
“Do

as

father

does,

Charlie, and

they

will. Love all living things, and be kind
ally give it. It means that we must be to to them. Do not speak roughly to the dog.
those below us in tenderness, and patience, Don’t pull pussy’s tail, nor chase the hens,
and helpfulness, what we want God to be to nor try to frighten the cow. Never throw
d stones at the birds. Never hurt nor tease
us.—Congregalionalist,
anything. Speak gently and lovingly to
Want of ‘prudence is too frequently the them. Feed them and seek their comfort,
want of virtue; nor is there on earth a and they will love you, and everybody
that
more powerful advoeate for vice than pov- knows you will love you to.”
Tract
has more than the significance that we usu-

erty.

The true is {godlike; H it does

not

appear
t

directly, but must be re guessed at from its
manifestations,

breezy, piquant, exhilarating and magnetic, Using words where the painter uses colors, half
her
pgges hold cabinet pictures which captivate
at a glance and richly repay prolonged and eritical study,
The tone of her mind suggests inward health; she never ceases to be pitiful even
when she is most pungent; her fiercest indignation has a merciful element in it; and when she
seems at first view really audacious, one never

thinks bf her as at all ceusing to be womanly.—
In the forty brief and varied essays, ~—if that is

the proper word,~which

in this volume,

only a wise and delicate

handling, she frequent-

ly brings out the very best qualities of her mind

and heart and speech.

Sheis always attractive ;

she is frequently and profoundly earnest; she
is.
Sometimes remarkable for the keenness
and accuracy of her insight and the. depth of her wisdom.

Right

glad are

we

Messrs, Scribner,

& Co., issue, as

DeLiefde,~a most substantial looking

pamphlet

of 166 pages, and liolding a semi-historical narrative whose scene is laid in the Netherlands as
they were in the 16th century, and written with °
exceptional vivacity,strength and skill. It is worthy to follow

Mrs. Oliphant’s

“ At his Gates,”

which is saying a strong word in its behalf,

Sheldon & Co., New

York. send usa copy of

offering to a species of literature that deserves
to

Bits of Talk will stand worthily as the successor

it offers, they need to be learned, and this author

to welcome this new

be cultivated by the best minds, and
which the
reading public is well prepared to appreciat
e.

and

companion

of Bits

of Travel.

We

could

hardly say a better thing of it than that, if we

meant only panegyrie,
Bret Harte has been

dealt with in these

Duties fulfilled are still recdgnized as a
debt, for wholly enough is never done,

seems to be called for,

so

recently

and

freely

columns, both as literary ar’

tist and poet, that no new

word in

That

that direction

he has genius and

has fairly won a brief popularity is unquestio
nable; that ‘a few of his best things, in prose
and

of the Union.

But

sorrowful as are the lessons

has brought them out

with intelligence, fidelity

and good judgment.
Harper & Brothers, New

y!

York, make two ad-

ditions to their Select Library, whose authorship
testifies to their character.. The first is entitled
To THE BrrTer END, and is a product of Miss
Braddow’s pen; the second is a reprint of Edward
Bulwer's' (Lord Lytton) GODOLPHIN.—a work

with a reputation on both sides of the sea.
gee]

"or

Armstrong

the'second installment of their Library of Choice
Fiction, GALAMA ; OR, THE BEGGARS, by J.-B.

the new edition of Edward Crapsey’s NETHER
BIDR OF NEW YORK,—a sad record of the vice,
crime and poverty prevaillig in the leading city

Journal.

—)

appear

and which often deal with every-day topics, and
sometimes discuss matters that properly admit

gallery of portraits,
She is never feeble, never
superficial, never heedless, never doubtful in
her
moral teaching; but her calm and thoughtful
strength often comes out so that it sparkles,
and
stirs, and magnetizes, and lifts the reader as into
a higher realm of life.
For
thoughtful, reflective and appreciative young people, the
book
will have a special charm and a large value,
J

’
Toe

sflarm

is

a

smile

manifold expression and ‘peculiar sweetness. His dress was usually that styled at
Rome the abbate costume, ¢. e.,

silk

stock-

ings, buckled shoes, and a short coat. The
more ecclesiastical cassock, reaching to the
metric figure—is not, for purposes of illus- feet and buttoning down the front, is the
tration, very material. We will suppose it costume preferred by the present Pope and
then be worn by most of the younger cardinals;
to be a circle. “Its diameter should
at least fifteen hundred feet, which should the old ones like the courtly style of the
enclose an area of a little over forty acres, last century best, retaining as they do all
not far from the size of Boston Common, that intensely southern instinct that clings
. .
exclusive of the Public Garden.
to old and well-worn grooves.— March GalA forty-acre building is only a little more axy.
than twice as large in area as the Crystal
geo-

other

or

an octagon,

circle, a square,

its of the practicable. The London Ex_ hibition building of 1862, though only partly of iron und glass, covered an area, with
the pitture-gallery and annexes, of twentyhave

be mainly iron and glass. The enclosing
wall would be at least fifty feet high, supported, at regular intervals, by round or
“octagonal iron towers, eighteen or twenty
feet in diameter, and a hundred or more in
hight. The immense glass roof, supported
on numerous iron columns, would

regular

pitch

towards

rise at a

the center

of the

building, where it would be a hundred

feet

from the ground. The roof would be constructed ou the ridge-and- furrow principle,
making numerous angnlar depressions and

clevations,—the lower angles forming gn
ters to carry the rain-water into the
hollow iron columns, whence it would flow

into the under-ground systemi of drainpipes and sewers. The steam-boilers for
warming the building in the absence

sun's

rays,

would

portions of the

of the

be located in the lower

towers, outside

the

walls,

which would thus serve a double use besides being an ornament. Pure air would
constantly pass into the interior through
numerous apertures left for the purpose in
the walls.

“This

fresh, cold

warmed on its passage

air

would

imto the

be

building,

by passing through screens or networks

hot steam-pipes.:

Thus

there

of

would

be a

constant and abundant, though gentle

flow

of pure, warm air from all points of the
circumference toward the center of the edifice,

where

it

would

rise,

and

flow

out

through the ventilators in the dome.
atmosphere within would have

none

The

of the

tion

would

be

under

in our

died

:

The grounds, within the

walls, would be

natienal

before

he

history.

had

Elbridge

completed

when

he

became

the second

Vice-President, in

1825;

yet in 1833 he was a broken. man, a conquered nullifier, and a teacher and a preach-

where

the

winter

failure
having
dency
trously

sun-

beams would linger as warmly as if it were
June;

amid

aviaries

of

birds

from

climes; over ravines spanned by rustic
bridges; under vine-covered arbors; into
stately galleries of the finest pictures and
statuary ; into museums of natural history;
into libraries, reading and lecture rooms;
into

gymnasia, where the

relaxed

to get it. Martin Van Buren, after
been elected to both the Vice-Presiand the Presidency, was most disasbeaten when seeking a re-election to

nomination,

in

1844

and in 1848.

Col. R.

M. Johnson could not even get all the Democratic votes for the Vice-Presidency, and
was

rusdly

chosen

by

the

Senate,

in

1837;

pass

which

they

the time in any rational way to

felt inclined,—in

agreeable work,

in

reading,

a great nation.

somé light,

in

and

scene

Taylor, was a total

around them, while

for the same qualities.—Adtlantic.

Cardinal Antonelli.
——

the
the

hour in this pleasant

quiet

Cardinal

Minister

guests were
evening, the

Antonelli sat for half an
and

retreat.

saw him many times in other places

I

under

circumstances of state and ceremonial; I
heard of him often as besieged by impatient ambassadors, curious tourists, and

im-

portnnate” admirers, and always one uni-

form and most remarkable trait stamped
his character. This was that unalterable
conttesy and urbanity which in an Italian
is as rare as the perfect contro) of temper
which it presupposes, and in this

confirms.

instance,

He never seemed either hurried

or sqnoted, and at the same

time

no

ever fathomed his thought or surprised
confidence.

A ¢ self-made man,’

many

became

failure, and

the

whigs

dropped him in 1852, because he had burned
their fingers fo the bone. Mur. King died
before he had been in office two months.

listening to the music from a first-class
orchestra.
Everything within the establishment would be under the contrbl of a
saperintending physician of the highest
intelligence and the strictest integrity, as. sisted by a corps of subordinates selected

‘Once or twice, when
few, and very early
in

Mr. Fillmore, who

President because of the death of President

conversa-

tion, in games, or in observing the animat:
ed, enchanting

thing

one

the application to it of the pait played by

the pitcher in the oriental proverb :—** When
the pitcher falls on stone, .woe pitcher:
on

pitcher, woe

his whateverhappens, woe pitcher.”—
of

the

J. 8. BROWK,

A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.

Faculty :

Me., at the age of

she

sixth

a

ful

removed to Au-

prayegs

for hér.ehildren

She

have been answered

HoLLAN

FULLER died

of heart

disease, Feb,

‘28, 1873, aged 75 years, The subject of this‘notice was horn in Bristol, N. H., whence he removed, with the family, and settled in Elba,
Genesee Co., N. Y., at the age of 17, in which
vicinity he remained till the close of life. He obtained the evidence of pardon under the labors
of Rev. Samuel Whitcomb, by whom he was
baptized and received into the Alabama and Elba

church,

He

was

elected

deacon

of the

Term

of 13 weeks, begins March

Primary Studies,

Common English,
Higher English

-

Latin and Greek,
French (extra), -

.

same

and salvation.

pathized

pitcher:

Traveler.

with

that publication

HILLSDALE

pos-

REV. DANIEL

DANIEL

he-

The whole earthly universe is replete with
sound, It fills every cubic inch of air,
It

crowds all time, both of the day and of the
night, so that there is wot a moment in the
life of any of us in which we listen to abso-

lute silencéy” Indeed, absolute silence is im-

possible at any place upon the earth, or uner it, where we carry ourselves; for, when

have

reached

that intense

Persons wishing obits
PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Star, who do
uaries published in the Morning
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

an insertion.

Not more

than d

A

7

TERM

President, Rev. J. CALDER,

Miss JANE W. Hoyr, A.
P. 0., Center Co., Pa.

and

and

weeks,

Sec’y.

will com-

24th.

J, 8. GARDNER, Principal.

FLEMINGTON,

TAYLOR

10

COLLEGE,

CO., WEST

VIRGINIA.

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Ciroular to
REV. W, COLGROVE, A. M.. President.

The

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence

on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.
WILLIAM H. COTTON,

A. B., Principal.

The tuition will be as follows :
Primary Branches, «
ss
Common

Fon

|

Fn

-

x
-

$400
-

500

Higher English,
La
SE
SR
Classical,
si
=
ene.
G00
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
For further partioulars address the Principal, or

' THOMAS TUTTLE,M. D., President.

Northwood, N. H., Aug.J2, 1872.

i

i

|

COLLEGIATE

WILTON, IOWA.

INSTITUTE,

|

Commenoes its Fall Term September

Catalogues sent to inquirers.

:
2, 1872.

INSTITUTE.

The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday,
April 14, 1873. *
Jomplete courses of study for both sexes.
North

G. H. RICKER,

Scituate, R. I., March 17, 1873.
\

,

Prin.

30 cts.

begin with Jan-

do
Butler’s

1.20
11.76
19

1.44
.15
1.44

20
2.16
04

28
- .04
28

single,

2.00

24

2.24

do

do

do do

.18
2.00

04
44

22
2.44

Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques.
Book) single,
do
do
do
dozen,

Communionist,
0
.

Miss

book.

or

s, 10

Departand

Associate in Normal

De-

Mgrs. J. F. STEERE. Teacher of Music.
Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Coammercial College,
Augusta), Teacher of Penumanship and Book-

Keeping.
No deduction for less than half a term, except
commence

at

on
the

beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gontle:

a

31

THEOLOGICAL

Postage

extra;

SCHOOL.

as follows :

Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
of Roclesiastical

History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Butler,D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy.
Rev.J,

A.

Howe,

A.

M,,

Protessor

of Systematio

Theology.
Thomas S,
Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
Two Courses ot study are
prescribed; one embracing and the othgr omitting the ancier® lan.
1 FusRes/.
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec,
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.

AUSTIN

.75

20

95

Minutes

by the

|

on

the

newly

revised

on

and

{

|
]

useful

the former, 4 cts., on the

Question

ACADEMY,

STRAFFORD CENTER, N. H.
The Fall Term of this Institution will commenc
day, Aug, 20, and continue eleven weeks, un
der the instruction of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently
Principal of Greely Institute, Cumberland Center,
Me.
Tuition from $3.50 to $5.00.
Rooms for self-bearding may be obtained at rea.
sonable rates. Board in private families from $2.50

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Is now complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have
just completed “The Story of Jesus.”
This book xeceived the prize offered
not long Sects the Printing Establishment, and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and teachers as

being in every way

worthy

of their

patronage.
Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),
4 cents.

Now Ready.
The Commentary on the Gospels by
Rev. John J. Butler,

D.

D.,18

now

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At thisrate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be on
our hands. Price $2,00. Postage,

extra, 24 cents.

Special terms given

to agents who sell 100
ders are solicited.

or more.

Or

Job Work
lei Hesse
BUSINESS*CARDS, &ec,,,
done in the best manner, at this Office,

$3.00.

he location of a permanent teacher, and the oon.
tinued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, combine to offer the best inducements to those desirin
a thorough academical education that the schoo
has presented for years.
For particular information address the Principal,
I. P. QUIMBY, Jr.
{ow
WARREN F088, Sec.

Book,

BY

at

Secretary.

The next Term of this sehool will commence Aug.
2,1872. The Faculty for thenext year is organized
Rev. J. Fullonton, DB. D., Professor

{

single,

of this

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

For further particulars, address the Secretary,
Pittsfield, Maine.

i

8.64

atter 2 cents

New

of French

C. A. FARWELL,

87

12

.75

1

Price, in cloth, only 25 ets.; in paper covers

15 cts.

ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.

rates.

10
97

1.44

discount

Academ-

Noxmal

men’s are formed.

is no

02
20

720

°

#3 There
dozen.

1.72
J9
1.5

dozen,

Minutes of General Con-

ence,

.08
.TT

single,

0]

ber have a copy

study.

Half terms

single,
dozen,

Choralist,

Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
Miss CLARA A. FORBES,
ment.

TheGospels,

29
2.66

04
56

CHRESTIAN
BAPFRISM.
This little book has been revised bythe author, has
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-mem

Normal,

Principal

29

04

.25
2.10

.ie
Four terms of

ment.
MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher
Mathematics.

13.92

2.40

1.00
9.60
.15

INSTITUTRE,

of

18.62
1.40

single,
dozen,

VYol.2 The Acts, Romans,
& Corinthians,
do

with eight:

9.14
1.88

3.26
20

ginglé,
TheBook of Worship,
de
dozen,
StoryofJesus,(Ques.Book)single,

doVol.1

A. M., Principal.

11.52
1.26
12.52
93

96
28

,

25

do
do
dozen,
WoaderfulWorks of Jesus,single,
do
do
dozen,
Butler’s Commentary,

weeks,

For further particulars, apply to the Principal,
.
E.C,
WIS, Sec. Trustees.
Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1872.

course

8.18
1.60

dozen, 11.52

Thoughts upon Thought,
do
do
do

De-

Total.
q. 16

192
16
1.96
.08

2.88
A7
1.72
1.20
12.00
38
3.48
29
2.76

INSTITUTION.

CENTRAL

on the same

AS
02
23
20
2.40
08
60
04
36

November 18, 1872.
January 24, 1873.
February 3, 1873.
April 11, 1873.

A. L, GERRISH,

N. H.

do
do
do
dozen,
2.40
do
do Paper Cov.single,
.15
do
do
do
dozen, 1.44
single,1.00
Life of Marks,
do,
do
dozen, 9.60
.30
single,
Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do
dozen, 2.88
.25
single,
Treatise,
o
dozen, 2.48

New

REV.

to

Books.:

ozen, 15.36
single, 1.20

dos.

College
1y48

13

dozen,
single,

do

ChristianBeptism, Bound, single,

Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.

Full

things

Send orders to

also Postage

do
Theology,

“wo
History,

Summer Term begins April 28, 1873.

ical and Ladies’
;
weeks.

fitting

do
do
dozen, 9.60
... do Emboss’d Moroceo,single, 1.10
‘do 7 do
do
dozen, 10.56
do
32mo.
single,
.85

the

Music

of the

A. M., Principal,

begins
closes
begins
closes

are

Price. Postage,
. 16
1.00
in
Sheep, single,
Psalmody,18mo.

Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.

Term
Term.
Term
Term

They

Single and by the dozen;

CALENDAR:
Winter
Winter
Spring
‘Spring

institutions.

L. R. BURLINGAME,

Fuel

Rent,

Agricultural

associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.

to

LAPHAM

volumes

50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen.

SEMINARY.

HAMPTON

"NEW

rates.

“WILTON

M:,

Rev. G. S. BRADLEY,

BATES
VIRGINIA

The

benevolent

”
5h iy
closing Nov. 22,
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
;
For particulars, address,

account of sickness.

SEMINARY.

Send for Catalogue,

WEST

-

DOVER,

address

GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal,

will com-

Whitestown, N. Y., Fel. 19, 1873,

-

put into the hands of those who would learn, by
means of a few words, what are the peculiarities of
the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those
who order them for this purpose. Price—$4 per 1000;.

Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
s 7, 1872,
Winter term commenceNov.

The enlargement is fully completed, at an expense
of over $50,000; and the facilities of a first class institution. are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates.

-

In answer to many calls, and to meet
what we think a real want, we have recently published NEW
in very neat style, set
a four-page tract,
ting
forth, in a plain,
e 0
CT.
ou bie. T
De
trinal basis, its church polity, and some of its chief

year of 40 weeks

Washing,

Furnishes College, Preparatory,

of this institution

year,

OUR

PITTSFIELD, ME.

onable rates.
For further information address IRA A. PHILBRICK

SUMMER TERM

.
per

No percentage is allowed on money
sent us for either of these papers.
Sample copies will. be sent free on
application.

at $3.50

27,—~continning

Aug.

opens

TERM

MAINE

Tuition from $3 00 to $6 C0.
.
Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at reas-

The

ivery.
uary.

D. D:, or the Preceptress,

EVANSVILLE

under the struction of J. LINSCOTT, recently Prinopal of N. E. Masonic Institute, Center Effingham,

mence March

but

thus

This institution 18 under the control of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful
operagion for three years. The coming year promThe’ village of
ises more enlarged usefulness.
places in the
Evansville-is finely located, and few
West surpass it in point of moral and religious influences.

SEMINARY.

WHITESTOWN

be addressed to
Dover, N. H.

Prices of Freewill Baptist

For Catalogue or further information,

A. B. MESERVEY,

E. SWEAT,

H.

dl
the Principal.

for College

Expenses only $175

OLDS, Sec. § Treas.

DR. MOSES

for

COLLEGE

including Tuition, Boarding,
and use of heavier Furniture.

of the Greek

‘of this institution

intended

od

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.

and

in Painting

their

Postage :—
The postage on a single copy of the
Little Star
or Myrtle, under
the
new law, is 24 cents a year;
and
no more on 10 copies or any number
between one and 10, when sent to one
address, than on a single one. The
Jsiate is payable at the office of de-

CALENDAR:

mence Tuesday, Feb. 11, and continue eleven

or IVORY MARCH:
4tf |

is

of

“Ten copies, sent to one address, 20 cts.
each,—payable in all cases in advance.

Open to both sexes. Three full courses of study :
AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC and
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,

19—Spring Term: begins.

SPRING

copy,

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

December 3—Winter Term
begins.’
For College Saialogue SPN, to

solitude in

which, by the cessation of other sounds, we
are de Ay as by the help of a stethoscope,

equal to ten cents a line, to insure

AGRICULTURAL

.
Instructor in Instrumental

PARSONSFIELD

:—

Single

The Lyn-

Is is

may be obtained in private families

June 19—Commencement.
September 3—Fall Term begins.

The

Terms

of the uni-

Institution.

;
course in Music.
For further particulars, address

CALENDAR, 1873,

in

at

¢
at reasonable rates. .
ing
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough

REV. JOHN 8. COPP, Instructor in Theological Department.
MRS. ALMA H. FISK, Ins. in French and German.
Miss MARY A. STRATTON, Asst. Prin. in Ladies’
Department.

March

the

Expenses are reasonable.
JacoBS will have charge
Prof.
partment.

D. D., President,

Instructor

L.P.R

reach,

Board

Department.
ALEXANDER C. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.
WARREN A. DRAKE, Ass’t Prin, and Instructor in
Penmanship,
;

B. GARDNER,

papers should
Burlingame,

per week, or rooms may be obtained for self-board-

estab-

A. M., Prof, of Rhetofic
:

Pravin.
MELVILLE W. CHASE,
and Vocal Music.

of the
L. R.

Calendar:

Miss H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. of the Ladies’

GEO,

on
re-

FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 3, 1872.
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.
Opens Feb. 25, 1873.

B. P., Prof. Nat, Science.

F. WAYLAND DUNN,
Belles Lettres.

Bn.
a TTI]

we

M. FISK,

trom.

communications
N.

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature.
REV. RANSOM DUNN, A. M,, Burr Prof. Systematic
and Pastoral TheoloRy
REV. SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Mathe-

“Universality of Sound.

human

sym-

walk

paper

:

All orders and remittances for either

in its ar-

is in the midst

ether

publication should be addressed to
* The Little Star,” or ** The Myrtle,’

1. D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss

FALL

Prof.
.

All

any

Dover,

clubs

building, ample

of

class.

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:
C. A. Mooers. A. B., Principal.

&c.

matics and Nat. Philosophy.
GEORGE
MCMILLAN,
A. M.,
and Latin Lavguages,

in

that

GREEN

COLLEGE.

M.GRAHAM,

their mechanical excellence is equal to

easily accessible from all Jonte
, and
at the same time remove
the activities and
temptations which tend to
difert the attention and
corrupt the morals of th
ung in our cities.
For further particulaed, ‘address the Principal at
7 W. SANBORN, Secretaryecat
Lyndon Center, or
Lyndonville.
yndon Center. Vt., 1872.
31

FACULTY:

can, moreover, be opened; it contains a
number of needles of smaller size, and

water, and earth, within

ten minutes

has been in her fami y from the

Academies,

families;

versally admired hill scenery of Vermont.

first number issued. Funeral services, conducted
by the undersigned, were held at the residence of
the deceased, on which occasion a large gathering
of relatives, friends, and neighbors took place to
share in the common grief. She has gone to her
rest and her works do follow.
J.J. HALL.

of Trajan

scenes

He

-

donville station, on the Passumpsie railroad,

pastor in doctrine and

Louisa LADD, of Enosburgh Falls, Vt., widow
of the late Asa Ladd, died Aug. 15, 1872, in her
TTth year. She experienced the blessed change
of a new birth when quite young, joined a Freewill Baptist church, and, until the time of her
death, was a consistent, and, though quiet, an
influential member.
For many years she had
been a constant subscriber to the Star, and delighted to peruse its contents; it is supposed that

roic actions in war.
On this diminutive
needle, scenes in the life of Queen Victoria

which are equally adorned ‘with
relief.
;

its

lish truth on the earth. We mourn our loss, but
we have the comforting assurance that he has exchanged earthly scenes for heaven)s joys. May
the deeply bereaved widow and children look up
above this dark cloud of sorrow and view the
departed husband and father where change and
death never come.
J. R.

in miniature. This well-known Roman column is adorned with numerous scenes in

Trajan’s

it and

effort to build up the cause of Christ and

session of Queen Victoria.
It was made at
the celebrated needle manufactory at Bed-

immortalizé

and imperfections, he

the church he was active and dutiful.

with the greatest care, furnished it with the
thread, and then handed the singular nee-

sculpture, which

as a member of

et devoutly prayed that he might overcome at
ast and enter the saint's rest. As a member of

monarch’s head.
It was readily given
with
a smile. Hs placed it at once under
the boring machine, turned a hole in it

ditch, and represents the column

of Lyndon Center, and

died in Tamworth, Jan.
he was young
he openly
and his after life showed
profession. Ever sensi-

ble of his unworthiness

.

The new, commodious

GEO. WHEELER.

Davip I. HAMMOND
26, aged 623 years. When
professed faith in Christ,
the genuineness of that

-

rangements,
recently
erected
for the use of the
School,is situated on a.gentle eminence in the village

died in East Concord,

~-

.

.

LOCATION :

Vt., March 4, aged 76 years. He served his country through the war of 1812, and then received
an honorable discharge.
Soon after (53 years
ago), he settled on the same spot where he died,
He leaves a widow and four daughters to mourn

his death,

.

-

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

GEO. W. TERRY.

FREDERICK DURHAM

-

duced tuition.
Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in

the Pioneer Society of his county, in the meetings of which he took a deep interest. He died
loved and respected by his numerous friends and
acquaintances. To the surviving widow in her
comparative loneliness, may Christ be the light

specimen

11, 1873.

Instruction on Piano or Organ, Use of Piano or Organ (ex’ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Musie,18 Lessons,
.
.
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
.
ergymen’s children and students relying
their own exertions for an education, received at

two numbers during the whole term of about 40
Yoars,
He was strongly attached to the church of
is choice, its doctrines and usages.
Though a
man of few words, modest and unassuming, he
continued to the last a man of prayer, deeply interested in the cuuse of the Christian religion,
desiring to bequeath to the world, the rich legacy of children devoted to the cause of Christ. All
seemed inspired with confidence in the sincerity
of his purposes, since he ever seemed disposed to
suffer wrong rather than do wrong. In the even-

ing of life he was known abroad

“The Myrtle."
These semi-monthlies are published
by" the FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and

TUITION :

church in 1836, which relation he held the remainder of life, He was a constant subscriber

familiar

“The Little Star,”

Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress, French and Nat“ural Science.
)
MARY C. BRADFORD, Mathematics and Rhetoric,
IDA E. MORRILL,
Music.
ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

“Spring

in the conversion“of one of them before her death
and another since.
E.N. FW.

cen-

dle to the astonished king.
The second carious needle is in the

18 the Time to Subscribe
FOR
Our Sabbath School Papers,

hi
CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 1872,
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
ecember 3. 1872,

still finer and more perfect could be

Brévity is specially important.

”

ago

Now

delighted in religious conversation.
She bore her
long and distressing sickness with saintly patience, longing to depart and be with Jesus, but
calmly an frustiurty waiting his call. Her fuith-

There is no outward sign of politeness
square ¢an well be afforded to any single
which has not aideep moral reason. True single
education teaches
both the sign and the ‘obituary. Verses areinadmissible,
Behavior isa mirror.in which
the ¢ Peasant Cardinal,” as he was some- reason,
SHERRITT died at his residence in GalThere lia James
times called, was not seldom the subject of every one shows his own image.
Co., O., aged 81 years and 23 days. He was
covert snasers on the part of others of more is a politeness of the heart akin to love, born in Rockbridge Co., Va., moved to Ohio in
exalted origin. * An instance of this an- from which springs the easiest politeness 1823, was converted in 1833 under the labors of
Elds. Harry and 8, Branch, and joined the Freetagonism became patent to the world on of outward behavior,
bore
_his colleaguesas well as his enemies
him little good-will, even where they were
ferced to recognizé his eminent talent; and

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

lived by faith, served the Lord inlove and died in
glorious hope. She loved the prayer meeting and

Obituaries.

stone falls

LYNDON

M188
:
Miss
Miss
Miss

Mr. Breckinridge became a traitor, and is to hear the thump of our hearts, and the
even now under proscription. Mr. Andrew roar of the furnace-blast in our lungs, and
Johnson proved to be a woful failure; and ** the voice of many waters” in our venous
now Mr. Colfax has fallen so low that ‘it is and arterial canals, and the busy whir of the
difficult to believe that he ever will be able various organs and intestipes at work within
to rise again. Most of the, men named be- us, we become conscious of the fact that we
gan life Petter than their contemporaries,— ourselves are vast laboratories, ever resonotably Burr and Breckinridge, Tompkins nant with sounds which are not heard at orbecause they are
and Tyler, Calhoun and Colfax, Clinton and dinary times, simply
tumult.
Jolingon,—but, like Mr. Triptolemus Yel drowned in the din of surrounding
lowley, nothing would thrive with them. It is probable that could we be carried wholly
The few fortunate Vice-Presidents were Mr. beyond the influence of our atmgsphere into
the deep solitude of fransaerial space, we
Jefferson, Mr. Dallas, and Mr. Hamlin;
and of the others, Mr. Gerry and Mur. King, should be almost terrified at the consciousby dying in office, were so fortunate as to ness of what we had never before had any
keep free from the consequences of the at- just conception—the awfulness of absolute
tacks of change and time. * General Wilson silence.—dppleton’s Journal.
is so sensible and shrewd a man that we
hope he will break the spell under which the
Vice-Presidency appears to suffer, as he|
will take that office in twenty-four days;
but now, its history almost would justify

when

years

whole-hearted, spiritually minded Christian,

created.
The borer—that is, the workman
whose business it is to bore the eyes in
these needles—asked for a hair from the

though he had been one of the most popular

« could gradually regain firmness under juc
of men, he was beaten horribly in 1840, and
cious training ; in brief, wherever tke in- became dead as Tecumthe. ~ John Tyler bevalid visitors should walk or be wheeled, came Vice-President in 1841, one of the
they would find the beautiful, the enter- most respected of statesmen, and honored
. taining, the instructive in nature and art. by men of all parties,—and in 1845 he reEverywhere would be an abundance of the tired from the Presidency (to which he had
easiest chairs and lounges.
Sitting or re- succeeded in consequence of the death of
clining in these after the exercise prescrib- President Harrison) the most unpopular
.ed by the attending physicians, the patients man that ever had been chief magistrate of
could

Com,

burn and joined the church there.. She wasa

are represented in reliefi-but so finely cut
the latter office, in 1840; and he made a and so small that it requires a magnifying
most ridiculous figure in striving for a third glass to see them. The Victoria needle

all

in Raymond,

Four

But he was to see in this respect even some-

Gerry

months after leaving office. John C. Calhoun was the most popular man in America

boats gliding over the surside of close-clipped hedges

banks,

lived in

ried a stone about with him as

trees filling the air with healing odors; -er of sedition and treason,—and to him more
through
grassy lawns, and parterres of than any other recent man was the Southern
brilliant
flowers; around and across min- rebellion due.
A constant seeker of the
iature lakes with fountains in the midst, Presidency, be was equally constant in his

and green

eighteen,

friends. Among these ancient jests is the
account of the man who, from fear of
drowning, determined not to enter the water until he was master of the art of swimming ; of the man who complained that his
horse died just as he had taught it to live
without food ; of the philosopher who car-

a wreck as a man,—and he died about three

laid out and ornamented inthe highest
style of the art of landscape-gardening.
Broad, winding paths would lead among
rock-work and through clumps of balsamic

and graceful
face; by the

Baptist church

Humorist.

lections, and have become old and

vear of the only term for which he was
chosen ; and Daniel D. Tomkins, though reelected, and a strong man, proved a total
failure as a national statesman, and as total

such easy congrol as

to enable those in charge of that department to maintain a nearly uniform temperature.

Hierocles, who

Clintons, once so great, have made no figure

oppressiveness of a common conservatory,
but would be, in the highest degree, agreeable and healthful. The means of ventila-

1

ter Rolfe was converted and united with the Free

ot his house ; of one who stood before a
What is there about the Vice-Presidential
lass with his eyes shut to see”how he
office that makes most of those who hold it ooked asleep; of a man who bought a
unlucky mortals, who not only come to crow to see whether it would live two hungrief, but would seem to go iu search of it, dred years or not; and one who went into
and to be very successful in their seeking? a boat on horseback because he was in a
Of the seventeen men who have held it, hurry.
Here we find the ever-new story
only three can be said to have been fortu- of a man who, meeting a friend, asked
nate men. John Adams was our first Vice whether it was he or his brother who was
President, and he was beaten when he tried buried; and the blundering excuse of the
to be re-elected to the Presidency, and he person who, not having attended to the requarreled with almost all the leading men quest of a friend, said, when he met him,
of his party, and destroyed the party itself. “Iam
sorry I have never received the
He was a quarrelsome, an arrogant, and an letter which you wrote to me about the
overbearing man, and proved an Ishmaelite books.” Rev. Mr. Hartly, of Philadelphia,
to almost every person and cause with whom must, we should imagine, have come fresh
or which he had anything to do. Even at from the perusal of Hierocles when he forthis day, how much lower he stands in pub- warded to M. Thiers, last yéar, one of the
lic estimation, notwithstanding
his splendid original bricks of Independence Hall in
revolutionary services, than Thomas Jeffer- that city, “with the earnest prayer that the
son, though to the latter's principles and legislators of beautiful France may derive
action we are so largely indebted for the se- fromit such an inspiration as shall lead
cession war! Aaron Burr, down to the to erecta republic whose dignity, justice,
time that he was chosen to the Vice-Presi- and purity shall be the admiration of our
dency by the Electors, was one of the most age, and which shall prove a model for
fortunate of men in America, and had as other nations in securing the rights and
good Presidential prospect as any American liberties of their peonle.”
politician, and his reputation was very high
indeed ; but he broke down on the day that
was supposed to be the luckiest of his life.
Two Curious Needles.
Hawthorne is strictly correct when he says
—
OO
that Col. Burr's ruin was ‘* the profoundest
The
King
of
Prussia
recently visited a
and most striking, with more of moral circumstance in it than that of almost any needle manufactory in his kingdom, in orother man,” George Clinton lived and died der to see.what machinery, combined with
a disappointed man. He wished to be the human hand, could produce. He was
President, but was forced to give way to shown a number of superfine needles, thouMr. Madison; and be died in office, the sands of which together did not weigh
same yet that his nephew was beaten as a half an ounce, and marveled how such miPresidential candidate, since which the nute objects could be pierced with an eye.

decided, would

Jan, 21, 1873, aged 6

MRS. RACHEL B., wife of Deacon John Rolfe,
died in Auburn, Me., Jan, 6, aged 46 years. Sis-

tury, collected twenty-one jests under the
general title of the
Pedants, and in this
ossil jest-book we find jokes that have
heen handed down through succeeding col-

tl)
@ Pe

four and u half acres.
materials, we

Ancient

CoM.

of the Star and never failed to receive but one or

The His of the Vice-Presidency.

Palace of 1851, and is quite within the lim-

The

An

of

died

1.50

:
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AN :IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation
tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti

quity,

Josepn P. THOMPSON,

one vol., Tamo.

Pie, $1,

Will be

post, on receipy of price, vy RB

EI

greatest

Young,

The special werk of this school is to fit students fom
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness m d
their work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds
of work are done. The
students re falthiuily drifled in Latin and
Ancient Soagraphy:
ncient History, Algebra an
Geometry. i
ial attention is given to reading,
| decla
n, composition, Greek and Latin
scanning, &c. The location of the school so" near
the College and Sheologiead School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and eulture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.

A

ed, and his

Abbie A.

iG. JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist

Rooms for self-boarding ma {)e had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at the regular
rates.
A course of Lectures on teaching wild be delivered
during the term, For Cazalogue Spy to
M.
REED,
Sec, & Treas,
. Ridgeville, Ind., Feb. b, 1872.

of. which she

death.

fifteen lessons

13 and

Sa

in-

consumptive

valid with all the advantages of a winter
residence in Cuba, with the fatigues, dancers and expense of the journey left out.
This can be accomplished’ by a” system of
winter gardens, of large extent, enclosed
and roofed with glass in a framework of
ron...
The precise form of the proposed structures—whether the ground-plan shall be a

Foumaughip,

begin Jan.

EE

gards the large class of invalids mentioned

the.

and

{

youngest son of Rev. John G.

months and 9 days.

hon polos wlan vo Bg

above, is to provide an artificial winter climate maintained at a desirable, uniform
temperature, and having the proper hygrometric conditions of atmosphere ; in oth-

in Mendota,

|

TERMS

a

.

furnish

WALTER M.,

sentence, as heé insisted upon obtaining
the
presence surprises, alusual unceremonious audience, only a day there, but whose
tracts and gratifies.
There is often neither
comfort nor elegance in the richest man. An attendant apologized
to
him
for making him wait in the Papal anteroom, sions, while both are found in the laborslisging
Cardinal Minister’s new regu- er's cottage. A jug filled with flowers, a
neat white curtain, a couple of flower-pots,
ation.
+ Tell the Prime Minister,” he answered may effect what the expenditure of hundreds
quickly, ** that the Cardinal Prince does of dollars has not achieved. Let it not be
not wait for leave to enter his sovereign's said that these are mere’ trifles, unworthy
presence at the hands of the Cardinal Peas- the attention of a Christian, Distrust the
ant.”
And he walked straight into the pietence of spirituality whose eyes are too
things of life. In the
| audience chamber. Notwithstanding such ofty for the common
wordy sparring, the harmony
between long catalogue of things to *‘ think on,”
the members of the Sacred
College was (Phil. 4:8) they rank at any rate among
never seriously broken on important mat- the *‘whatsoever things are lovely.” You
ters, and all Rome was proud to leave its say they are trifles; then all the more they
affairs in the hands of a statesman who ought not to he neglected. But trifles
was decidedly the Cavour of the Papacy. though they be, to neglect them is nota
His personal appearance is familiar through trifle, it is a breach of plain duty.—Hearth
his photographs to every one; his social and Home.
demeanor is dignity and affability combin-

If such architectural miracles as have
been mentioned can be wrought for the
cultivation of exotic plants, or for exhibiting the progress of the nations in art and
mechanism, certainly still greater miracles
can be wrought when the object is the
much more important one of restoring to
health and happiness multitudes of our felThe one great measure needlow-beings.
ed to secure this wished-for result, as re-

to

with the F, B. church

Yes, elegant! For comfort
taly, Spain, France and
Belgium,
One of and Slogant.
their body, a Roman, condensed his of pe- consists in finding everything where and as
it should
be ; elegance, in adding to what
sition into the following brief and haughty should
be there that which need not be

afterwards, though handsomely designed,
was a toy-house compared to its London
predecessor, as it covered an area of only

er words,

.BISTER COOK, wife of Deacon Zachariah Cook,

remained a faithful member until

April 7, 1878.

loge

D. D,, LLD,

sent prepaid by

BUPLINGAME,

GE

red planet. The glass and irou building
that was erected in New York two years

of a

willingness to go and be with him. A second
shock removed
er from her sufferings. Sister
Cook gave her heart to God (I think in the State
of Maine) in early life, and ioined the F'. Baptist
church, After coming to this State she united

ud

SPRING AND SUMMER

EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$7.
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00
to 4
Board, per week, in private families,
3
gil
1
2 olny
2
EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental
Music, twenty lessons,
$10
Use of Instyument for practice, = +
1
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
ci
id
“
~ Ladies,
.
1.00

CoM.

of Mendota, 11l., died March 8, 1873. She was
struck with a pamniytis shock about five weeks
before, from which she partially recovered.
She
4
entire confidence in Christ and perfect

li

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.

11, and

oc

roportion- to its size, than an ordinary
It was a marvel of constructive
arn.
skill, and must have given the crowds that
_thronged it enlarged ideas of the future
possibilities of mankind on this battle-scar-

in Christ, Feb. 28, 1873, in full hope

May 29, 1873.

March

ARN

eighteen acres of ground, and cost less, in

asleep

glorious immortality.

will 0]

i

The Crystal Palace of 1851 was built almost wholly of iron and glass. It covered

The SPRING TERM

the most of the time, he has served a
to
the entire satisfaction of the church.
He fell

——r—

Our lives, or rather their happiness and
whereas it: ‘had hitherto always been the
privilege of cardinals to claim an audience misery, are in a great measure made up of
with the Pope at any time and at the short- trifles, just as time is made up of moments.
est notice, it should now. be necessary for | The discomfort of having to wait for a
meal hevond its regular hour, of finding
them to go through the Yorms binding on things
ill-prepared or carelessly done, of
other
persons any
to geek the interview
through
him. The Sacred Coliege
resented meeting slovenliness and discomfort where
this, for, standing as it does in the place of a little thought and pains might have introprinces of the blood, the royal family of duced ease and even elegance, or of being
brought up sharp at every turn by want of
this spiritual kingdom, it considered this punctuality
or of method-—these are ills
privilege as a vested right. Many of the
more
difficult
to bear than: the uninitiated
cardinals
are by birth Roman princes, while
fibers belong to she highest nobility of imagine. Most houses might be comfortable

Plan for a Portablé Tropic.

two acres,

|

Cardinal Antonelli, as Prime Minister, that,

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.

will Baptist church, and ever since has maintained a Christian walk. Since his
profession,

mania*

iterary Wiscellany,

Trifles.

the following occagion, with what motive I
do not.know : An ordinance was passed by

1083"

exh

a

x

2233383282

£

26, 1873."

MARCH

STAR,

MORNING

THR

|
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w

Wolveragnion near “Birmingham, ! England,
Tuesday, but no serious casualties are reported,
though knives and firesarms were freely used.
The cause of the trouble is not stated,

Summary.

ews

Er

CONGRESSIONAL.
' On Monday, in the Senate, Mr. Boutwell made
The French Assembly has ratified the convenhis appearance, accompanied by Senator Sumner,
tion between France and Germany providing for
and he was swern in as Senator from Massachu-4 the final payment of the war, indemnity, and the
setts by the Vice-President. Documents signed complete evacuation of French territory by Gerby members of the Missouri legislatare and othman troops in September.
ers, charging corruption in the election of Bogy

A fire occurred

as Senator from that State, were received and referred to the committee on elections. ,The resolution declaring the seat of SenatarCaldwell of
Kansas vacant was further debated.
A motion

was made

x.

J

hy

Senator

Sherman that the subject

be disposed of before adjournment on Wednesday, but it was not put to vote.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, Mr, Bogy, the new
senator from Missouri, made a dignified speech
on the memorial of certain members of the Missouri legislature against him, and earnestly requested an immediate investigation by the Senate. The discussion of the Caldwell case was
resumed, Messrs. Norwood of Georgia and Thurman of Ohio both advocating the power of the

~Senate to

declare the election void,

and Mr.

Thurman favoring the expulsion of Mr. Caldwell. A resolution was offered authorizing the
committee on transportation to sit during the recess and consider the suhject of transportation
between the interior and the seaboard.

treal, early

caused a disaster

The governor and council of New Hampshire
have appointed Thursday, April 10, Fast Day in
that State.
:
United States District Attorney Bliss states that

the case of Phelps, Dodge & Co. has been finally
settled on the payment of $271,000 to the government by the firm.
>
A terrible murder was committed in a German
ball-room at Chicago, Tuesday morning, a German being held down by three drunken devotees
of St. Patrick while a fourth cut the victim's
throat.
Representative James Brooks is very much
worse, and, attended by his family, remains in
‘Washington.
He has failed so rapidly since the
adjournment of the House that, instead of going
to the Capitol every day, he 1s now unable to
leave his bed and is losing strength daily.
The Attorney-General is busy preparing to institute suits, under the recent act introduced by

the Wilson committee, against the officials of the
Union Pacific Railroad.
His intention is to proceed vigorously.
The suits will probably be first
brought in Boston.
<A San Francisco despatch says that Monday
afternoon a large number of citizens of Salinas
went to Monterey, secured the sheriff, broke into
the jail, took out Torpey, the murderer of Mrs.
Nicholson,
and carried him three miles out of the
eity and hung him.
Among the executive nominations to the United
States Senate, Tuesday, was that of Frederick A.
Sawyer of South Carolina as assistant Secretary
of the Treasury.
The steam yacht Grace Irving, but recently
bought by the Hon. James Ritchie and New Bedford parties for use in the latter city, went down
off Duxbury during the gale on Sunday afternoon, and all on board, Mr. Ritchie and four men
belonging in New Bedford, were drowned.
The post-office at Pittston, Pa., was robbed of |
$1100 worth of stamps Wednesday night. .

News is received of the wreck of the ship Sen-

car on the previous Sunday evening.
The

mail

steamer

between Portland

George

(Oregon)

0.

S. Wright, plying

and Sitka, was lost

March 4, with all on-board.
The vessel’s
was unknown in Portland for four weeks.
trace of her, save a floating plank bearing
name, with some human hair clinging to it,
been found.

fate
No
her
hus

A murder, which in some respects forms a par-

allel to the Nathan tragedy, came to light Friday
in-Brooklyn.

The

body

rich, a wealthy lumber

of Mr.

Charles

Good-

merchant of New York,

was found in his house by his brother under circumstances indicating that he was murdered for
plunder.
No trace of the murderers is discovered.
Seven years ago a man murdered his mistress
at Evansville, Ind., cutting off her head and

burying her in a vacant lot.
cealed

from

the

officers

week, when the body

was

His crime was con-

of the

law

discovered

until

last

by some

praying

be instructed

Sugar-making bas begun in Pennsylvania.

The Sutro tunnel is 3675 feet intg

the earth.

A

advocated by

uniform system

of colors

iS

the Scientific American.
Sixty-nine thousand pounds of walnuts have
been raised in Los Angeles this year.
The Mayor of Schenectady disguises himself and
plays drunk to test the vigilance of the police
force.
Nobody who "uses tobacce
colony at Skiddy, Kansas.

can belong to the

Brigham Young is making a tour through the
northern sections of Utah.

A widow in Ohio has sued a lodge of Odd Fellows for the weekly

allowances and the funeral

expenses of her late husband.

:

It is proposed to connect St. Paul and Minneapolis by a boulevard six hundred feet wide.
Tobacco smoke contains ammonia, pyridine,
picoline, lutidine, coilidine, formic, acetic, propionic, butyric, valerianic and carbolic acids,
and creosote—and, Trask says, death.
In Montana they have a ‘¢ society for protection against cattle and horse thieves,” with a
central council, and branches for the administra-

tion of justice.

These branches are loeated from

ten to twenty feet from the ground.
Here is something new.
An inventor has attached to a pair of barber’s shears an elastic hollow ball, which is compressed by the operation
of cutting; and a current of air, forced out from
the ball, is directed
along the edges of the

blades and blows away the fragments of hair as
fast as

they are cut.

Dr. Charles D. Pearson, of Lafayette, Ind., an
old school physician of wealth and reputation,
some years since, discovered a reliable antidote
for Epilepsy and the Opium Habit.
He goes
abroad this summer and will visit the hospitals of
London, Paris,Berlin and Vienna,for the purpose
of demonstrating to the medical profession his
theory and successful treatment of this terrible
malady.
ome

B. BuRussell of Boston, has published a very
good steel engraving by F. F. Stewart, from the
painting by Schopin, entitled,‘ These are my
Jewels.”
It is a pictorial representation of the
well-known incident of classic story where the
mother of the Gracchi, in response to a vain
woman whe had
exhibited her treasures of

adornment

and

asked

to be shown Cornelia’s,

called her children to her side and said, ‘ These
are my jewels.”
The picture, aside from is artistic worth, is a constant lesson in virtue and
motherly pride.
A Miss Emerson, said to be a cousin of Ralph
‘Waldo Emerson, puts forth a claim that the farm
baliads of W. M+ Carleton, comprising *‘ Betsey
and T are Out,” &e., are her own production;
that she read them one evening to the-said Carleton, who desired copies of them, which she generously furpished, and the next she knew the
young man was publishing them in Harper's
Weekly as his own! Perhaps this is true, but we
Jay it aside to keep company with the contest
over the authorskip of ‘Beautiful Snow,” “Rock
me to Sleep,” and * Nothing to Wear.”
Mr. George M. Pullman, now
in Europe,
writes that he has concluded.a contract with the
Midland Railway Company for the adoption of
his palace sleeping and drawing-room carson

that road.

The

Midland

is

between

‘The new city of Duluth, which four years ago
had no existence, even in name, is one of the
marvels of this country.
It has now two important railroads, is the present terminus of the
Northern Pacific Railroad,is at the head of western lake navigation, and has grown from a population of fifty in 1870 to 5000. It has two newspapers, while the trade of last year is said to
have amounted, for goods entered, to $1,205,722,
and the duties to $649,497.
Of shipping, the arrivals were 369 vessels, mostly steamers, with a
tonnage of 204,159, tons, while the departures
were a little larger in number, but about the
same in tonnage.
Since August, 1870, when the
railroad to St. Paul was opened, there have pass-

ed through

Duluth, to

an

easlern market,

iug as the above.
Soothsaying is u crime in Prussia.

The

Russians

are going

Coal for household use is getting
cheaper in Great Britain.

;

. It is now regarded as highly probable that: Mr.
Gladstone will restrne thé British premiership.

It appears that Disraeli is willing to form a mew

government and is deterred only by the complex-

fon of the present Parliument.
‘The Russian government is in receipt of ad-

vices from the scene of the outrages upon Khiva,

stating that the Khivans have initiated offenzivie
operations by an attack upon the village of Khail,
in which several of the inhabitants were severely.
injured.

A riot between Englishmen and Irishmen, in
“Nwhich about 3000 were engaged, occurred in

.

te make

port of New Orleans, was confirmed by the Sen-

FOREIGN,

be.

tween two and three million bushels of wheat
and nearly four hundred thousand barrels of
flour; while among the imports were over seventy thousand tons of rajiroad iron, ninety thousand barrdls of salt and forty thousand toms of
coal. Chicago, enterprising as she is, was a tolerably old town before it presented such a show-

Prince Nupoleon thinks
newspaper in Paris.

:

London™

and Liverpool, and is soon to embrace Glasgow"
and Edinburgh.
Tt is the longest road in England and the most important.
The contract is
the sume as between the Pullman Company and
American roads.
The first car will be shipped
in September, consisting of 1en of the different
varieties, which are already in progress of manufacture at the Pullman works in Detroit. They
will be shipped in sections, and put together in
England.

post at Balaklava.

!

Cos.

E—

While small farmers are daily losing where
they should’be gaining, and while the public
at large is suffering from th very same cause
as the farmer, we would offer a word or two of

to benefit both,

The

butter and cheese of the country are, in the aggregate, almost unfit for human food. This is
a simple fact. Recently in England, American
cheese Jhas been experimented upon as food for

hogs,

‘and conditionally

roved.

The

cause

of this use of the product
was not,as some of
our readers may . suppose, a glut of cheese
on the market,but simply that the cheese in question was so inferior in quality that ithad
to be

sold for what it would bring or be entirely lost.
American butter is no better, in the aggregate,

to

Paragraphs.

apolis. His name is Frederick Smith,
James F. Casey, renominated collector of the

them as they slept.

for Dairy
—

be artifigial>~That is, dairy cows require to be

boys at play, and the perpetrator was traced by
eircumstantial evidence, and arrested in Indian-

ate, on Saturday, after a two hours’ debate.
A man and two children living on an Iowa
priirie were burned to death on Saturday, the
thatch of their eabin catching fire and falling upon

Best Keep

counsel whereby we hope

rivaling that of the New York

that the government

reece

than American cheese.
With these two disadissent from the three rues adopted-by
thie court -greeable-facts-beforeus;it—becomes our duty to
of arbitration at Geneva. "A spirited debate fol- seek out, and when found, to reme
© caus.
lowed, resulting in the withdrawal of the motion.
es of this double failure. In the first Pee it is
more difficult to produce good butter and cheese
The Porto Rico emancipation bill providing
in this climate than in the milder one of the
for the immediate abolition of slavery was passed
British Isles. Again, the food of dairy cows
unanimously by the National Assembly of Spain
Saturday night.
.
4 wi
vor the greater part of the year has to

+ MISCELLANEOUS.
The early crops in Virginia are ruined by bad
weather.
George Francis Train has been officially pronounced insane.

eca, engaged in the tea trade, with the loss of her
crew of twenty-nine men, excepting one.
Two boys, one seventeen years old and the
other younger, were sentenced Friday in New
York to fifteen years bard labor at Sing Sing, for
drawing knives ona passenger on a Third-avenue

nearly

A special edict for the toleration of Christianity
throughout Japan hag been issued, and it is determined to throw the whole country open to
foreigners.
In the British House of Commons, last Friday,
Gathorne Hardy moved an address to the Crown

On Saturday, in the Senate, the debate on the
Caldwell case was continued by Messrs. Ferry of
Michigan, Alcorn of Mississippi, and Ferry of
Connecticut. #

Roek Island,
military prisof three offithe site and

which

Fifth-avenue Hotel. The upper part of the house,
occupied by the female servants, was burned, and
the inmates barely escaped with their lives, several being seriously injured.

On Wednesday, in the Senate, but little business of importance was transacted.
The discussion of the Caldwell case was resumed, but the
only speaker was Mr. Conkling of New York,
and he had not finished when the Senate went
into executive session.
On Thursday, the Senate continued the discussion of the Caldwell case, and speeches were
made by Messrs, Hamilton of Maryland and
Conkling of New York.
The proceedings were
varied by a passage between Messrs. Conkling
and Schurz concerning a certain story affecting
the latter.
Lie
On Friday, in the Senate, the discussion of the
Caldwell case was continued by Messrs. Frelinghuysen of New Jersey, Howe of Wisconsin,
Morrill of Maine and Stewart of Nevada.
Mr.
Ferry moved to amend the committee’s resolution by another expelling Mr. Caldwell.
A resolve was offered .and laid over instrueting the
finance committe@ té inquire what measures can
be adopted which shall give to the country a currency convertible into gold at the will of the
holders.

The Secretary of War has selected
Illinois, as the site of the national
on, and has appointed a commission
cers and three civilians to examine
prepare plans.

at the St. James Hotel, Mon-

Wednesday morning,

this way, the
bone can be
the addition
formation of

a military

R
of starting
;

a cheap

to be a little

Last year’s conscription in Russia amounted to

124,226 men.

The recent sale of Theophile Gautler’s effects,

The first regular bank was established at Ven.
ice. in 1167. The bank of Genoa was established

‘that of Amsterdam
!

in 1609;

England,

Long ago is the name of a new monthly periodical lately started in London, and is devoted
to popular antiquities,
;
The Loudon tramways

ran 967,090

miles dur-

ing the past six months at un éxpeuse of ten and
a half pence a mile.
which

machines,

but

well

made, simply

con-

structed articles that admit of being kept clean,
and strong enough to bear the wear and tear of
daily use. These having ‘Been
provided, the
next consideration is the breed of cattle.
Wealthy
men ought to own
nothing save
clean-bred cattle, and they may
safely ullow
fancy to dictate between the rival merits of the

Channel

Island

cattle and

the two

varieties of

the Ayrshire, or the Kerry cow.

These

families are all noted milkers and

various

first-class but-

ter makers.” The
working farmer can
purchase clean-bred cows, but at least
obtain grades, and grades of the above
animals are the best for him, as by having
and then using clean-bred bulls,he can

gradually

and

inexpensively

high-bred cows.
To the small

farmer

we

a nice

rarely
he can
named
such,
obtain

herd

would

say,

of

avoid

crosses, The third consideration is feed. If it
pays the large farmer to grow green crops and
roots for his stock on a large scale, it will pay the
small farmer still better. The reduction of one
gallon of milk out of ten is one-tenth loss, but
the reduction of half a gallon of milk out of two
or three is a much heavier percentage and therefore must ‘be more carefully guarded against.
To measure the highest quantity of milk and to
have that of the richest quality, the cows should
be kept in as uniform a temperature as possible,
and their feed should never vary in their nutritious qualities. During the summer months,
clover, Lucerne and Italian rye grass should be
hand-fed to all dairy stock whether.they be actually in miller, not. These grasses should be

given at stated fimes in -the course of

the day,

and the cows ought to remain from 6, A. M., until 7, P. M., sheltered from the fierce heat. and
safe from annoyance of flies. One
hour before milking time, dairy cows should be allowed
access to water. This can be done on their way
into the stall in the early morning, and by turning them out of the stall for a short walk, in the
latter part of the afternoon.
During the entire
summer cows ought to be out at pasture all
night. This pasture
need not be excessively
rich. On the contrary we would recommend
that it be short and sweet, as cows that are judiciously and abundantly fed in the stall need pasture to admif of exercise rather than to feed
upon.
Long before really harsh weather sets in
dairy cows should be housed at night, and allowed their exercise during the most genial part of
the day.
The best winter keep for dairy cows is sweet
upland hay, given at night—a fair allowance,

according to the size of the animal
a little

less

than

she

would

ration of roots fed vwice

eat.

and

always

This,

with a

daily and what the cow

picks up at pasture, is sufficient for her. Oil cake
and linseed meal are too fattening for dairy cows
except under peculiar circumstances—such as in
recovery
from sickness or previous starvation.
Brewer’s grains,corn in meal or on the cob, slops
of any kind, and all such rubbish should be carefully kept away from dairy cows. The herdsman’s object should be to have his cows strong
and thrifty, neither lean nor fat. Food containing

much saccharine

matter

is too fattening, there-

fore it should be sparingly used, and vegetable
matter conducive toa heavy flow of milk given
more freely. Among the roots best adapted for
the
winter keep of dairy
cows
are beets,

mangel wurtzel and some other varieties of the
turnip. Ruta-bagas, when fed in quantity, impart a most unpleasant flavor to the milk and
butter; therefore only a few should be given,
mixed with other roots. No more than one-

fourth of the daily ration can with safety be composed of ruta-bagas, and even then they
be fed consecutively to an entire herd.

should

cool,

but not cold.

Milk

vessels

and all dairy

she

and New York.

is to lay between

Laud’s End

She is expected to leave lier

moorings'at Sheerness in May or June,

GRAHAM,

A gill of this mixture, placedina hill of corn,
will work wonders. Itis also excellent for gurden vegetables and for all Kinlls of roots. It will
be ready for use in a week after it is made,

since then

have

mode of preparing the

parts of bran with

had

no trouble.

Life of Napoleon III,

My

pains
This

in a large

In

tin pan, taking

shed, and they walk

up, take a few

ful in the foreign markets, they must raise the
quality of their produce.
To export cheese to
fatten English hogs can not possibly be remunerative, neither i ist creditable to the status of

the American farmer.—~New York Times.

An

Excellent

The $1000 Prize Series |

Iwould like

all who

ting eggs totry my
er will be sorry.

complain of not get-

plan, and I think they nev-
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some
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of the

A

Liver
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The Journal of Chemistry states that one.of
the very best fertilizers ‘used upon the farm for
all the cgreal grains and roots, may be made in
Fay
i the following manner:
finely

ground

boue,

and mix with it a barrel of wood ashes; during
thé mixing add about three pailfulls of water.
The heap

may

be

made

upon

the

floor

of an

out building or upon the barn floor, and by the
use of a

hoe

the

bone and

the

ashes must

potash and oda, and these

df thé bone, dissolving

caustic alkalies,

get upon

the little

the gelatine

atoms forming

a kind of soup, and fiitipg it for plant aliment,

\

»

be,

The water added

is just sufficient to liberate the
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PREPARED BY
Dr. Hl, S. FLINT & Co.
At their Great Medical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad Street,
Providence, R: I,
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DY strikes at the root, builds up the constitution,
makes it new, and drives away Catarrh and all disenses of the mucous membranes, and their attendant
ains and aches, pertaining to head, back, shoulders,
Haney and throat.
Price $1
per Bottle. Sold by all Druggists. A
Pamphlet of 82 pages, giving a reatise on Catarrh,
and containing innumerable cases of cures, sent
¥REE by addressing the Proprietors,

4410
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Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invariably cure.the following complaints :—

CATARRH
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Green Salt ...5.1648.. 17

Do.sheet

finishing the first bottle. I am now on the third bottle. My Catarrh is cured; my health is restored. I
have no pains, aches or cough. My whole sysiem is
made over new. I know it is this medicine
that has
Iam

dried»

Middlings...23 00 g24 00
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Cnlcass Cow—

Sufel readily by following the directions on the
ottle.
And
Droppings
in
Throat,
Chokings,
For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements
Stranglings, Pains in the Side, Loins,
it has no equal; one bottle will convince the most
Headache,
Dizziness
and
General
skeptical.
:
Weakness,
Cured
by less than Three
Worms expelled from the system without the
Bottles of the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
most obstinate case.
Piles; one bottle has cured the most difficult case
CONSTITUTIONAL
when all other remedies failed.
Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, &c.,
eased immediately.
Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and all Serofular
Afllictions removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hysteérics
TO MESSRS. LITTLEFIELD & HAYES, Proprietors of
Constitutional Catarrh Remedy, Manchester, N. H.: cured or much relieved.
Difficult
Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side and
I reside at Manchester, N. H., and previously resided at Henniker, and am a native of Weare, this Chest almost invariably cured by taking a few bottles
of
the
Quaker
Bitters.
State. I have had Catarrh twenty-five years, ever
since I was 19 years old; had it bad
all the time. It
Female Difficulties, so prevalent among Amerirun all that period, and nights it would fill up and can ladies, Yida readily to this invaluable medicine,
drop down
my throat, causing a feeling of chok- the Quaker
Bitters.
mg, so that I would spring up in
bed to save myself
Bilious, Remittant and Intermittant Fevers, so
from strangulation. It affected my head so that I prevalent in many parts of our country, completely
felt confused, and was troubled with severe headache eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
at intervals, for a week at a time. I also had bad
The Aged find in the Qu+ker Bittens just the arpains in shoulders, back and kidneys, from which I
suffered immensely. So bad were they, that a year ticle they stand in need of in their declining years.
ago
last summer I was obliged to lie in bed most of It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves
the time for three months. I have tried all kinds of the passage down the plane inclined.
No One can remain long unwell (unless aficted
snuff and Catarrh remedies with no particular benewith an incurable disease,) after taking a few bottles
fit, and cousulted physicians.
I had a hackin
of the Quaker Bitters,
.
cough. I
an to take the Constitutional Catarr

ave.
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Western....13

Layer

38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston.

spirits, unsociability

at one time. All who use
Golden Medical Discovery
its complications are loud
first-class Druggists. 671

PROVISIONS.

Beef—Mess,

Oranges..... 300837
Raisins, bunch—

Rev. Dr. Lincoln writes: * They meet the want of
the day for Looks which instruct and improve, while
they fascinate the reader.”
Catalogues free.

toms likely to be present
Dr. Pierce’s Alt. Ext. or
for Liver Complaint and
in its praise. Sold by all

August.

9

CREE + sassesse-]2 @.

received high praise from eminent critics.

Only few of above symp-

Naptha. o.oo
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Twelve additional volumes of the $1000 Prize Series are now ready. Price $1.50 each. They have

and gloomy forebodings.

Catarrh
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St. Lows, ext.7 00 @ 7
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60
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Refined........

two of the best Juvenile Stories of the season.”

Kt.

160

@

FLOUR AND MEAL.

tress, heaviness, bloated or full feeling about stomach and sides, pain in sides, back gr breast, and
about shoulders; colic, pain and soreness through
bowels, with heat; constipation alternating with frequent attacks of diarrhcea; piles, flatulence, nervousness, coldness of extremities; rush of blood to
head, with symptoms of apoplexy, numbness of
limbs, especially at night; cold chills alternating
male

hes....

Salmon, tee..30 00 €32 00

popular than the first, The Boston Traveller
8:
‘* It is quite as well written, as pure and good if its
teachings, and whoéver reads one will be anxiofis to
read the other, and he who reads both w'll haye read

of

difficulties;

@ 2 06
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00
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Medium

The second hoek of the $1000 prize series is no lges

12tf
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TOM.

1 40

Print Cloths... 1} @..7}

Extra Superfine..

" Here are beautiful sentiments whose price is above

SKLENT

1 20 @

PAINTS.

17} read, RedAm.... 9}8.. 9

17 &..

Superfing.........
FISH.

gold. The book is bright, and witty and wise. We
give it our hearty praise.—[Springfield Republican.
It perpetually puts God and duty and soul-culture
into the very heart of its sketches<and lessons.—
[Boston Daily Journal.

ness and drowsiness with frequent headache ; dizziness, bitter or bad taste in mouth, dryness of throat
and internal heat; palpitation; in many cases a dry,
teasing cough, with sore throat; unsteady appetite,
raising of food, choking sensation in throat; dis-

flashes, kidney and urinary

Neatsfoot¥’gal

@.. 15

Rye Flour....5 50 @ 6 25
It is undoubtedly the beet book of the kind in the | Corn
Meal....3 37 @3m
world. —[Hon. GEO. T. ANGELL.
FRUIT.
¢ 8triking for the Right” is an admirable work of
Almonds—
4ts kind, and
promises well for the character of the
Soft
Shell....
00 @.. 00
series to which it belongs.—[
New York Times.
Shelled ..... . 28a. 3
I wish it were in my power to place it in the hand
Currants...ee.e 6} 8... 7
of every man, woman and child in the land, as it de- Citron..eseves .33@.. 90
serves to be.—[ HENRY BERGH.

A sallow or yellow color of skin, or yellowish
brown spots on face and other parts of body; dull-

with hot

@.. 27
@.. 20
@ov 23

0.

We are convinced that the author has honestly
garned the sum.—[E. P. WHIPPLE, in Boston Daily
Globe,
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The followihg are the ideas of an old farmer
in Maine on seed potatoes, as given in the Lewiston Journal:—We use too ripe seed when we
propagate from tubers
that have lain in the
ground until dead ripe. Plants that are propagated by tubers require different treatment from
those propagated by seeds. Our corn and grains
that we use for seed we like to have stand a little
longer than the main crop and become perfectly
matured.
On the same principle our corn is
selected from the ripest, best developed ears and
kernels. But potatoes for seed should be dug and
placed in a cool dark cellar, just as soon as a majority of them will slightly crack open in boiling.
This is most invariably while the tops are yet
green and growing fast. The tubers are then in
their most vigorous state. Disconnect them from
the parent stalk at that time and they retain their
vigor. Instead of deteriorating, as most of us
know the older sorts have, their vitality isincreased, and they yield better, with less tendency to rot, As long ago as 1815, and subsequently,
observations led him to make some experiments
to test the theory,and he finds it the proper course
to pursue. Is it not often said that the late planted
potatoes are better for seed than those planted
early? The lateness of their planting, presumedly, prevents perfect ripening, hence the princi
ples of the above reasoning would be in force,
Sympioms
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Hundreds of cases of a similar nature cured within |

Fertilizer.
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36
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I have just had published, in pamphlet form, an
exposition of Matt. 24, showing that the chapter has
no reference to the end of the world, which I will
send, post paid, to any one on receipt of ten cents,
A. DEERING.
Pittsfield, N. H.
‘18

Iam 53 years old; have had Catarrh ever singe 1
was eighteen
years old and headache all the time;
have suffered
beyond description with running at the
nose, droppings in the throat, chokings aid stranSih 8.
Have tried any gankty of Catarrh Remedies,
ut have. found no relief till I tried your Constitutional Catarrh Remedy, six months ago, and found immediate relief.
:
Catarrh and all its attendant evils have left: Headache, Pains in Loins aud Back, Dizziness, Loss of
Sphatice and General Weakness, Less than three
bottles of Constitutional Catarrh Remedy have cured
me. - I have not been so well since I can remember
as now. I feel as if I could not say too much tor the
medicine or thank God too heartily that through its
instrumentality I have been restored to health.
MARY M. ABBOTT.
i
No. 17, Manchester Corporation.
Manchester, N. H,, January 27, 1872.
The above lady is my mother, I am a painter by
trade, and am a member of the City Council of Manchester. Every word that my mother states ie true
JACOB J. ABBOTT.

1 to the udder, the foul gases evolved are dangerous to the health of the ammal and poisonous
to the milk. If our dairymen are to be success-

New Edition, with a€ounts of

seem to fancy it like corn, and start off on a short
hunt for something better, but always coming
round in a short time, for a few more
dips
from the bran. At night, just before they repair
to the roost, I throw them about a pint of shelled corny, well scattered so that each one can get
a few kernels.
If your hens don’t inclime.46 eat
this feed at first, sprinkle a little Indian meal on

as will one draught of cold water check the flow

the lacteal organs. To permit cowsto wade in
muddy or impure water is injurious'to their
milk. Independent of the filth that ‘may adhere

Abbott's

ADVENTISM.

dips, don’t

say too much in favor of the Constitutional Catarrh
Remedy.
MRS. E. J. FLANDERS.
Manchester, N. H., Feb. ], 1871.

of the whole of the animal system as well as

for

to haw it rather dry, though all damp.

is set in a warm, sunny spot, south of their

utensils should be cleansed in perfectly
pure
water, first cold then sealding hot. One draught
of impure water will spoil a cow’s milk for days,
of milk for géveral hours; especially in the case
of fresh cows, to drink cold water is dangerous.
It predisposes to febrile and inflammatory action

Anthracite... 9 50
,COFFEE,
Java ¥ b..... 24
St. Donringo... 13
RiO snssvensnsss 30
COTTON.
Ordinary...... 14

Street,

canvassers

15

Cannel.....
28 00 &30 00
Pictont..vesess0 00 @ 0 00

the Prussian War, and the last hours of the Emperor;
making an elegant octavo of 700 pages. The times
and the theme render it the most popular work of
the day. Exclusive territory with no competition."
B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston, Mass.
stig

the morning I wet up with water about four
quarts of the mixture

first-class

12 8.

Sperm....ivese35 @..
COAL.

CHICAGO

Wanted,

feed is to mix about two

four parts of middlings.

Molds, seseees

\

any feed to make a cow give milk: why not the
best, then, to make the hens lay eggs? I tried

it, and

166 LASALLE
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are about the best of

Mark

PRICES .
For the week ending MAR. 19, 1873,
CANDLES,
MOLASSES.

OFFICE AT PRESENT,
9.

To

The

& CO.,

Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
Insurance companies have failed,
NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST
here, and to place on loan, - =.

A correspondent of a poultry paper says, referring to plenty of eggs:
It has long been
known’ to milk-men . that

wheat middlings and bran

PERRY

Fire.

REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS.

Howto Get Plenty of Eggs.

Remedy last

Finally the question of wateris most vital to
the success of the dairyman.
Cows require fresh
spring water, free from imj-urities and agreeably

thoroughly blended together.

The Great Eastern is now taking on board tne
cable

patent

!

| consisting chiefly of objects of art, realized 100,
000 francs, = 11 /
;

in 1407;
1694.

hand-fed for morfe<than six months of the year;
yet many small farmers never hand-feed their
cows at all, unless wd call hand-feeding permission to run in a barn-yayd and struggle with one
another for a‘mouthful of bad hay and a erunch
or two of musty corn-stalks.
To be successful
in dairy farming requires excessive neatness and
unwearied care, both in the
manipulation of
the feeding and housing of the cows.
For small farmers, be they wealthy amateurs
or working men, the first step to success isa
clean, well ventilated cow-house—a shed will
not be sufficient; next a dairy house where the
temperature is uniform during the year; after
these, convenient dairy utensils—not elaborate

After the Chicago

most valuable constituents of the
made immediately available, and
of potash
and
soda aids inthe
a fertilizer
"of inestimable value.

4
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MARCH 26, 1873.
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The Exeter sectional Boilers and Steam Engines!
Perfect Safety!
The Greatest Foconomy and Durability! Manufacturers'of and dealers in Machinery
and Tools, Harrison's pat. Corn Mills, Steam PRpSSteain Whistles, Water Guages, Judson’s Governors,
Beotch (lasses, Leather-Beltin
stone Packing, As
emp Packing,
Rubber Packing, Babbitt Metal, Soi
'ongs, Hair Felting,
bestos Felting, Lace, Leather,
Rubber Hose
ow Water Detectors, Brown’s Pipe
Emery and Emery Cloth, Steam Pipe and Fittings.
Orders
by mail or express filed satisfactorily, in quality and price, or goods can be returned at our

| expense,
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